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GLOVES
examination of our
Mousquetaire KID GLOVES,
dressed aud undressed in
both Thus aud Blacks.
ail

ALSO

That’s a common expression and has a world of
meaning. How much suffering is summed up in it.

Barometer highest in New England and lowest in Dakota, where a storm of slight energy
is central. General raius have fallen from Dakota and Minnesota to the Rio Grande, and on
the New England coast. Northwesterly winds
are reported in the Atlantic coast States and
lower Lake region. The temperature has fallen in the Atlantic coast States from Connecticut to North Carolina and remained nearly
stationary in other states. It is below mean
for the month east of the Mississippi river.
Cloudy weather with rain indicated Saturday i
in the Lake region, Tennessee, Ohio Valley
and East Gulf States.

10

new

Yachts Building at Bath.
Bath, May 18.—Charles B. Harrington
launched today the fine yacht Widgeon, 25
tons, William Minot owners of Boston. It is
and carries
a bsautifnl model, built for speed
3000 pounds in her keel. Mr. Harrington has
also on the stocks nearly ready a steam
of 40 tons for George S. Homer of New

eat

PLANT FOOD.
compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
competenl Professor of Chemistry, who pro-

This

it ood for all we claim for it. No one need
fear to apply it to the most tender plant. U*e a
11
Nina
quantity and Increase as the Plant
mature.
This composition gives the plants a luxurious
and a dark rich green color, which no other
>od gives them; it also gives the flower of the
plants a brighter, richer and more beautiful color.
It has no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no of
fensive odor. Try it And you will be well pleased
with it. Directions with each Box.

frow’th

Manufactured by
IN

&,

Belknap

142 & 144 Commercial

ROOM PAPERS

Son,

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
These goods may also be found at W. CJ. SAWVIS EC & fO.’S, 9 Preble Street. GFORGE

FOR THE NEXT SfXTV MS.
*

GRAND IRIK RAILWAY CO.

IN THE CITY.

I©. 53

OF CAMDA.

Stock

Retail

may

••‘■MWWW’flL «|
SfeMfilW-ra Jf
corner High and Commercial Streets.
mylO__dtf I

LARGEST

THE

STORES CONTRACTS.
invited for STORES of various
at MONTREJL kinds, required by the Company
*RT
at
P*
HURON, Mich., at PORTLAND,
AL, Que.,
Me., aud at other places during the twelve months
commencing July 1, 1882.
Forms of Tender, with full particulars, can be
had on application to the General Storekeeper of
the Company, at Montreal, Que., or t-o the Deputy
Storekeeper’s at Port Huron, Mich., and Portland,

mENDKRS

Exchange Street.

Corns

Your

Cure

BT

are

Me.
Tenders

10_8I|d*f

endorsed, “Tekder for Stores,
and addressed to tbe undersigned will be received
on or before Wednesday, May 31st..
JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
Montreal, April 15th, 183?.

_Fn&Tu4w

aprl9

USING

COLD MEDAL, PA5I8, 1678.

SOH LOTT r. KB ECK’S
*»

Kntirely harmless;

is not

h

canstio.
Bunion*

Core.'
Warts,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying iu each bottle.
It

removes

Warranted sthaol:itely puro
Cocoa, from which the excess cf

Gallcns

an.'.

Gil has been
iimex ff'.t

tst-A cans /,? GUAnA&TRKn.^s,
For «af« by
Brcgfi.l-.
Prirr it® rent*.
xre It and you will be convinced like thouimwls
va. no.
who have used It and uow testify to its
t*-ert
«-It foi Keliiotlcrfcecb’i. fere »*•«
Vl-.rui nud tube c« wther.

..

*
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Wind ham.
to
The Republicans of Windham are requested
on Saturday, May 20, A.
Rouse
down
the
meet at
to
atD. 1882, 3 o’clock p. m., to choose delegates
tend the State convention at Portland, June 13.
Per order of Town Committee.

Westbrook.
to
The Republicans of Westbrook are requested
20,
meet at the Selectmen’s office on Saturday, May
to
1882. at 7.45 o’clock p. m., to choose delegates
attend the State convention at Portland, June Id,
1882. Per order Republican Town Committee.

Corham.
to
Gorham are
The Republicans of
A.
meet at the Town House, on Saturday, May 20,
1). 1882, at 2Va o’clock p. m., to choose delegates
June
to attend the State convention at Portland,
Per order of Town Committee.
^3

/quested

:

<

*

i‘.

I \ has three

of (,i-c'3

mixed

Sugar,
(■■
oral-

!*..
4

i

]•

cl.

fctren»:i;.<...

tirichirfg.

•.

.tied, and

i..-

■.

admirably ;u!.i}.k i fur invalids
well

as

for

l.ersona

00., Dormer, Hass.

W. BAKER &

QF.M&Wltvt-

feb2t

Tor sale.
inf TONS Government measure; Built in
4rC)0 Brooklyn in 1803; Dimensions over all,
175x46 ft. 6 in.; Inside or below guards, 168 ft 8
in. x 28 ft. 1 in. x 8 ft. 2 in. x 8 ff. 2 in. Draft loaded

about 5 ft. New Boiler in 1876, New Tubes in 1880.
Burns Vi ton coal per hour at.14 miles speed, carries
about 1000 passengers on a day-route, has large
in
freight capacity and ready for immediate service, at
for
complete order. Will be sold low if applied
to
For terms and particulars, apply
once.

DUNBAR &

CO.,

70 Broad St., Boston, Mass.

<ttf

1882.
City Clerk’s Office, May 16th,
PETITION of F. H. Delano to erect and
horse
1-2
of
2
a
steam
engine
maintain
P°^e(J
is hereby given that
at No. 65 India street, notice
at 7 fa
next
Juno
of
fifth
day
on Monday, the
ino’c’ock P. M. a hearing Mill be had of all parties
room in
terested in said petition at the Aldermen’b
tbe City Building.
^

KIMBALL

ON

^ ^

^ror&r, ^

_may 18____J4t
3XT G 33
o 3FL X> I 1ST
KELAIING TO

SEW WOODlM BULDISGS.
Mo Building, or Buildings, the
exterior walls of which shall be
In part or wholly of wood, exceedhereing ten feet in height, shall
after be erected in this city withirons
case
out permission In each
the mayor and Aldermen.
It shall be the duty of the City
marshal to cause to be removed

us nuisances, all buildviolation of this
ings erected in
Ordinance,

at once

may 9

directory

BUSINESS

II,

Prime*.

QUINCE,
WS*.
Sireel.
Jijcimaje No. Ill Exchange
Boom

I.

Pattern and Model Maker.
BABOPB, 33 t'ro.H St., Portland

Hie.

Has leased the House and Ofllje

Office
-mvio

High aad Pleasant Sts.,
Greene.

»“• *a-lo

Ifonr*

Women

MEETING of this corporation will bo held at

Fraternity Rooms, May 25tb,
A the
follows:
to amend the By-Laws,

ai

4 o’clock

as

p. m.,
Art. VII.
Art XI.
Art XXVII.

Substitute five lor nine in eighth line.
Accept the last sentence.
Omit “no two &e.,” to end of sentence
be
may
Art! XXXI. Substitute—Amendments
made at any meeting of the managers
nothe
two-thirds
a
provided
vote;
by
tice of such meeting be issued a week
previous, and the articles to be
amended by therein enumerated,
EL EN M. CRAM, See.
mayl Idtd

Hennessey <& Co.

Win.

received their stock of La lies’ and Gentet
Riding Saddles, Bridles, Housings, &c., direc’
from the manufactory, which they will sell cheap
tor cash. Also, manufacturer of fine Custom and
Team Harnesses.

Wm.

Hennessy & Co.,

118 Centre Street, Portland, Mains..
maylO
_dXm

aDTC

“•

JIOBTON,

painters,

13 Hlathet Square. Portland,
prices reneonable and satUtactioD guaranteed.
alJ

1

for Alexandria.

Trevelyan took his seat in
day.
An explosion of gunpowder

HOUSE.
On motion of Mr. Ivasson of Iowa a bill was
passed providing that any person being originally a citizen of the Uuited States who has
been naturalized as a subject of Great Britain
may publicly declare his renunciation of such
naturalization and resume citizenship in the
United States by signing an instrument to that
effect.
The House resumed the bank charter extension bill, the pending question being an
amendment offered by Mr. Buckner of Missouri, reducing the period for which banks
may extend their charters from twenty to ten
The amendment was rejected—yeas
years.
92, nays 110.
Mr. Hazeltine of Missouri moved to make
the period one year.
Mr. Ward of Pennsylvania opposed the
amendment on the ground that an' extension
for one year meant simply anolition of the
whole system of national banks.
The nmendmeut was lost, 33 to 119.
Mr. Robertson of Louisiana moved to reduce
the period to two years, and proceeded to
make some remarks about the “broken banks
of the Mississippi,” praising the patriotic message of the President on that subject. He then
withdrew his amendment.
Several amendents were then offered and

Parliament

to-

occurred at Copenhagen yesterday, by which six persons were
killed and many injured.

New York, May 18.—A man giving the
Michael Turner was on board the
Wisconsin which arrived yes'erday,
whose actions and words during the voyage
excited suspicion among some of the passenrs.
He had no baggage, aud only the clothg he wore. As soon as the vessel touched
the pier he was the first to go down the gangplank and immediately disappeared. A passenger named Kettle also left as soon as possible, took a carriage ana repaired to the police
station, where he gave some information to
the police relative to Turner, but the atter
cannot be found. It is surmised that Turner
knew or had something to do with the assassinations in Ireland. His ticket was purchased
in the Dublin office of the company at £10 10s
on the day of the
assassinations, and countersigned in Queenstown on Sunday morning, so
that it is fair to presume that he took the last,
or the night train from Dublin to his port of
destination.
As the Wisconsin passed the
Scythia at quarantine Turner was told that
officers were searching that vessel for the assassin, at which .ie showed great trepidation.
The detectives did not board the Wisconsin.
* Vben last seen lie was
making tracks as fast
as possible across West street, looking furtively
to the right and left as if fearful at every step
of being intercepted by some oue.
That he
feared a meeting with some one was evidenced
by his peculiar manner and action, which did
not fail to attract the attention of more tlian
one person.

MINOR TELEOR4MS.

name of
steamer

The jail at Westminster, Maryland, was
burned yesterday. The prisoners were eavee.
In DesMoines, Iowa, #2300 Jhave been subscribed for the capture of the Irish Assassins
The Northwestern packing and provision establishment at east St. Louis was burned at
midnight. Lobs #10,000.
No bid was made for the Sprague esiato at
auction yesterday, and the sale was adjourned
without delay.
Oliver Holt’s woolen mills at Swarthmore,
Pa., was burned last night with i's contents.
Loss #40,000.
A. Porter Lee, president of the defunct First
National Bank of Buffalo, N Y., was arrested
yesterday on complaint, of Receiver Smith in
a Buit to recover #200,000
belonging to depositors of the bank.
Mrs. Helen M. Slocum of New York, a well
known public speaker and leader of
the
woman suffrage part1', is dead.
Ex-City Treasurer Wiuaus of Newark, N. J.,
was indicted yesterday for falsifying the books
of bis office.
A serious light among white miners at Harrisbury, Alaska, is reported and that a number were killed.

f

Tlie New Comet.

LA1ER.

Michael Turner, the suspected assassin of
was arrested here to-day and takeu
before the British consul.
He takes the matter as a joke.
Mr. Perry, as passenger on the
Wisconsin, says he met Turner at several fairs
in Ireland, and found him only a jolly fellow.
The officers of the Wisconsin scout the idea
of his being an assassin.
Special Prayers for Ireland.
London, May 18.—A Canterbury despatch
the
says
Upper House of Convocation has
agreed upon a form of prayer for use during
the present troubles in Ireland.
It asks for
preservation from secret conspiracies and open
the
of
tumults in Ireviolence,
appeasement
land and the healiug of her eores.
Condemning the Repression Bill.
A meeting of the Irish parliamentary party
to-day unanimously coudemned the repression
bill as unworthy of the Irish people and fraught
with the direct consequences to them. It was
decided to ask Gladstone why the arrears bill
was not printed aud whether he will expedite
it.
Trevelyan called attention to the fai'ure of
He declared the new bill
justice in Ireland.
would facilitate summoning of witnesses. He
defended the provisions against the publication of seditious articles by referriug to the
charter of ihe Irish World and United Irishman.
He 9aid the government had reason to
think in their efforts to suppress outrage tliey
would have the assistance of those who become tired of the terrorism to which they had
been so long subjected.
Dillon maintained that failures to convict
v ere not the
result of intimidation but of
The bill he declared
popular sympathy.
would have no other effect that to provoke
secret organizations.
When the measure expired the league would rise again and Parliament would have to do the work over again.
Debate adiourned till to-morrow.
General Notes.
London, May 18.—The Times says Parnell
will strongly oppose the repression bill on the
ground that it should be delayed until after
the arrears bill has been passed.
The fear of being arrested for the Cavendish
and Burke assassinations is so general in Ireland that peasantry traveling outside of their
own district apply to the police for
passports.
Many emigrants leaving the south of Ireland
for America resort to the same course.
At a private meeting in Dublin all the Irish
judges oxcept the Lord Chancellor unanimously resolved to send a strong remonstrance to the
government against the proposed abolition of
trial by jury.
New Yokk, May 18.—Six stowaways arrived
itet&nd, to-day. Marshal Knox has ceased examining arriving steamers.
Boston, May 18.—John Durgiu, claiming to
be Grand Master of the Massachusetts Grand
Lodge of Orangemen, will publish a card iu
the morning in Which he says that the letter
read at the recent Irish indignation meeting
in Paueuil Hail extressing sympathy of the
order iu Massachusevs and throughout the
country with the object of the meeting, was
utterly without author!* frora the Q.ran(j
Lodge. He further says 0.angenleu are
sympathy with any revolutionary measures
whatever.

The new comet is whirling through space at
tremendous rate of speed aud in time will

a

Cavendish,

span half the arch of the sky, making the autumn evenings brilliant with incandescent
light. By the first of June the celestial visitor
should be visible to tho naked eye, and everyone who can command tho uso of
a telescope
ought to get at least one look at it before that
time. It is a sight to be remembered, especially if the comet should make as great a display
within two months
it will.

as

the astronomers predict

R-membering that

this gives promise of being one of the grandest comets ever seen, it is
interesting to look at it in its babyhood. It is
far from possessing anything impusing in its
appearance. The inexperienced observer has
to look twice before seeing it at all, especially
if tho telescope he is using he of small aperYet anybody can see that it is an iufant
Hercules. It has a head like a star, compact
and brilliant, aud it trails behind it in its mil-

ture.

liou-mile-a-day flight, a little, straight bright
tail, bigger already away out there in space

than must comets

are

able to

perihelion.

display

at

their

The latest observations confirm the early declaration made by Prof. Boss, that the comet
will go extraordinarily close to the sun. No astrouemer has succeeded in identifying it with
any previous comet, and it is probable that this
is its first visit to the solar system, at least
since men have made records of celestial phenomena.
It is not impossible that it last exhibited the glories of its train to the inhabitants
of the worlds revolving aiound some distant
fixed star. The question is frequently asked,
It is impos“How largo will the comet be?”
sible to say more than that judging from the
brightness of its nucleus aud the present rate
of iucreaso in the size of its tail, it ought to
be a more brilliant comet than that of last
summer.

But nobody can premise that it will be, because the nature of comets and thet laws that
govern the development of their tails are not
well enough known to enable astronomers to
make positive predictions concerning their appearance. This comet’s position when nearing
ilie sun will not be such as to give us the best
view of its tail. The comet of 1858, like this
one, was watched from the time it appeared as
a faint object in
the telescope until it hung
liko a great band of light iu the western heavens.

1.

Hhni.t

Q —-

LTheodore Watts in the Athenaeum.]
Wonderful as was Rossetti as an artist and
poet, he was still more wonderful, I think, as a
man.
The chief characteristic of his conversation was an incisiveness so perfect and clear
as to have of ion the pleasurable
surprise of wit.
It is so we!i known that Rossetti had been for
a Ion r time the most retired man of
genius of

The hark Herman at Newcastle, Mirimacht,
reports about 100 vessels fast in the ice, wbicli
is in great abundance around Magdalenas and
Birds’ Rocks.

Halifax, May 19.—A dispatch from Port
Mnlgrave says tho steamer Melrose, Abby,
yesterday got clear of the ice in which she was
drifting since Saturday, and is now at anchor
Steamer Carroll which sailed
in that port.
from this port for Charlottetown Tuesday arrived back this evening, having been unable to
A number of vessels
get through tho ice.

bound east were passed, and the Swedish bark
Frougate and the Charlottestown brigantine
Carita were spoken off Canso light near Cranberry Island. Ice was visible a3 far as could
be seen from the mast bead and is reported

Pobtulsd, May 18.
following quotations of Grain were reoelred
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminle
The

&

18fi5 she has been a traveling companion of
Mrs. Rogers and an intimate friend, and the
most of the time has lived in the family.
Always took my meals with the family. There
was usually wine on the table.
Mr. Cumming
drauk claret. Mrs. Cumming sometimes took
wine. Saw Mr. Cumming drunk a number of
times. 1 went abroad with them; remember of
seeing him drunk at Richmoud. England
There were unmerons times, but I remember
this one in particular.
I was not ou pleasant
Never attempted
terms with Mr. Cumming.
to proveut au interview between him and Mrs
Cumming after they had separated. I understood that Mr. Cumming eudeavored to find
his wife for the purpose of seeking a reconciliation, but I was not aware of attempts to prevent their meeting.
He said that he wanted to
be reconciled to his wife; that rum had been
the cause of all the trouble.
He said to me if
there were to be divorce proceedings he did not
want adultery to be a cause, but if Mrs Cumming would give him 85U00 a year, and some
money for his debts, and would sue for divorce
ou the ground of drunkenness, he would make
uo opposition, but would go to Europe aud rema>n there.
This conversation between Mr.
Cumming and myself occurred in November
last. He said he warned Mrs. Cumming to return to him; he was a changed man; he could
I told him it was too
not live without her.
late fora reconciliation; that I had no influence with her to iuduee her to return to
him.
The deposition of Charles N. Rogers, a son
of Mrs. Cummiug, testified to adultery of Cumming with Stella Angel, at the New Marlboro
Hotel. He also testified to Cummlng’s habits
of drunkenness.
The Perils of Ocean Navigation.
Capt. Bernson of the Beaver line steamer
Lake Huron, which arrived at Quebec on
Monday from Liverpool m: kes a report which
we

condense:

Experienced heavy westerly gales

to the
Banks.
Encountered field ice in iat. 1619,
long. 16 20, steamed along the south edge of it
for six hours when an opening occurred, passed
through into comparative Clearwater; saw no
more ice till arriving at tho meridian of Cape
Bace, where large quantities of icebergs were
seen; continued to pass a large quantity till
within 30 miles east of St. Pierre, met field ice
field. May 7tb, 0 p. m. 10 miles east of Cape
Bay, steamed slowly to the southward for six
hours and finding the ice extending from Cape
Bace to St. Pauls steamed into it in the slackest place in company with the Peruvian, and
became ice-bound at midnight. Monday, the
8th, at daylight observed the ss Valette, a
Dominion, a Donaldson and a Temperley Line
steamer all ice-bound. On Monday evening
Peruvian
observed the
trying to steam
through the ice, but failed to make any progress. Tuesday morning at daylight the Peruvian signaled to us that she had lost her propeller and wished to bo reported to her owners
the first opportunity.
XVedne3day and part of
Thursday experienced a heavy gale from N E
Thursday evening the
with snow and 3leet.
sky clearing sighted St. Pauls and Cape St.
Lawrence; found the vessel had drifted 50
miles in a SW direction since Tuesday evening. Friday, a sharp frost all day with fiue
clear weather; no sign of breaking. Saturday
May 13th, the ice becoming loose proceeded
and cautiously in a NNE direction; ice very

sasMP&iaMPm

Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago-Wheat-. --Corn->
Time. .June.
July
May. .June.
9.34 .123%
72%
123%

--Oats-,
June. July.

46%
72% 51% 45%
72% 61% 46%
124
72% 61
46%
124%
72% 60% 46%
1.03..124% 124% 75
72% 61
46%
call ...124% 124% 74% 72% 61
45%
August Wheat 9.34.a m at 113% : 1.03p m 114;
call at 114; July Corn 9.34 a m at 72%c; 1.03 at
72%; call
9.64. 124%
10.30.. 124%
11.30. 124
12.30.. 124%

124%
124%

75%
75%
76%
74%

72%._

Foreign Exports.
Jackson—3093 shook I
21,567 ft hoards.

by the original marriage, each of whom rece v
ed 8200,000, and a considerable part of the ie'
mainder of the estate was placed in trust. It
is alleged that after the marriage Mrs. Cum-

trusted to him.
Now tho libel for divorce is
before the court. A large number of witnesses
testified to the habitual drunkenness of the
libelee.
Mrs. May Child testified that since

CENTS.

drain Hamel.

Col. Rogers, a tutor in the family. Col. Rogers,
who will be remembered as the publisher of the
Boston Journal, left au estate appraised at 81,
400,000. There are two sons and two daughti rg

ming settled a large amount of property on her
husband, and some months ago a hearing was
had on a petition for an injunction to restrain
Mr. Cumming from convoying property en-

3

MATANZAS. Schr Fred
and heads, 499 extra shook*

Foreign Imports.
CARDENAS. Brig Albert M—211 hhds '20 tcs
molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co,
Rtock ittnrkeu
The following quotations of stocks axe received
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton <mem
tiers of eft* Boston Stock Exchange), comer of Middle and Exchange stree

Opening.

Closing.

Boston Land.7%
^ator Pow^r..
4%
Aspinwall Land. 6
Gint & Pere Marquette common
23
fartford & Erie 7s. 49%
T. & 8. F.
8H%
Boston & Maine. 143
•Glut & Pere Marquette preferred
96
G. R. A Ft. Smith....
f>]%
63
Marquette, Houghton & Out
Summit Branch
...».11%
>«nver Ki Rio Grande.
.61
Mexican Central 7b
88 %
Ttftem Paciilc preferred
78%
•*
Common..
41

7

4%
5

22%
49%
86%
143
96

60%

..

63

..

11%
60%
88%
78%
4 %

...

<

..

the Boston Brokers’ Board, May 18.
Eastern Railroad.
37%
Portland. Saco& Portsmouth R.R.116
Milton.
12c
•Sale?

at

....

Itew Vork Riock

and

Money

Tlurkei.

•'By Telegraph.)

New York. May 18—Evening. Money loaned
u:» from 2Va to 3%, down to 2, closed offered at ¥(g
2%, pnme mercantile paper 4%gj5%
Exchange
steady at 486% for long and 9% for short. Governments are unehang'vt except ext 6a. which are
% higher. State bonds inactive. Railroad bonds

irregular.

r vis action* at the Stock Exchange aggregat
230. < •() > share*.
rhe following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government t-ecurities:
U nite< > States 6s, ex
.101 %
'nited States 5’s ext..
.101%
United States aew. 4% s, reg..
114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.116%
Unite- States uew, 4's, reg......
120%
United States new. 4’s. coup.12»t%
^acitic 6’s of >16.....
133

e

....

rhe 'ollowing are the closing quotations of stocks:
& Alton...
131
ihioag<> & Alton preferred. 140
C. ft. Quincy .131%
Erie. 36%
Erie preferred. 73
Illinois Central.
134%
Lake Shore.102%
86%
Michigan Central
New Jersey Central. 71%
Northwestern.
127%
Northwestern preferred.143
New York Central.. .127%
Rock Island
128%
•lilwaukee A St. Paul.. ..110%
St. Paul preferred
..119%
Union Pacific stock. 1 3%

Chicago

Western Union Tel. Co.

84

Caiilaroia

lUiumg Mtocki.
(B* Telegraph.)
8an Fbanciboo. May 18.—The following are the
-losing ouatatiose o» Mining stocks to-day:
Best 4 Belebei
4*4
'*odie.... 5*4
Eureka
18H
ould 6 Curry... 1%
^ale & Noroross.
♦lexican.

5

.......

Sotthern Bello.
)uhir...
Savage
Sierra Nevada.

24fe
1*4
5*4

(Jnion Con ..
fellow Jacket

9
1

..

Chicago Ciive Ntock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. May 18.—Hogs—Receipts 23,000 head;
shipments 9,000 headjmarket is steady; common to
good mixed 7 00^7 70; light at 7 1Q@7 70; heavy
packing and shipping 7 75@8 25.
Cattle—Receipts 6,0 0 h-»ad: shipments 2400;
strong; exports at 7 60^7 75; good to choice shipping 6 90o}7 45; throngh Texans steady at 4 25@
4 30; choice heavy 6 7->.<£6 00.
fB? Telegraph.)
£»«mr*««c rtarketa.

York, May 18—Evening.—Flour market
stronger on Spring Wheats and firm for good
Winter: dull and heavy for othe-s, with a
operate export demand, chiefly for low
grades, and

shade

shtv. anslrt& Sades
fair local

Peruvian 14 miles N by E of Cape North, and
the Valette close to her; the Donalds/
and
Temperley Line boats off Cape North, di. ance
six miles, all ice-bouud, and driving in a SE
direction at the rate of X 1-2 miles per hour;
left the Dominion steamer steering easterly
about 15 miles from where we cleared the ice.
Arrived off Father Point at 3.30 a.m. on
Monday the 15sb and Quebec at 5.30 p. m.
Ships reported—a barque, six ships and two
other barques, all dodgiug on the eastern edge
of the ice 10 miles east of Capo Bay,
Sunday,
May 7th.

trade inquiry.
Receipts Floor 9,449 bbls; exports 6,806 bbls;
<«leg 16,850 bbls; No 2 at 3
00®4 25; '.Superfine
western and State 4 00 cto 25; common to good ext
Western and State 5 0Q®6 80; good to choice Weeten* extra at 6 85 a 9 25. common
to choice WTiite
Whod Western extra 7 25 3)8 25;
fancy do at 8 30
a9 25: common to good extra Ohio at 5
20® 8 60;
common to choice extra St. l^oois at 6 20 a 9 25*
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 50 $8 00; choice to
double extra 8 1089 75, including 2400 C.ty Mill
extra at 6 65 a 6 80 for W I; 1600 bbls No 2 at 3 00
@4 20; 1900 Superfine at 4 00@5 15; 45“ bbls low
extra at 5 OOa5 60; 2900 bbls
Wheat extra
at 6 20®9 25; 54(H) hblo Minn, extra 6 0O®9 75;
moutheri flour is Arm; goofi to choice at 6
80®
8 25; common to fair 5 65 6 76. Wb«*ai—receipts
61,322 >u»p. exports 47,179-nush; cash lots a
shade easier; options opened *4®% lower, afterwards recovered from decline and advanced
*4(®%,
chafing very firm at best rates, with a little more
doing for expoit and fair speculative trade: sales 1,2*».oO“ D’issu. including 190,o*»o but>h < n the snot;
No 2 spring 1 35 ungraded
Spring l 84; ung.aded
Red at 1 8® l 46; No 4 do 1 28; No 3 do at 1 41;
No 2 »ed I 44% f ob: t 46%@1 45% cert., and
1 46 delivered ungraded White at 1 42%; No 2 do
1 40; No l White, 8,- -Oi at 1 43% cert, 1 43 f o b.
Ryr weak.State at 98%®91%c; Canada at 91®
91 %c. Barley is firm. Malt is
steady. i'«rn
cash and day Vs fi % lower: options opened weak,
after vards strong and advanced %a)%,closing with
advance lo*t and shade easier; trade on.y moderate
re
t* 118, 9“ Oush; exports 36,021 bush; sales
1,047,0-O unsb, including 169,000 on spot; ungraded at 8i®86c; No 2 at 85% a 86c eiev and at
86%(®M>e deliver; White Southern at 96c® 1 0 •;
N’O 2 tor May at 85%®86c, closiug 86c; June 82®
82%c closing at 82; July at 82V4 ®82%c, closing
at 82%c August 8■■ %vO 82%c. closing a?
82%c;
September at 82%a'83, closing 82% c. Oatn %®
% lower and fairly active for speculation; receipts
30,666 oush. exerts-bush; .-.ales 44 f,000 bush;
So 3 at at 62c.
Hite do 64c; No 2 at 63c; White
•1o at 65%®66%e; No 1 at 63c; do White at «9c;
Mixed WoMtem ».3®66c; do White at 62% ®6Mc;
Mixed State ar 64®66c; white do at 66®76%e.
*«<!«> firm; fair to good refining at 7% a7 %c; refined strong. White ExC 8%(t»w% ;Yellow do a 18%
a8%; off 8%®9V4;8ta.'1(;anl A at 9%;pt*wde ed
at l“%e: Cubes at U>%(®10%; crushed at
l‘<%;
Confectioners A at 9%. granulated at 9%c
*«oig firm
Petrob uu) firm; united at 72%.
relfo v very firm prime city 8% u
k
%. f*
fairly active and quite firm, sales 425>rbls old mess
on spot ‘8 75; new 19 50; July closed at 19
®
91 7 .June 1 9 4 $ 9 55 August at I9 70.fi
O.
fi'jvis less active, opening weak, afterwards 2%
@5 higher, closing dun and depressed, sales 12' 0
^nm« steam ou spot 11 67% a 11 “’2%; 165 city
s'eam > I 60; refined for Continent 11 70.
itait.-r
weak; Western 10a2 c; creamery at 26%®27c.
is firm for choice: others weak.
Freight* to Livemxn dull. b
4)steam %.
Chicago, May 18 —Flour quiet. Wheat geierallv higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 23% a
_4
for cash: 1 24 for May 1 24% for June; 1 24%®
l 24% July; 1 14 for August. No .3 Chicago Spring
at 1 13al 15; rejected at *'8c. 00ru lower at 74%
for cash aud May; 72%®72%c June. 72%c July;
72
r®72%c Augusi. rejected at 7 2%c. Oats lower
at 62%®53c oasn; 62%c May; nlc for June 4 %
July; 87%o August, liye aud Barley steady. ) ork
dropingat 19 l'>® 19 15 for cash, 19 10 for May;
1907%®19 10 for June; 19 27%® 19 30 for July;
19 47 %®19 60 for August.
Lard easier 11 37%
cask and May.; 11 40 tor June; 11 62% $11 6.5 lor
July, il 65®LI 67% August. *ulk vieats— 'boulders at 8 50.short rite 11 16; short clear at 11 70.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
irregular, not changed. Corn firmer but not gene
aily higher. Oats easier but not changed. Pork and
Lard easier but not lower.
■V.HIO jw
lo 0»x) opi- (lour, 6,000 bush wheat,
147,000 bus | orn, 65 000 'msn oats, 2,100 bust
rye 14,000 on a >arluy.
4h puients 2 600 bbu* flour, 41 000 bush wheat,
63,000 npsu corn, 28,000 bus > oats, 6,000 bush
ry. 4700 >inh barley.
ST. Louis. May 18.—Flour dull; triple extra at
6 25@5 40; family at 6 70a®5 80; cnoiee to fancy
at 6 00@6 60. Wheat weak, No 2 R«.i Fall 1 30%
casb; 1 22% for June, 1 2% for July; 1 09 Aug;
No 3 do at l 21% ; No 4 do 1 10
Com—cash and
May higher, other months lower;76%®78%c cash,
according to locatiou; 77 Vac for May; 73%c Juno;
Pork easier 19 76
73%c for July; 72% August.
asked cash, 19 oO bid June. Lard nominal.
Receipts—6000 b is uoar, 16,0ut* .ukui> J *
32,<htO nush corn.OO.OOO bush oati,0,Ofv'
u,000 bush bariey.
,^uO bnsh woeat
-Shipuien tS-6, (HX> bbls bulrush oats. JJCUH L‘

our day, and so
many absurd causes for this re^-"interj
tirement have been spoken of that there is
nothing indecorous iu the true cause of it being
made public by one who of late years has
known more of him, perhaps, than has any
A STUDENT SEot.
other person. About 1808 the curse of the artistic and poetic temperament—insomnia—atPortland Daily Wholesale market
tacked him, and ono of the most distressing efExciting: Midnight Adventure a.a WestPortland. May 18.
fects of Insomnia is a nervous shrinking from
ern University.
Floor is quiet, but firm, and unchanged. Pork is
personal ooutact with any save a few intimate
friends. This peculiar kiud of nervousness
St. Paul, May 18—The president
(wo
strong and $1 higher on Backs and Clear. Hams
professors of the State University at Mi,leap. may be aggravated by the use of sleeping- have advanced %c. Butter is ea«y and 2^3c lower.
olis were before the municipal court yest,day
and
iu
his case was thus aggravated.
draughts,
Eggs are firm and iu good request at unchanged
on a criminal charge
growing oat of on eifa_ But, although Rossetti lived thus secluded, he
quotations. Bermuda Onions are scarce and have
ordinary performance last night, in which a did not lose the affectionate regard of the illusadvanced to 2 80,6,2 90. Sugar i9 strong at yes erstudent was shot by a professor. There ha
trious met; with whom he started iu his artistic
life. Nor, assuredly, did be deserve to lose it,
been rumorjthat the students were
day’s advance. No change in truit. Fresh Fish are
firm and higher rates have been established: the
ing a lark, and President Folweli, with Profs. for no man ever lived, 1 think, who was so
for
develop,
Moore and Pike, decided to watch
in sympathizing with other
first lot arrived to-day sold at 2Vfec &
jnerous as ha
lb, subsements at his house. The night wore on till 2
save only when the cruel fumes of
c'(U’s work,
quently prices went up to 3yac for Cod and Had
turned him against every thing. And
o’clock or later, when President Folweli discovhiaral
which
is
1
c
above
the
Va
dock,
market
price for
ered a party approaching, and started to meet
as wide as generous.
It was
onjjnpathy was
fare lots,the rise being occasioned by a flurry
them. They dropped ihe gates which they
to mention the name of Sir F.
among
I^i^fcessary
street
Fourth
a
rau
l>3ck
to
few
dealers.
one
The
but
schooner
all
Sultan
and
or
landed
Mr. Millais or Mr. Madox Brown
bore,
Young
or Mr'1
who
This
FolwiH.
one,
President
about
8000
of
Jo"es
or
ib3
and
Mr.
G.
to-day
stocked
by
F.
tish,
pursued
$2f'6.
Watta, or, indeed o?rn0
ran
was Asa Paine, che victim ol the shooting,
Some of our small boats have done remarkably well
itial a gfty contemporary painter, to get from
straight by the president, and >v,< pursued by
disquisition
upon the merits of
this week in market fishing; several fishermen have
if,nS
each—a
Profs. Moore and Pike, the latter drawing his
tions and H'sition full of the subtlest distiucstocked from .$50 to §t>0 each in a single day.
revolver aud crying, “Halt, or I will shoot
his niutohlei8lin!*teJ by tlla brilliant lights of
ho following aro vo-day’s quotauons of
Flour,
And it was the same in
you!” This threat incited the young man to poetry.
followed
Grain. Provisions. Ac.
«’*"> loved Rossetti (that is
greater speed, and he was closely
wl®
those
to
say,
ii'tour
Prof. Moore using his cane about the arms and
Bruin.
d'fflcnlt it is for t,luW him) can realize how
S
.4 75 $5 60 H. M. old Corn,
shoulders of the fugitive with good effect.
now such remiuiSL* 'need, to pursue just
oar lots
E-tr%Spring..6 75a;# 25
When they reached a vacant lot iu front o!
@92
time it may be posS68 HS these. In a week’s
X< Sprint....7 0vHft7 50 Now Corn.
and
before
Payne
fell,
Prof. Pika’s residence,
-3 to write about him.
Pn-ent
car
spring
lot*,
@91
he could rise wascauglit.it is claimed, in a
Wh-j&Lg..... o 75*£9 50
(Cor. Ne64
shower of blows from gPrnf. Moore’s stick. He
M hhr&n WitiHm-xoCl Bran
00 a 28 (X)
Czaf”*
The
stand
“I
can’t
this;
\i Id*..
er ’■'net. ...7 Q0j£? 25
gained lus feet, crying,
3*100
erl1,
C'maion
Cotron Seed.carlot 30 00
While hia special oourie
stop, or I will shoot!” at the same lime draw# 75^7 00
it
over his head.
with
aud
lots
32
00
a
revolver
waving
galloping
bag
ing
sealed orders into hisnumeF®
S:. Louis Win93
Corn,bag icte..
Prof. Pike came up » ith hitn, and, thinking
where
7 25307 50 Moal,
are no railroads, i^ooaius,
there
ter lair
88
as
aud
his
yet
in
pistol
his own life
danger, presented
"
Winter good. 7 60 ?7 75 Oats,
65
fired, the ball taking effect in the fleshy part of no regular post communicatioi?-IeSraPh3>au^ Winter best. ■7 75@8 00 Bran,
30 00
the
the left thigh. The wounded youth ex laimed,
full
turmoil
ere
in
Produce.
Moacovites
82 00
Midi,
assisted
“1 am shot,” and the professor quickly
Sweet potatoes5 25@5 50 Bye,
130
for his coronation, at iho same tim'®Parat'cu
ProrisioaN.
him and led him back to President FolwelPs,
Tarkeys.
foes are reported tc bo also busy prdt deadly
Chicken*.
Mesa Beef 13 O0@l3 60
where he was kindly cared for and a doctor
for
Ex Mees..l4 00o>14 50
Fowl.
hastily summoned, who pronounced the wound the Czar some fireworks of their o#S
Plate.16 00@16 60
Efffts.17
not fatal, aud probed for the bullet, but failed
fireworks—“h®these
for
to
look
where
Berm’d > I.o,i.^.280o/2 901
But
Ex Flftte..l7 00|>17 60
was
Iu
the
conveyit.
Payue
to find
moruing
Pori—
4* bbl
ground, on the surface, or in the air—n<9>'- Craberr.cs,
ed to his father's residence, where lie now lies.
Maine 9 OOtflO 00
Backs.. ..2*5 50@20 00
The attending surgeon prououncod the injury
Clear.24 60 a 6 00
Oape Coil,12 OUfr'15 00
knows, and everybody is full of dark apl
Mess.20 5t®2l 00
Nuxnr.
only a flesh wound, but fears are entertained
hensious. Tho question where the Nihilii
anuiatua.iuvir Hams.14
@14%
that it may result in permaueut lameness.
can best deal their blow to the Czar is dismissed, tra C. 9% i iuand Hogs....
@y
President Folweli and Profs. Pike aud Moore
ffTrui*
Lars
the
Czar
the
first
iu
In
held
place
here in whispois.
were arrested
yesterday. Pike was
^o’tl RaiRins2 80@S 50 i rub, Vlb— 12%@I2Vj
to
Moscow,
for
trial
St.
29th
inst.
Irora
the
travel
to
has
to
Petersburg
bonds of £500
appear
LayereS 10at3 16 I Tierooe. lb i*. 12 Ml <g 12 » s
,*013
Asa Payue with a
T -.i»
400 miles by railroad, and who knows at how
on charge of assault upon
12
I Pall....
@ 13
12%.ii3Vs
Who
Prunes. 7 *rfc@8c
Bran.
many points that railroad isundermined?
deadly weapon, and Folwe, I end Moore were
of
that
road
switchmen
answer
oi
tho
to
how
0runee.l2Vb@14 Pea.3 75@4 00
knows
many
released on their own recognizance
Medinnui.3 7 Va3 36
are Nihilists?
at the same time the charge of assault and
WeMiB»b» 6 6036 TO fellow Eyes. .3 26^3 37
™
In tile next place, alter reaumug
battery.
Valencit.x.s gOa:« 00
Bauer.
4
ancient
to
an
custom,
Czar will stop, according
Extra Hi,e $10® 12
Oroamery.25328
Ltt
in the Petrovsky Park, about two miles from
<g
Gilt
EdgoVoraaout26^26
THE PERUVIAN COMPANY.
M^aslna....,
the Kreud, where be will remain until the eve
20322
I Choice
P ilermos
0036 00 Good.18 320
of the coronation, aud then will go to the
be
will
which
60 Store.1B®17
Malaga.....-o@4
Kremlin. Now that short journey,
Xut6
Cheese.
rather a pompous procession, amid masses of
Mr- Hitt’s Examination Postponed—No
Peanuts—
Maine.12%®15
people, will, of course, be extremely dangerous.
Wilmington.l
Notice taken of Shipherd’s Litter.
16
Vermont_12%®
Thou, in the Kremlin the Czar has to go on foot
Virginia....2 2 25 rf f Factory. 12%®15
Washington, May 17.—The House commit- from his palace to the Uspensky Cathedral and
Tennessee... 1 80->0 Shims.
8
7%@
tee on foreign affairs held a session this mornV.>
Castana.r lb.
back, a distance of about fifty yards, amid
Apples.
12Vi< Per bbl.2
ing at which Robert H Hitt late assistant sec- thousands of representatives of the people, who Walnuts
2533
26
12 Vi a
Before
Filberts
retary of State, attended as witness.
*'coking.2 6033 00
will occupy the space between the palace and
13
Pecan
(g •Yapo rated.14® HI
at
that
sworn, however, Mr. Walker inquired of the
whether
knows
Who
the cathedral.
•ied Western....8%(S7
chairman ns to what points Mr. Hitt was to be
moment when the Czar in full glory appears be-do Eastern.... 6%@7
examined upon, and Mr. Blount at whose in- fore the representatives of his people, a Nihilist
summoned.
had been
roof
the
Rallsstance the witness
from
Receipts by
boom may not be thrown down
180,000 hash ooreasy; No TWhiM fig*
The chair stated that he would prefer to imEastern Railroad—870 bblr-Mft>-a
Nobody denies bare that
of the cathedral?
part that information in executive sessiou.
lead, 68 bates cotton, 1 car star, 20°
there is great danger for the Czar and for those
lir''
The room was accordingly cleared, and after
who on the coronation day shall surround him,
Maine Central—1 car shing eb'
x do'
the doors were reopened it was announced that
and on that account the good people of Moscow
potatoes, 1 do sleeperB, 2 cars olio s“.,”’naper.
*. ‘.,nd
cars miscellaneous goods h.
on
the
20
also
the examination of M. Hitt would not bo proexcited
so
much
been
before
never
havo
yortiau
90 for connecting roads.
ceeded with this forenoon, inasmuch as the eve of a coronation as they are now, while
doing; MidGrand Trunk Railway—13 carg grau
testimony taken before the sub committee in
lura. 1
the coronation of Alexander III.
awaiting
bcr, 1 car live stock, 11 cars mhcellanet^ sd go
New York, in connection with which Mr. Hitt
cars other freight.
was to testify, is not in print.
It is said that Oscar Wilde's visit to this
Portland & Ogdensburg—1 car pair, 1 d* ^
No action has thus far been taken ou Shiphas caused a boom ia sunflower seed,
wood, I,ar
country
to
the
chairman,
board, 2 cars hay, 2 do bark, 4 do pulp
wletter
of
last
herd's
evening
lumber,
or
w-o— -n
hoops, 2 cars shook, 4 do paper, 67 do
and that this year thero won’t be a garden
bat that matter will probably be taken into
do miscellanecg
1
car timber, 0 cars grain,
Uni?
POLITICAL.
logs,
i3J.
consideration and passed upon by a committee door-yard in Newport or Saratogo or any other
today.
summer resort but that will havo a
Ecrapwn ««*•«».
popular
Iflarkei.
Wholesale
Goods
ToDrr
Shlpherd's Letter to be Acted Upon
Bv roioaraiui.
brilliant display of its heliantlius annuus, tub_Cotton market
Pennsylvania Greenbackera in Convenday.
The following quotations are wholesale prices And I Un
at 8%d;
tion.
*5Tf*May 18
But the sunflower is a
orosus or multiflores.
The House committee on foreign affairs will
corrected daily by Store- dros. & Co., Dry Goods, 1 ;ia
speeolation
6 l,tid.ami’bales;
.ales 14,‘*0«>
Harrisburg, May 18.—The Pennsylvania
In Portugal
0»eaus
Middle
street:
152
144
to
hold a secret session to-morrow morning to de- valuable annual, nevertheless.
Gooes,
Fancy
Woolonsand
aoGexport a^Q. futures 8teauy.
State Greenback convention was temporarily
cide what action if any they will take in conmrBLITACKED COTTONS.
meal is maid from the seeds, from which bread
orgauizod this morning. Before recess it or- nection with Shipherd’s letter. They havo ar- is made; aud when roasted they make an exFine 7-4.14317
8%
In.
86
*>U**
7%@
dered a telegram sent to Congressmen Brumm
...18^22
Portia, c„ily PTe»*s,och
ranged to examine ex-Assistant Secretary of cellent substitute for coffee. The seed in its Heavy
Med. 86 In. 6>A® 7V4 Fine 8-4...
and Mosgrove, protesting against Congress
9-4.22328
Fine
6
birds
aud
State Hitt, Tuesday next.
for
6
is
In.
36
state
<3
sought
by
Ltilit
eagerly
natural
lnrestment
Fine 10-4....27V^@32Mi
mortgaging tbo people for twenty years to naFine 40 In. 7>A® 3
Orrocted Dy IV.dbubt * Moultob,
in the country sunflowers aro raised for their
Streets.
tional banks.
bleached cottons.
and Exchange
which are used in large quantities for
Bankers,
Coddle
seeds,
Base Ball.
Thomas A.
But 93 delogates were present.
@20
It is very fattening, so if you
Fine 6-4.15
chickou feed.
Best 36 In. .llVi@lH
Off"®*1’
was
of
nominated
for
Pittsburg
par Value
Armstrong
At Boston—Bostons 15, Worcesters 3.
Fine 7-4.19
Descriptions
@23
@11
ato served with lean chicKens at your country
Wed. 36 in.. 8
8-4.21
Governor, with a full list of State officers.
@26
State ot Maine B*,, ........." 120
At Albany—Troys 7, Providence (i.
jight 36 in.. 6 ffl 7 Vi Fine
boarding house this summer you may thank
9-4.25
Portland
City
Fine
Hubert It. Tomlinson was nominated ton Con@30
10
BonCMunicipal.JOU
in..
43
At Chicago—Buffalos 9, Chicago 4.
@14
Fine
Mr. Wilde aud the more important demand
Fine 10-4
Port'and City Bonded R. R.107
.27V4@32V«
Fine 6-4....11 @17
At Detroit—Clevelands 2, Detroits 3.
gressman at large. The jilatform adopted conbo has created for the seed as a feast for the
Bath City Bonds.... .loO
tained the usual auti-uational bank, anti-moTICKINGS, ETC.
a great quantity of oil,
contains
seed
The
eyes.
Bangor City Bonds, 2>yoars.....JOB
1 >ri lip.
nopoly and pro-labor planks and favors a prowhich is tit for burning in lamps and wbicli is
Tickings,
The four survivors of the Jeannette who arJoans.... 7® 8
Corset
tective tariff.
Beat.15
@18
a
into
Cumberland National Auk.. 40.... «t>
good
in some European countries made
rived at Liverpool yesterday, sailed yesterday
Satteens. 8@ 9Vi
Medium... 11
@1*1
Canal National Bank....100....In3
J"3
substitute for olive oil.
Cambrics. £k® 6Vi
in the steamer Celtic for New York.
First National Bank
Light. 8 @10
_100..-1®J
A BODY SNATCHER
Trade between Germany and the UniteJ
Denuns.12^@16Vfc Sllosias.10@20
Casco National Bank.100—".121
A new charter for New York City was preCotton Flannels. 7t$15
Ducks-Brown 9 @12
Merchant’s National Ban... 75-'r7
It
“yga
1
States for the xuarter ending the last of March
sented in the State assembly yesterday.
&
National Traders’Bank.100
Fancy 12Vfc@18M» Twine Warps 18@28Vi
‘..96
out of office all preseut heads of deFrom Berlin the stalegislates
a large increase.
shows
Portland Company.in’"‘ R7
73
Shot Through the Hoad and Fatally
Gas Company.,?,Jy‘‘‘io6
partments.
Portland
of
marks
more
..109
tistics
1,200,000
give exports
Wounded.
Ocean Insurance Company..loo■■•*..,
yj2
Edward Barns of Fall River, Mass., run ov1881.
in
for the corresponding period
A. &K. K. K. Bonds ..-•••7.". Ji9
.121
Freeh Beef Market.
Sybacuse, N. Y., May 18.—The insonsibl® er by the cars at Webster Wednesday, was than
Maine Central K. K.
..»>
Ill
i body of Dr. Henry W. Kendall was found in a brought to Fall River, and it 13 expected his FromLeipsie the increase was 1,100,000 marks;
dMBO■
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Farmington
&
lewis
ns
meadow near the county poorbouse cemeteryi
from Hamburg, nearly 2,000,000 marks, and
PrtT.itt.ml jk Ken. K. K. Bonils.UO..*
log will be amputated.
Sc Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dra sed
four miles from this city, this morning with a
Palis & B R. B. 1“,61Ter 108
marks. Smaller towns
Woavers of Hockanum Mills at Rockville,
Wharf:
Bnmlord
Bremen,
Franklin
from
1,150,000
Beef,
.llg
bullet bole between the eyes and a full kit of
Conn., have struck for an iucrease of 10 per
show like increases. It is believed that the toSides.11 ®12Va Hinds.12V2@14Vj
R R 1st, 8s.
resurrectist’s tools was found near the body.
io8i*
Portland&
Rattles,,.... 1) itv l*Vi
cent. jThis makes three woolen and one gingtal of all places during the quartor will reach
Fores....9^^10^i
Is. ^
WUor
Co.,
10®
Portland
It is supposed Kendall was engaged in body
^107
ham mill where the hands are on a strike.
20,000,000 marks. The first weeks in April Backs.9Mi@loVa Rounds.lOVfe&UVi
Loins.17 @20
snatching and cither shot himself or was shot
«
that
..1U5 ,,A
Rumps... ••• .16 @10
Minister Sargent presented his credentials to
gave promise of similar increases for
a
case
He
The
cannot
fflia
live.
LoiM.16
companion.
Hump
by
month over last year.
Emperor William yesterday.
is a mysterious oue.
_
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Maine Eclectic Medical Society.
will hold its

Society,
meeting at the DcWitt House, in LewTHEannual
WEDNESDAY, the 24 day if May, 1882.
iston,
Per order

J. L. WRIGHT, Secretary,
mayl2dta*
Portlaud, May 11, 1882

Corn Packers !
PRESSES and Lies for the manufacture
sale. Enquire of

of Corn Cans for

mh20dtf

Adjourned.

■

very heavy.

F. C. & H. BIGELOW,
No* 460 Main street, Worcester, Mass
in ay 6d2w*

SCREW

—

bays.

ONE

splendid opportunity.

insur-

--

of the best in New England, nicely fitted up
good location and doing a fine business. A

on

JONT «5c
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Temporary Home tor
and Children.

Maine Eclectic Medical

p-

__

fresco

Office 73 Cross Street.

FOR SALE.

or. L. J. CiROOKER

Formerly occupied by Dr.

BURNHAM & DYER

PISH

business cards.

Cor. of

prepared to furnish Ice of superior quality for families and offices from Kimball
Also, POND AND RIVER IC;E,
equal to any cut this winter for Stores, Steamers
and Vessels at reasonable rates.
are

Brook.

TEI.KP1IQ1HB SO.

no

The five per cent land bill was then conAfter the adoption of one or two
sidered.
amendments and speeches by Messrs. Vance,
Allison, Conger, McDill, Morrill and Morgan
the bill wont over without action.

ion.
New York, May 18.—At the annual meetMr. Bland of Missouri offered an amending of the National Board of Underwriters toment prohibiting national banks from issuing
day the committee on statistics reported the j circulating
notes and providing that hereafter
number of fires and aggregate of loss in the !
no national bank shall increase its escalation
country for 1881 exceeded 1880 by nearly ten : or he
organized without authority to issue
per cent. The amount of fire risks written in
Mr. Bland’s
notes to circulate as money.
this country by all companies during 1880 was
amendment was also lost.
$7,835,014,691, and in 1881, $8,582,021,754.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania offered an
Alleged Crookedness on the Stock Ex- amendment providing that in the organization
change.
of any banking association intended to replace
President Lawrence of the stock exchange j any existing banking association,, and retain
today officially summoned George H. Kennedy the name thereof, the holders of stock in the
and Wm. J. Hutchinson to appear before the
expiring association shall be entitled to preference in allotment of shares of the new associagovernors of the exchange to answer charges,
tion in proportion to the number of shares
which will be formally preferred at a special
This
is
the
held by them respectively in **•"
meeting of the governers May 31.
raiioW-. of a an«oi«l
Booiation. Adopter!.
offered an amendrmnllwif a of
*ITtttinnHpjWii TTnfatl.lw
—•_
fJfA
ment providing that every banking association
neotion with alleged crookedness in stock
shall obtain the benefit of this act shall
dealings with John R. Duff of Boston. In case which
new
pay the cost of preparing plates for such
of conviction the offending members will ho
notes as shall be issued to it, and
punished by expulsion from the exchange, circulating
all other costs incident to the substitution of
their scats escheating to the exchange.
such new circulating notes for the old, in adEducation of the Colored People.
dition to the tax now imposed on hanking assoThe first meeting of the trustees of the John
ciations by law. Adopted.
tion
of
the
colored
the
educa
for
F. Yeaton fund
Mr. Bland of Missouri offered an amendExpeople of the South, was held today.
ment to continue national hanks as banks of
President Hayes took the chair and Picsideut
deposit and discount.
D. C. Gilmau of John Hopkins University,
Messrs. Barnum and Jones spoke at some
The
i
the
board.
of
was elected
Secretary
length in reply to statements made by Mr.
charter recently granted by the state was read
Bland concerning the position of Greeubackand accented. The board temporarily organers.
the
following
ized for its work by appointing
motion of Mr. Crapo the following
On
committee: On By-laws and Permanent Oramendment was t-iserted at the end of section
ganization, Chief justice Waite, Gov. Colquitt
7: “And the franchise of such association is
Rev. Dr. Jus. P. Boyce; on finance, John A.
hereby extended for the solo purpose of liquion
E.
Wm.
K.
Jessup,
Dodge;
Stnwart, Morris
(Section 7 has
dating their affairs closed.”
Messrs.
the
board,
to
be
by
pursued
policy
reference to banking associations which do not
Hayes, Colquitt, Dodge, Rev. Phillips Brooks avail themselves of tlie provisions of the act.)
and President Gilmau. It was learned from
Mr. Randall then offered his amendment as
Mr. Slater that nothing as yet is decided upon
an independent section and Mr. Crapo offered
in regard to the shape the fund will take.
his substitute, which Mr. Randall accepted.
Mr. Cannon offered the following amendAlpha Delta Phi Semi-Centennial.
ment as an additional section to the bill:
The annua! convention of the Alpha Delta
“That national banks now organized or herePhi fraternity ended today, Hou. John Jay
or
being elected President. The semi-ceanial after organized, haviug a capital of $15,000
over
which
at
lessshall not he allowed to keep on deposit with
dinner came off at Delmonico’s,
the Treasurer of the United States bonds in
250 persons were present.
excess of $10,000 as security for their circulating notes, and such of those banks having ou
WASHINGTON.
deposit bonds in excess of that amount shall be
authorized to reduce their circulation by deposit of lawful money as provided by law.
Adopted—yeas 102, nay 100.
Combining Pleasure and Business.
Mr. Canuon moved to reconsider and lay
Washington, May 18.—The President and
that motion on the table.
a small party, including Secretary Folger, AtMr. Randall demanded the yeas and : ays
Mrs.
torney General Brewster and Senator and
latter motion stating lie hoped the
on the
on
this
to
went
morning
Harper's Ferry
Hale,
House would traverse tne aotiou jest taken.
a pleasure trip, which will include an in-pee
A motion to lay the motion In reconsider on
tion of the government property there, tho disthe table, was agreed to—yeas 111, nays 9(i.
position of which, either by saio or lease, is
No fuither action was taken on tie bill.
now under consideration at the Treasury DeThe .Speaker laid before the Iloilo a mespartment. The will return this evening.
sage from the President transmitting the couNaval Nom'nations.
eluding report of the Secretary of State and
The President sent the following nominaaccompanying papers Srelative to traprisonI rnent of Thomas Shields andJ,Charios Weber in
tions to the Senate today:
Ad! Mexico. Referred.
Commodore J. B. Creighton, to be Rear
miral.
Adjourned.
be
a
ComF.
William
Truxton.to
Captain
modore.
Jennie Cramer’s Murder.
Commander Alfred Hopkins, to be Captain.
be
to
New
D.
Haven,
Charles
May 18.—At the Malley trial
Commander
Lieut.
Sigsbee,
this morning Dr. Jewett, after an absence of
a Commander.
some days, was again in court and while the
Lieutenant Oscar W. Farenholt, to be a
first witness was giving his brief testimony be
Lieut. Commander.
tools notes, undoubtedly to bo subsequently
Master John Downes, to he a Lieut-nant.
used by the defense. Prof. George J. Brush,
of the Sheffield Scientific School, testified
MARINE NEWS.
that Walter Malley was a student therein
187’J and left in 1880 aud chemistry is taught
Apothecary Spaulding testiin the school.
fied that his record book showed the following
A Relief Steamer Burned.
entry: “Sept, (ith, 1880, W. Malley, Church
Riviere Du Lour,May 18—SteamerjProgress
He tesfour ounces arsenic, for rats.”
was burned last night opposite Greenjlsland. | street,
tified that Walter also purchased nitric and
Steamer Resolute assisted her, bringing all her
elicited
Cross-examination
acids.
muriatic
The
crew ashore except three, who perished.
new.
Supt. Hanis, of the Western
Progress waB on her way to provision tho ;pas- nothing
Union Telegraph office in this oity, testified
sengers of steamer Peruvian.
that the despatch was sent to Stamford for
Steamer Progress, which was burned today
Walter Malley at 5.25, August 4th. George B.
was valued at $80,000, and the provisions and
Kelsey, a member of the coroner’s jury, testicoal which she was carrying to the assistance
fied at length regarding the testimony of Walof the ice bound Peruvian were worth $20,000,
ter and James Malley and Blanche Douglass
making in all a loss of about $100,000.
before the coroner’s jury.
Disasters to Portsmouth Fishermen.
Mr. Doolittle offered some letters written by
Portsmouth, May 18.—Fishing schooner
Walter Malley to Blanche Douglass to prove
Storm King has arrived in with her main
that Walter swore falsely in saying ho only
boom sprung daring the recent gale. The masknew Blanche a month before and also to
ters of fishing vessels leport'great damage to
prove intimacy. Deputy Sheriff Peck testified
trawls and other gear along the entire coast
he told B'«' cue about the reward and that by
evidence she would get a light
during the last storm, which will involve a se- turning S r
It was a part of the
rious loss and privation to a majority of the
sentence >td t ,e reward.
owners.
Mr.
arraugetc'-i.t tp discharge her counsel.
Icebound.
show
that Painter, a
Steamers
he
would
Jones said
A Number of
and
a
of
the
coroner’s
member
mail
jury
representSt. John, N. F., May 18.—The Royal
ative of the Stat-\ in endeavoring to secure a
steamer Plover arrived from the northward
confession from Blanche went to a friend of
last night. She failed to reach the more disBiaucho iu New York aud induced her to
She got
tant ports in consequence of the ice.
write a letter in which Dr. Painter was quoted
within three miles of Greenspond but found
by name, and asking Blanche to tell all she
the harbor blocked and steamer Hericules
to the letter being
firmly frozen in. She had to land the mails knew. Doolittle objected
introduced. Adjourned.
and passengers over the ice. JFour steamers
and
have not yet returned from theseal fishery
it is feared they are jammed in the northern

HAVE

Book Binders.
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London, May 18.—The French and English
squadrons sailed from Suda Bay last evening

_

Side Wheel Steamboat

mayl7

City of Portland,

a«

in health.

Sold by Ureters everywhere.

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

removed.

i.l.
d

rnrr’2'3___r"nr
CAUCUS.

$•'

Loss $900;

19.
Mr. Morrill reported favorably from the
finance committee the House bill authorizing
the receipt of United States gold coin in exchange for gold bars. The bill is amended so
as to require exchange in
amounts of not less
than $15,000 instead of $500. Passed.
The bill to
refund
$22,271 to Hiram
Johnson and 16 others being the surplus of a
military assessmei t paid by them to the United
States in excess of the amount required for
the indemnity for which it was levied, was

The Poisoning Cases at Orange.
Greenfield, May 18.—Further investigation shows that the fatality reported from
Orange yesterday (the death of Mr. Fred
Chamberlain, a wealthy farmer, and his wife),
was caused by erysipelas and gangrene, caused
by the poisoning of their hands from handling
fish guano.
The Gloucester Fishery.
Gloucester, May 18.—Schooner Wm. V.
Hutchins arrived from the South last evening
with 225 barrels of salt mackerel, the first re- ,
ceipis at this port this season.The first receipts
last year was May 20th. The other fish receipts
today are five Georges fares of 105,000 pounds
of codfish and 5700 pounds of halibut. Herring
schools continue numerous, but the weather
About
does not allow of seining operations.
10 barrels were received today.
The Georges fleet reports small schools of
rejected.
small mackerel on the western part of the
Mr. Hammond of Georgia offered an amend
Northern
ten
meut
Schooner
took
Eagle
providing that jurisdiction for suits hereGeorges.
j
large mackerel on the Middle Bank yesterday. | after brought by or against any national bankOnly one mackerel has been taken in Glouces- i ing association, except between them and the
ter traps this season.
United States or its officers or agents, shall be
the same as jurisdiction for salts brought by
or against banks not organized under any law
of the United States which do or might do
NEW YORK.
banking business where sncb national banking
be doing business where such
i association may
suits may be begun.
National Board of Fire Underwriters.
Agreed to without divis-

MW&F&wly

C. W.

in the field.

MASACHUSETTS.

a
nounces

—

straw

Congress-lst Session.

passed.

Yesterday the house and barn of Sylvester
Nichols of Maysvilie were burned with their
contents. Loss, $500; no insurance.

sndtf

SPECIAL BARGAINS

Bed-

ance.

mend Brown’s Iron Bitters.
It has cured others
suffering as you are, and it
will cure you.

BANCROFT.

yacht

farm buildings of Rev. A. W. Rideout of this
town were burned. The fire canght from burn-

■BMnBnanBBHBBK

myio

;

Fires in Aroostook County.
Presque Isle, May 18.—At noon today the

ing

Londor, May 18.—Advices from Soham,
Upper Egypt, state that tho eclipse of the sun
was successfully observed from that place yesterday by English, French and Italian asA fine comet was discovered close
tronomers.
Its position was determined.
to the son.
Photographic, spectroscopic and ocular observations just before and during totality gave
the most valuable results. The darkening of
the lines observed by the French astronomers
indicating a lunar atmosphere was noted. The
spectrum of the corona was successfully photographed for the first time.

XLVIIth

Egypt.

Foreign Notes.

Washington, May 18.
Tlie Speudelow steam grain shovel patent
bill was indefinitely postponed, yeas 25, najs

ford.

Leading physicians and
clergymen use and recom-

EASTMAN BROS. &

in

in New York

THE

SENATE.

1

disagreed with
annoyed
very much from non-retention of
urine. I tried many remedies with
no success, until I used Brown’s
Iron Bitters. Since I used that my
stomach does not bother me any.
My appetite is simply immense. My
kianey trouble is no more, and my
general health is such, that I feel
like a new man. After the use of
Brown's Iron Bitters for one mo^th,
I have gained twenty pounds in
O. B. Sargent.
weight.

An extensive line of Lisle Gloves,
which we show from 10c.
to $1.00 pair.

Arrested

The Latest Boston Scandal.
are scandalized by a
notable divorco suit now pending in the Su"
preme Court. Tbo parties are Louisa W. Cumming, formerly Mrs. Charles O. Rogers, vs.
William Cumming, alleging unfaithfulness,
drunkenness anu other misdemeanors. The
libelee contests and makes counter charges
The parties have been married Borne years, the
husband having been, previous to the death of

Social circles in Boston

The Crisis in Egrypt.
Rome, May 18.—The Italian squadron is assembling at Messina in view of eventualities

a

ON SUSPICION OF BEING ONE OF THE

;

Logansport, Ind. Dec. x, x88o.
For a long time I have been a
sufferer from stomach and kidney
disease. My appetite was very poor

-AND-

NEAR

Steamer

by

SDN.

WEATHER BULLETIN.

MAINE.

the

DISCOVERED

Passenger

ASSASSINS.

Whatever the cause, don’t
neglect it. Something is
wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicine has
yet been discovered that
will so quickly and surely
cure
such
diseases
as
Brown’s Iron Bitters, and
it does this by commencing
at the foundation, and making the blood pure and r.\:h.

I aid

COMET

Lower pressure.

BY TELEGRAPH.

—

hook—all
shades.

southeast winds.

rheumatism,dyspepsia,overwork, nervous debility, &c.

Foster Kid and Silk Gloves, in 5,
7 and

A

OhJyBack!

amount
I was
me.

A Mysterious

Foreign

For New England,
cloudy weather and light ram, followed by clearing weather. Northeast veering'to

and the very small

—

Successful Observations in Egypt.

TWENTY-FOUR

plaint, consumption, cold,

SPECIAL NOTICES

We solicit

THK NEXT
HOURS.

warmer

The singular thing about
it is, that pain in the back
is occasioned by so many
things. May be caused by
kidney disease, liver com-

insertion.

Address

FOR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 19, 1 A. M. )

Taaks: Fight Dollars a Year. To mail subscrib
«rs Savor, I collars a Year, If paid In adTaaco.

tion,

FOREIGN.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

published everv Thursday Morning At $2.60
year, if paid In advance at $2.00 a year.

PRICE

19, 1882.

IRELAND'S TROUBLE.

THE ECLIPSE.

•

MAY

*

Exchange St., PoaTLAjro.

a

MORNING,

BURNHAM A 31UBBILL.

Bursts lfer Boiler
i With Fatal Effect.
Cleaveland, May 18.—This afternoon
6teamer American Eagle exploded her boiler
twelve miles out trom Sandusky while racing
The fireman was
with steamer Jay Cooke.
instantly killed,a deckhand fatally injured and
A lug lowed the
scalded.
the engineer badly
Eagle to Kelley’s Itlaud, her hull being unin-

A

Racing Steamer

jured.

_

Democratic state convention
July 18th, in Atlanta, Ga., to nominate
state ofiicers and Congressmen at large.
The Georgia

meets

■

..

“1

••

Ogdensburg

>

()1^

In the trades and
brought from the east.
professions there is more competition than

PRESS.

THE

in eastern

FRIDAY

MAY 19.

MORNING,

as a

guaranty of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return

munications that
Every

regular

are

or

attach^ of the Press is furnished

BE HELD IN

HALL,

PORTLAND,

tion: and to transact any other business that may
pro. erly come before it.
The basis «*f Representation will be as follows:
each city, town and plantation will be on itled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican Candidate for Governor iu 1880
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes, In excess of seventy-five votes, an additional

Ovee 17,000 immigrants landed in New
York last week. The total for the first fif-

days of the present mouth is 42,215,
against 32,420 for the same period last year.

teen

The total number landed at New York since
January i, is 180,591. In the corresponding

delegate.
The State Committee will be inrsession in the Reception room of the Ci y If 11, at nine o’clock on
the morning of the c<invention, tor the purpose of
receiving the e edent'als of delegates
All citizens of Maine, what* ver may heretofore
have been their party affiliations, who believe in
the purity of the ballot and honesty in its count; in
popular government unobstructed by Execuiive
usurpations; in *n independent a d honest judiciary, w-oso Judges shall not be exposed to the assaults of partisan hatred and revenge; in a rate and
sound currency tor the people; in a reasonable en
courage eut and development of our industries,
and protection of our Laborers ag inst the e eap
labor of E rope, by wise au t judicious laws; in efli
ci* nt measures for th«* e courage aunt of American
shipping and ship building; in popular education;
in temperance; in an e *onomica>, just and efficient
administration of public affairs, are cordially invited to unite with the Republicans of the State in
*ele. ting delegate- to this Convent on.
WM P.

here than

them are worse than uncertain.

Congress, to be supported at the September Elec-

Republican State

attainment

much
effort
there; for here honest and persistent
is sure of reward, while there hardship and
privation are certain and the rewards of

ff^gHMAt, II o’clock A. M.,
For the purpose of nominating a candidate for Governor, and four candidates for Representatives in

p*-r Order

easier of

are

June 13th, 1882,

Tuesday,

of

land of the homesick.
are
necessarily
These considerations
briefly and hastily presented but they are the
results of actual observation and we believe
If they will prevent any
them to be just.
foryoung man from seeking the chimera of
tune on the plains their purpose will be accomplished. Health, wealth and happiness

RepuMcaTstale Convention
CITY

of

hope
tion and, as a rule, are living
However muchcoming east again to live.
tliey may boast about the country, one finds,
if be can get at their iuner feeling, that they
It is emphatically the
want to “go home.”

preserve com-

not used.

WILL

true

on the

With a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Elitor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
Of every person claiming to represent our journal.

A

the same is

So that, although there are a
commerce.
few fine towns like Denver, there are slight
livelitemptations to seek fortune or even a
hood in them. The people whose fate constrains them to abide there realize the situa-

We do not read anonymous letters and communeations. The name and address of the writ aro in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for nblica*
tion but

towns and

time last year 137,718 were landed, and it is
expected that 60,000 more passengers will be
that port by the first of June. An
Allan steamer, the Circassian, arrived at
Montreal on Tuesday with 1200 passengers,

landed

at

and several

more

fromEnglaud and Scotland

the same port. An influx
of 7000 immigrants is looked for by this fleet
and ti e Grand Trunk is arranging to con-

are

about due at

very

nearly

all of them West.

Mermaids and Mermen.

Com** ittee.

r* RYE,

Chairman.

Singular Yarns Found in
Animals Whose
Existence Has Been Sworn to by Intelligent Persons—Ducks Grown on Trees
and Hairs Changing to Worms—A South
American Monster.

Some or the

FRED N. DOW. Secretary.

History—Impossible

Stay East Young Man.
The human creature in all ages and
has shown a natural propensity for

places
trying
to better himself by migration westward,
from the days when the Aryan hordes poured from Asia over Europe to these latter
times when Europe sends its superfluous
population to America and the restless youth
of America’s Atlantic coast seek fortune by
journeying towaidthe Pacific. The imagin-

In casting a retrospective glance at the adof science during comparatively recent
times it is interesting to note to vrbat extent
the imagination has been used by would-be
This is especially
discoverers and explorers.
noliceable in the department of natural histovance

ry. The most extraordinary tales and descriptions have crept into history and volumes of
good repute, fostered by the names of writers
of supposed veracity, who undoubtedly believed
in the creations born of their imaginations.
In a natural history ol water animals, written

men to flee from the commouplacc in which they find themselves to the
ideal of which they dream in the distance.

ation leads

has

been of

good

service to

tendency
by carrying the older civilizations to
new fields and diffusing the benefits of huBut while it is
man study and invention.
for the general good of mankind, the pioneers usually become martyrs to the tendento new
cy. The first generation of emigrants
lauds must encounter dangers and undergo
hardships greater than they would have suffered by remaining at home. It is only the
second or third generation which reaps the
advantage of the change.
As it was in the past so it is now. Stimulated by Horace Greeley’s cry “Go West
Young Man” and its numerous echoes in
all quarters, there has been a steady exodus
of the thrifty and industrious New Englandthe rich
ers toward the setting sun, until
This

the race

in Latin by Peter Belloni, published in Paris,
France, 11 years after the discovery of America, the illustrations possess all the refreshing
abandon of a later time when Denis de Montf jrt said: .“If my Kraken is believed in I will
invent one that shall stretch across the Strait
of Gibraltar:”

Seals of wondrous make-up
are seen walking upon the water side by 6ide
A horse with a
with impossible rhinoceroses.

The
fish’s tail is portrayed as Equus neptuni.
hyena and a water rat are classed with the
fishes, while the sea-serpent (Draco marinus)
exceeds the wildest dream of the American
sea-side landlord of to-day. Crabs have almost
human faces; shells are shown whirling the
wrong way—and all this is for the delectation
In
of the Parisians of the sixteenth century.
an old-fashioned history it is narrated that on
the 18th of March, 592. an officer stationed at
the delta of the Nile, in lower Egypt, while
walking with some friends, came upon astrange
They swam along
sea-man and sea-woman.
the shore and, the “learned soldier” says “the
His
man bad a fierce air and a terrible aspect.
hair was red and somewhat bushy and his skin
The
woman’s
face
was
was a brownish color.
sweet and mild, her hair was black, and floated
on her shoulders, her body white, and her
These two monbreasts quite prominent.”
sters remained over two hours in sight of the
officer, and so much attention was taken of it,
that Maurice, who then reigned, came to see the
strange beings.
Again, in a work entitled “Aganb el Malklowkat,” by Caforuia, a celebrated writer, the
following statement is made:
“In 891 a fish was caught in the Caspian Sea
and opened in the presence of Prince Salem,
and within the fish was found a sea-girl. * * *

lands of the middle west have been made to
produce food for all the earth and a great
empire has been founded on the prairies
where the children and grandchildren of the
pioneers are living prosperously. All this
is well, but it cau easily be carried too far.
When men go by the fertile prairies already
pietty fully populated and reach the dreary
plains beyond extending to the Rocky Mountains, they make a mistake and would much
better stay at home and make the best of
conditions which may seem to them hard until they have gone farther and fared worse.
The region on the eastern side of the

Rocky Mountains, embracing the western
tlia (treat- |
edges of Kansas and Nebraska and
scarn^'mat?e of a's^Fn If
and the Ter- which came down to her knees. She someer part of the State of Colorado
held her hands to her face, and at others
of
times
the
subject
ritory of New Mexico, has been
over her hair. She drew heavy sighs, and only
u by correspondents and paml
lauda'
great
lived a few moment s.”
interest of railCentral Europe, it seems, was not exempt,
phleteers, most of them in the
in the "History of the Netherlands,” of
as
road or mining companies, and the glamour
1430, we find the following remarkable yarn: 01
has
been
adventure
added,
wild
“After a great inundation some women
of poesy aud
that it seems to many young persons as
air is always
a veritable fairy lai d where the
delicious and invigorating and fortunes are
to be had with certainty for the seeking.
so

that the air is

dry

and thiu aud is

influences there
aud the eastern

of the coast.
has been, from England
States to these regions and particularly to
Colorado, an enormous pilgrimage of the
flower of our youth seeking fortune, and of
invalids seeking health. The result has been
unfortunate and those parts are over crowdelseed with voung men who would do better
where.
It is impossible within the limits of an artreasons
icle like this to give in detail the
similar regions are not deand
Colorado
why
sirable places for our young men to seek, but
tourist may see with the most casual obany

obvious and conspicuous reaservation
alkali plains are
sons. In the first place these
<
about as disagreeable a space of earth’s urbe
conceived,
dry,
well
swept
by
face as can
acrid, dust laden winds, and producing for
the most part only unwholesome growths,
some

soapweed, prickly pears, sage brush,
coyotes, rattlesnakes, Indians, desperadoes
and cow-boys. The temperature runs to exas

tremes within short spaces of time—in one
observed instance ranging rrom 30 degrees
above at 7 a. m. to 80 degrees above at noon,
five hours.
a difference of fifty degrees within

impression was ever created
climate is agreeable, it is difficult to

How the

that
see’

*‘out°of

,„Care’

|
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MILITARY REVIEW
EXHIBITION COMPANY DRILE.
INDIVIDUAL COMPETITIVE DRILL,

GRAND MILITARY BILL.
Chandler’s and Beeves’ AmeriBrass Band of Providence will

can

tertainment

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

1stJ882.

A<lmiH*iou 30 cents; Beserred Weals 73
«Yui.. 'ickets for sale at P. J. McCallum’s,
myHdtd
T. P. McGowan’s anil Stockbrldg's.

FRANK CURTIS.Proprietor and Managar.

than

justice

to

you,

well

as

others who may be suffering

that

I should publicly acknowledge the fact. Five

to

years ago 1 contracted
on

coughing

pletely used
given up by
using

I

up.

in

was

I

despair of

my

life and

one

advised

frier,ds, when

my

two

bottles,

some

relieved.
that

everything

this I had tried

but, thanks

suggested, without avail;

valuable medicine, Wistar’s Balsam, I

enjoying good health,

IT

be

could
to

in

See them

your

am

no-v

I

al-

for all lung
ways advise tho Balsam to be used
York St.
80
H.
JAS.
BRADLEY,
troubles.

cod&w2wnrm
•

Who

ever

heard of

Total.. 15,836,847.35
Surplus Over 4 per cent.

fteaerre.TT..

Window

which is full of them*
Gloves being sold for 5 cts. a pair. To Pr<',vent

/H'J

limit the number sold to
dangerous centralization of thei>e 5 cent gloves, we must
excepting
customer, to NINE HUNDRED AND NINTY-NINE PAIRS, alwaysthat
numaffidavit that there are more than
cases where parties briug us a sworn
ber of persons in their immediate family.

anv^rne

HORATIO STAPLES,
246 Middle St., Portland, Me.

«

■iflFiwffl

B5®

*

X

H D
m£k*4r

liawn

©

Market Hall.’ Market

Special Sale

FRIDAY AND

SATURDAY,

MA’Y7

^

Ac.

Me.
Jtf

general beverage and necessary

as

to every
A

alcoholic preparation.

other

public

saltr of over 80 years duration in every
lection of oar conntry of Udolpho Wolfe’s

Schnapps, its

unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

a

sale

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation hare

repntation

Insured for it the

of salubrity

claimed for it. For sale by all

Druggists

and Grocers.

18 KEiVER

ai.

j

“t

;;
i

1-

r»;

l

s

fflmkj fob

BERRY,

and (oakd

ffi'dndel^

No. 37 Plum Street.
k hereby gsiveiy. that
Notice
ll the subscriber has been duly appointed and

taken upon himself the trust of
de bonis non of the estate of

$4,000,302.46

2,317,101.36
399,130.88

484,879.10
1,394,268.87
982,019 32

■

58

days.

mands upon the estate of sal 1 deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
ELLERY H. STARBIKD, Adm’r de bonis non.

Gray, April 20th, 1882.

I

fli

Special Agent,

S. n. LARMINIE,

A.

W. JORDAN,

Portland,

Chicago.

my5dlaw3wF*

Grain,

A.

ap28

im

To Let.
Depot, a small Cottage
in good repair, with small
water and a nice Urge garden. Rent, $8 per month.
Call on CYRUS COiE,
near Cape Elizabeth Depot.
maj 9d2w*

HOUSE TO KENT.
HARRIS St. in good repair, pleasant and sunny, 9 finished rooms, fitted for one or two
families.
Sebago on two Hats, also good stable in
rear, to let wiih house or separately.
Inquire of
HENRY A. JONES, 203 State st. from 7 to 9 a. m.
and 6 to 8 p. m.
mayl3dlw

fid
vrtJ

TO LET.

house,
part containing eight
PART
rooms, sunny and within
minute’s walk of
horse
fruit
of

eodtaugl

^as opened an office in
a Portland and can be found
v at

’

Xo. 276 Middle

St.,

S' ver Edwards & Walker’s
ardware store,
from
|

'-lilny

Provisions,

.«

10 -J Jd.

dtr
...

Notice.
May 11th,
from 8.30
ON will be toopen
from 2
0
and after
p.

m.

mayl0d2w

the

p.

said

a

a

Large

garden.

second

Inquire

at

108

mayl3dlw

story of house No.

A Rare

City Liqnor Agency
to 1 p, m., and

a. m.

m.

ORIN RING, Agent.

beautiful

ESTATE.

Opportunity.

home very cheap. The House
buy
1 rge lot No. 21 Myrtle Street will bb sold
TO and
for
half the cost to
a

one
settle the vs tale. The
house contains twelve finished rooms, with modern

and House, twenty-five acres of land, orchard, good well of water, a good place for
trade and a pleasant location.
For particulars inWest Cumberquire of or address W. H.

RISKS

ONLY.

For Sale.

This

soon as

water-borne.

Premiums

January

Marine Bisks from 1st
1881, to 31st December,

STORE

WILSON,

land.

on

Total Marine Premiums.

may2d3w*

TH13

1881.*4,039,487

Premiums on Policies not marked oil
1st January, 1881.

10

eddy frame.

1,687,534 47
$5,627,021 67

txi

ASSETS,~

G«

$13,165,466.40.

g
bd

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7, 1882.

e
02

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminiuinu in 1881

40 PER CMT.

Losses

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

J. W.

166 FORE ST.

{HUNGER,

CORRESPONDENT.
Fob. 4,1882.

I

Days

fob4dlmteodllm&w(iw6

OO

Slate Shelves, Iron Ice Racks, Pure
Air, Economical in Ice, Convenient
Easy of Access, vrith a repntation of
So years standing.

Dry
and

FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

O. W.
may5

FULLAM,

41 Exchange Street.

eod2mcs

ELEGANT

TABLELAMPS
Willi Isenulful

Pottery

Centre**.

Limoges,
Longwy,

F. If. KENISOJl

157 1'ocnincrcinl Nt,. Portland, Itle.

rooms

house, plenty good

DAVIS.
dim

Ale

122 l.a Salle St
CEICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtf
Margins. Gorro-t ondenoe lntite

d3t*

Cape
House with 7
NEAR
hen

or
Dyed, Repaired and Pressed,
NO. 46 FREE STREET,

A.

Let.

87 O-vford St.

mayl7

Cleansed

ITIcrcliaatx.

Seeds,

GOOD rent at

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

AGAINST

PORTLAND:

PORTLAND, ME.

S. II. LARMINIE & CO.,
t'onmii>inicn

To

mayl8dtf

Inquire at PAUL
A PRINCE & SON’S foot of Wilmot
St.

(Between Cotton and Center St.)

JVo. 28 Market Square, Portland.
d2w
maylO

rooms

Sebago.

REAL

GENTS’GARMENTS

O W 1ST,

a

a

cars.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President,
J. H. Chapmam, Secretary.

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

S.

Chambers To Let.
the first of

rent of six
to
June,
AFTER
family without children, at No. 4 Locust
Street. Gas and

MARINE

INSURE

$2.910,649.00

Insuring.$127,411,677.06

FIXTURES.

d3t

may 18

improvements, good Furnace in the cellar. The lot
is nearly fifty feet square, contains Pear Trres,
Qrape Vines, Strawberry Vines and Shrubbery.
For terms apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange Street.
myseodlm

1,812.920.87

Administrator

FRANK A. MORGAN, late of Gray,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and giveu
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de-

eodtf

Mutual Insurance Co.

Every Policy issued by this Company contains the following conditions, and is absolutely Nen Forfeitable: In case of Lapse, after two or more Full Years, Premiums have been paid, the full Four Per Cent.
Reserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of the Assured, in either of two ways:
FI BIST- To the Extension of the full amount of the Insurance for such period as the full value will pay
for at the Company’s Published Rates: or, SECOND—On surrender of the Original Policy within Three
Months from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy. HjLCHTBA ITON: Policy No.
68,496 was issued Oct. 20 1871, for $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
$138.80. Ten Premiums were paid, which, less Dividends, amounted to $1,072.65. The Policy lapsed in
to the purchaso of Term Insurance for
1881, and the Company applied the Reserve Value of $689.76
$5,000, for the period of 10 years and 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid for over 20 years of Insurance,
rate
of
but
$10.71 per thousand. It was optional
the average yearly cost being $53.67, which is at the
with the Assured to take the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy for a Paidup Life Policy of $1,390.

L
STEPHEN

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

OF NEW YORK

.......

Chandeliers, Pendants, Brackets, &c., of
the latest style, airect from the factories, cheap as the cheapest. Old Gas
fixtures rebronzed or gilded.

*-

AGENTS,

....

GAS

room, also tiro
with board. No. 86 State

rooms

Street, Cor. Gray.

ATLANTIC

J"o

...

28 EXCHANGE ST.,
OFFICE
apr3

.smaller

THE

....

AUG. H. FORD,

To Let Furnished.

BraokettSt.

Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,.$35,718,811.52
$32,808,162.68
Liabilities, (Deserve at 4 per cent.)

regards Policy-holders,

LET-

Large square front

McLELLAN,

fob 17

Total.$5,577,399
Surplus

TO

2 St. Lawrecce
Place, containing gas and sebago water. Rent
$9.00 per month. Enquire at 606 Congress St.
ap25
dtf

Dividends to Policy-holders,
All other Expenditures,

Number of Policies in force, 46,652,

dtf

To Let.

_

disadvantages?

ACT., AUBURN.

dtf

Surrendered Policies,.-

as

Wanted.
Wife must be a
farm.
Address A. £.. box 1983.

mar

to

T» T. Merry

OFFICE:

EXPENDITURES IN 1881.

STREET,

i^EW YORIC.

juit

apply

PORTLAND

BUTLER,

Claims by Death,
Endowments and Vnnulties,

a

on

Elizabeth

LOCAL

Losses paid immediately on completion and approval of proofs, without waiting the usual sixty or ninety

Udoiplio Wolfe's Sod I Co.,

For insurance

invested.

Commissioner of Maine.

or other causes,

Schnapps lg superior

ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS*
The $3,318,815 matured endowments paid living
members have given insurance and paid an average
of 4Va per cent, compound interest on the money

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. IVS. C. PRATT,

Prints at 4 1-2 cents.
STREET.

small
butter maker.

TO good
18

6,506,567.73

Abstract of Animal Statement made to the Insurance

Limestone, Sulphite of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

holders and

GORHAM.

^A_]VtZiI DODD, President.

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

Farmer

CARRY

than for 1880.
There was an increase of over $500,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,657 insurance. The
new insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

LEWIS

Total,.”$5^813,^23.^3

a

ay 2 4«12m

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
^Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more

STATE

SCHNAPPS.

As

paid policy

gain over all expenses
of.

sale of handsome

special

forget

__

5,811,479.76

Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28

Amount

MAY 19 & SO.

3XTo"WO,x*Is., 3XT.

WOLFE’S

in

policies..

3,318,815,64

interest

18ttL,

MIDDLE

MiMani Aromatic

endowments...
Paid for surrendered and lapsed

OF

IN

Can do better In the Went than In any
other Section ol the Country.
Rare Opportunities .’—Few as Good, None Better!
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive regions of Minnesota, Dakota, and Iowa) along the
recently constructed lines of the Chicago A North
Western Railway, offer unequaled inducements
to rushing business men of limited capital. For
particulars address CHAS. E. Slit .If ON H,
Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R*y Co.,Chicago,

losses.$9,528,649.65

invested for them.
Received for premiums.39,0J1,7»5.47
Total premiums received deducted

Spanish Laces

of Black

MEN
US1NESS
CUS1NESS
WANT

Received for premiums.839,631,785.47
Paid for death

$46,138,353.20

Gram, Orchard Grn««,

Square, Portland,

MAN to drive a team and work in store. Ad‘
dress F., this office.
mayl8d3t#

A

./V

Total.$27,278,894.24

Garden, Flower, Bird Seed*,

Eeb25

Wanted.

January 1st, 1882.

Paid for matured

may18d3t

Boston, Mass.

Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
B*

zation to

SECOND-HAND engine of about 20 horse
power; also portable engine of same power;
also hoisting works. Must be in good condition and
low priced. Address, giving full particulars, RANSOM, ELDRIDGE & STRAINE, 31 Milk Street,

3,033,611.61

Financial Record from Organi-

__;_

ihayl7

WANTS.

A

283,779.35

ties.*

Corner

Large

our

maylOdtd

20.

Wanted.

LIABILITIES.
actuaReserve,
ries, 4 per ct... $15,553,068.09
liabiliAll other

STAPLES.

HORATIO

Previous

SAVED MY LIFE.

maylO

1

May

295,954.01
288,468.53
Total..18,859,458.96

for sale by

pair less,

one

With the following Great Cast:
Mrs. MALAPROP.. .Mrs. JOHN DREW
Sir ANT’NY ABSOLUTE,.

All other assets.,

was com-

Precisely that number, and not

ACRES,

Sheridan's Comedy of tho

1,364,422.97

in bank.
Accrued interest
and rent.

Ladies’ Summer Gloves,

did so, and, after

I

entirely

was

of

—

Mr. FREDERIC ROBINSON
LYDIA LANGUISH.Mrs CHAS. WOI.COT
CAPTAIN ABSOLUTE, Mr. MARK PENDLETON
Sir LUCIUS O’TBLUGKH,.
*
Mr! CHARLES WAVEKLY
Prices. $1.00 .75, .50. Sale ol Seats, Monday,

Loans on bonds
& morlgage8. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes.. 1,620,674.45
Real estate.
1,720,219.30
U. S. and other

JPLJBASE.

bonds, (market
value). 2,486,491.66
Cash on hand and

night

breath, till

try Wistar’s Balsam.

to

me

for

gasping

and

after

2.991,483.90

assets.

I was,

slortness

or

night

awake

have lain

I

In

To°ier.eXPe.B8e.8 ".:

cold, which settled

my lungs, producing phthisic

breath.

to

severe

a

as

Aim:—TO

as

CHERRY,

no more

Special tv

a

AS

BOB

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
expressage and all

Especial Facilities for Life Size Crayons.
has an e
Lamsojt has not closed his photograph rooms during bis absence as has been reported, but
cient operator to take his place under the light ami who will make special effort to blease each and every
own repuhis
for
held
with
the
has
ever
public,
patron *nd to maintain the high standing which his work
tation depends upon it.
jlyieociu

of DR. WISATR’S BALSAM OF WILD
think It

Portrait Work

Fine

—

Total.$2,271,016.02

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

Nov,25, ’81.

JEFFERSON

575,030.41

and
Surrendered
Lap* ed Policies... 110,908.26
Dividends to Policy
Holders... 768,610.80

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

I

NIGHT ONLY.

ONE

MAY25th,
1,194'“---8 3,374,13:1.33 THURSDAY,
MR. JOSEPH

ments

Seth IF. Fowled Sons:
Gentlemen—Having received great beuelit from
use

THEATRE

PORTLAND

MEW

dinbubsemknts.

Messrs.

the

never

city.

Premiums.. ..$2.179.6»<2.3B

Death Losses.$816,436.50
EndowMatured

SAVED!
Me.

in concert
musical enexcelled in our

play alternately and
from 8 to 9, making a

Mutual

ANOTHER LIFE

B.

flower]

BAND CONCERT,

INSURANCE

Twenty-Third Annual Statement, January

%ngg

at),,?’

PROGRAMME:

on London.
Highest price paid for Sterling Bills
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
on
commission, at the most
bought and sold director
marI7eodtf
favorable rates.

TotaJ^0*4’.’•

Portland,

Providence, R. I.

Of

INCOME.

Spring

2?f!cularf.UIeo!
hi
j?

J

$10 to $22

For

--

abandoning

Trade Dollars.
.*”
Mexican
Prince Edward Island notes.
Letters of Creditissued and Bills drawn available
of
in any of the principal Cities ou the Continent

__C

Don’t

having1feet

MEAGHER GUARDS

American Silver *A and Vli Dollars.i’ljVi
.•"5
Canada Silver.
English Silver, per £. 4.75

Portland.

Street,

470 Congress

myl3

COMPLIMENTARY TO

for

Europe.

g^n,

11HE

paying

Notes.JJ9

N. B. Si N. S.

BLACK SPANISH LACES.

NOTICE.

nre now

Victoria Sovereigns.$ 4.85
Spanish Doubloons...Jg-BO
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons. .15.45
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes.""va

$8 to $25

...

Herr Miiller,
further investigations about the minhocao, and
as a Liquid.
Or the same Fo'i'v^la
if possible, to capture it for a zoological garden
For a number of jears nothing was heard of
AUOV9TA HEALP8
the town of Edano, situated on the Sea of ZeaMTEE.
a
man and
land, at the extremity of the little river Lye, the minhocao, but recently a white
PommeVEGETABLE TONIC CORDIAL
number of natives saw the monster near the
going in their boat from their town to found
it as
on
describe
„__
».nae reputaiiou tin ring the
were
They
feeding,
source of the Uruguay.
®*a
rame, where their cows
a
a
ve<r** that places it at the head of
their way a 86a*girl, half-buried io the sand.
leaving the bed of the stream, having cat
for the cure of the diseases of
Rfiraniutif*
a.
vr*
As they
where
wide.
her
feet
took
ten
and
Elano,
or
her
washed
tunnel
eight
of
They
portions only
('omV8ed °f the !<•active
burrowing beneath
came upon it it was
they clothed her.”
P,ant*. exerts a healing influthat was swayiug to ar.d fro prefemale system, and produces satisfacThe history adds that they taught this girl to
a large pino
In appearance i> resem®“S®A?rM * every form of Chronic Weakness to
paratory to falling.
spin and to make the sign of the cross, but they
bled a gigantic worm or armadillo-lil: inimal
ivhUit i^P iu<* Send for valuable pamphlet.
could never teach her to pronounce a word, als
some
where
tUSm »*th stamp answered by lady proprietor.
ivolhiDg
covered with scales and having
ihougn they took her to Haarlem,
ears
the
Rnv
nf ruggists, i» possible; if not, we will mail
On
her
make
like
to
horns—probsb’.
speak.
that appeared
literati attemnted
^.receipt of price. $ l.<>0 per box; 6 boxes,
they
as near as
its
its
length,
31st of May, 1671, the following account was
head;
upon
8r nr Cordial, $1.00 per bottle: G bottles, $5.00.
drawn up by P. Luce, Captain-Commander of
could estimate, was 40 or 50 feet. 4..o ditch
H. F. THAYEIi & CO., 13 Temple Place,
the
Mass.
the quarters of the Diamaut, in Martinico, in
it had dug was filled with water lrom
Pethe
the
nxon3tc>r,
probaof
as
the
and
of
fired,
quarters,
stream,
they
the presence
notary
CEPHALKNE.
ter de Beville, and four other witnesses.
bly feeling the shot that rattled on its horny
our
"In returning from the Islands of the Diascales, raised its body by a spasmodic effort,
A Vegetable and Cereal Brain
mant we saw near the shore a sea-monster of
hurling the tree to the gronnd, tear g the roots
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
iiijim
ji
from the soil, and making its eic.pe inth*'
,he a^e^’ sufferers fr* m Headhuman form from the middle upward, aud terache.Veriigo. Pa a ysis, Epilepsy,
muddy water, leaving then* in Ic r and^
■iiniuating below like a fish. His tail was large
H j steria, Convulsions, Sleepuesshe
ordinaof
an
o.'
size
toDishmeot at the size and power
and split. His head was the
Bfra^a
ness and Nervous Prostration. An
black aud interanimal. There is no doubt that this accrrg_
ry man’s, with straight hair,
and certain cure. A
invaluable
HBSPEOTPULLY,
are given in good faith, and certai.,!y
mixed with gray. His face was large and full.
for the
nourishment
pe rless
His arms aud hands were like ours, and he
citers believe in the existence of so mo 'a d6_
brain. Send for proofs of wonrose.
as
he
them
with
seemed to wipe his face
derful cures. Buy of jour druganimal, perhaps a gigantic ann«:i| torma
His skin was moderately white aud his length
scendant of some of the well-known ,1-ajjjujaja
gist if possible; if Dot, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 60
47
seemed about five feet. His air w->e fierce, and
that once wandered over the couuil a|j
cents per box; G boxes, $2.60.
attention.
ray 18
lie looked at us all with great
that have outlived time and emj^ race o{
Address H. P. TH&YER & CO., IS Temple Place,
seven
a
not
above
of
he
was
first
When we saw him
wonderful characteristics
mySMW&F&wlyurm
Boston, Mass.
so close
monsters.
paces off, but he dived and reappeared
__
that one of the men presented his fish line, upthe
Attacked
on which he disappeared.”
I
Such were some of the strange stories of simAll Wong,one ofourownp
all
believed
they
who
evidently
ple folks,
bad the effrontery to be
In a comparatively late history of
ud„ b
swore to.
n0
m. on Tuesday and
Portugal we find the following statement:
w¥maginath0 disgustof
women
and
men
25
coast
Indian
the
“un
our freeborn hoodlum^ toUl
yield Qf Hs sap_
were captured and sent to Don Emanuel, but
the white man to fiftjza to be just 15 cents
only two survived the voyage, a woman aud posed Mongolian btaken in that
night, too.
tier daughter.
They were very melancholy, —every cent he
krdly sufficient to pay for a
would eat but little, aud were slowly dying,
amount wipe of the new kind of silver
This
when the King, touched by their condition, orday’s interest tig revolvers now used by all
dered them to be chained and put in shallow
plated, self cffootpads. This significant inciOn seeing the water they rushed to it
water.
our best kus one of the worst
peculiarities of
eagerly, and having plunged themselves, dent illust
people—we mean the Chinese—
showed by a thousand tricks their joy and satthis besc carry any decent sum of
•RECEIPTS IN 1881.
under
hours
money
isfaction.
They remained three
they Pth them,which is another reason why
Premiums.
In this manner they were kept alive
water.
around
at
once be reloased from those Orienihree years, bat never learned to utter a word.”
Interest,
we a’pires.
Francisco
Post,
—[San
Oliver Morin, Captain of the vessel Mary de
talGrace, leaves us the following as fact. He

it comes from the enthusiastic
sufferers who find relief
of
asthmatic
praisss
in the tbiu, dry air, and in their joy ignore
the unpleasant features of the place. Furthermore there is an amount of brain and mus-

eodW

MILWAUKEE* WW.

probahly

lih! MJOb^he“treatS”his

We

COMPANY,
FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

seem

Birds.
Intelligence
Bays:
On Thursday, the 8th of August, 1720, we rCnglieh jackdaws are not behind Japanese
were lying in 28 fathoms of water off the New- .rows in at
any rate one of the instances of infoundland Banks, when, at 10 o’clock, a sea'
elligeuce. Many years ago it was a frequent
J. to
in an appeared under our figurehead,
amusement of ours to watch the encounters Deilie gaff to draw him aboard, but was afraid
For this reason Iiwould draw me over.
tween a tame jackdaw and the stable cat.
The
tbencat’s dinner used to be put outside the stable
gave him a blow on the back. When
cle already in the country entirely dispropor- ster felt the blow ho turned his face to t’the door, and warned by experience, she hastened
He swam ar' laid
to dispose of as much as possible before the arOne may see there er like a man in wrath.
tionate to its needs.
ship, and when he was leaving herwhich rival of the jackdaw. He seldom went directly
destimore young men seeking employment,
bold of the rudder with both batch sides
to the meat iu the plate, but attacked the
enemy
obliged the crew o fix its handle tr. Then in the rear, settling himself with both feet on
tute and hopeless, than anywhere else in the
of the ship, lest he should endanging like a
her outstretched tail to steady it, and then adeducated
are
bright,
world. Everywhere
he repassed by the starboard, swie stopped
ministering pickax blows on it with his beak.
the fcs that of a
connection at
Of course it was impossible to stand this, and
man, and when he was at
young men of good family
cousidwhic
long
the
at
to look
figurehead,
with a forcible exclamation the cat used to
home, seeking for any work which will give beautiful woman. After braised himself
spring away, and Jack took possession of the
them bread. A chance to dig in a mine for
ered it, he laid hold of a ropto seize it. He
plate.—[Nature.
of the ship
up, with the seeming intemrd
two dollars per day is welcomed as a
afterward swam to the wkssiug behind her
could
do
men
who
luck
by
The Captainpiece of good
about a cable’s length, aer.
struck
in the east but are too proud
better
again, laid hold of the which at him, but
many friends of DR. E. If. READ, the
left then ordered a harpoo- he hadhe turned his
come back to the home3 which they
Celebrated Clairvoyant, will be pleased to learn
before.”
only struck bis back.*®
witn
the
he
has returned to the City and taken rooms at
as
that
],igh hopes, especially
face up to the capt»»sted until noon, the
No. 4 Cnestnuf St., where he is prepared to treat all
most of Un-This entertaimrj*1 tlm0 been near the
„oui(in>t get home unless
kinds of Chronic Diseases. The Doctor has no equal
sent to
away, so that the
in hescribing and locating diseases without asking
money were
for trang. monster
tQ
men, bad the pleasure
xroanol
an/
badteW,..
any questions.
Donation. A very
*T°*>df remarking the following
'Office hours, from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to 9
his 8kin was hrown and
strong drink.
If a man is
p. m.
may«d2w
out
that
all
the
motions
scales;
and can t
get a job” he drinks whiskev t. tanned
head to foot were like those
of hi8 hnri
that his eyes were well proporandif be bei“ luck aof a
,
mouth was small, considering
tionedflir'8
S°od fort-e
lenirtyl 11 “ nouy, wmcn was supposed to
liberally. The whole tendency of oneVr_ I ‘he
fe6fcHis tongue was thick, his
he
roundings is to induce a reckless and so- teeth xSe and white; in a word, he was simithat his hands were joined
manexcept
lute habit of life and
lar to
conduct.
Man- bo7 wit pa pellicle, such as that found in the feet
well bred and
of picks and geese, Within a week the writer
taught, with natur
to a discussion between two persons
tendencies, becomes a bar-tender, nbler, ;is»ned
fOn the different methods of producing worms
desperado or cow-boy from the fc~ of his rom horsehair, both parties evidently being
.in« on other points.
Even Shakespeare tells
situation.
as that
What is there to
'■Much is breeding,
compensate It ah these
Which like the courser’s hair, hath yet but life
The two Indus33 of tl‘
And not a serpent’s poison.’’
region are mining and
The tears of the crocodile are facts to many
cae raising
The former as
the present day, who, perhans, relied upon
everybody knovls a 3P33ies at
Sir John Mandeville, a great traveller and obof
lottery in which are my thousand server, and one of the earliest writers of Engblanks for each
prize, and th<atter is not a lish prose. In his “Voiage,” published in 1356,
successful business as farno'1 as ColoiadO' he says: “Contra and be all yonde, ben great
of crokodilles, that is, a manner of a
The occasional
I plenty
violent sto113 prove very I long serpent as I have seyed before.” He furestructive to cattle and
remarks
that "these serpents slew men”
s*ep and already ther
and devoured them, weeping, and he tells us,
some of the
most intellipnt of the cattle
too, that “whan thei eaten theimeven [move]
men are
ae
vain struggle the over jowe, [upper jaw] and nougnt the
,iowe, and thei have no tonge
against unpropitious nturc and are mov- nether
Sir John thus states two popular
ing their flocks and hrds to Texas. An- [tongue].”
beliefs of his time and of days prior to his age,
other method of
gain, 'hick perhaps ought namely, that crocodiles moved their uppor
and that a tongue was absent in these auto be
catalogued arnotg the industries of the laws,
rnals.
One of the most carious and exteudsd
is
region, the drawirg of money from the leliefs ,of olden times was that ducks came
Beeast to assist the sehunes of the
from barnacles and dropped from trees.
adventurers; tveeu
1154 and 1189 Siraldus Cainbreusis, in a
hut this is not so
pmsperous a system as it
work entitled “Topographia Hiberniae,” writformerly was. Agriculture is simply im- toi in Batin, remarks concerning “many
bkds which are called Bernacoe.’’
possible without costly irrigation and the
“Against nature, nature produces them in a
Wheat and corn necessary to sustain life are mcst
extraordinary way. They are like marsh
ajjlbd&wlm
8d&^ 1 y
the

but
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&

beds, and
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SPECIE QUOTATION* FROM

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $7.50

AlLXiEN

MILITARY ENTERTAINMENT

J. B. Brown & Sons.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,

to start from marshes or
to enter them agaiD. The accounts
as to the size and appearance oi iuo
In any case, concludes
are very uncertain.
it would be worth while to make

and

“

maylO

To be found in the State.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Suits,

6s
6s
6s

II. Id. PAYSOI & CO.

CLOTHING

UP

MADE

GRAND

-5 l’-s

desirable securities, for sale by

and other
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orsome living''ktitiflai. “GfkfisHttyritK‘bOTOl'weathways, they appear after continued rainy river-
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“
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Southern
Maine Central
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Fine, Medium

off

Ladies desiring Laces will find this lot very mnch
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.

dyspeptic

such

varied Assortment
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Fort Wayne
St. Lonis County
Northern Pacific R. R.

HALL,

CITY

•

St. Lonis
Cleveland

Low Priced

harmless

good

for those invalids whose breathing apparatus
to digest the rich moist air
is too

Under these

most

We shall offer

These plains, too, lie very high above the
sea—about the elevation of Mt. Washington
—so

Largest and

Portland Municipal

OPEN !

NOW
The

BONDS.

BUIL D IN C.

LA NC A S TER

ENTERTAINMENTS

_FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

They are progeese, but somewhat smaller.
duced from fir timber tossed alorg the sea, and
Afterward they hang
are at first like gum.
down by their beaks, as if from a sea-weed attached to the timber, surrounded by shells, in
order to grow more freely.
Having thus, in
process of time, been clothed with a strong coat
of feathers, they either fall into the water or
fly freely away into the air. They derive their
food and growth from the sap of the wood or
the sea by a secret and most wonderful process
of alimentation. I have frequently, with my
own eyes, seen more than a thousand of these
small bodies of birds, hanging down on the se_aBhore from one piece of timber, inclosed in
shells and already formed.”
He further informs his readers that “Bishops and clergymen in some parts of Ireland do
not scruple to dine off these birds at the time
of fasting, because they are not flesh, nor born
of flesh.” In 1527 “The History and Chronicles
of Scotland” were written in Latin, by Hector
Boeoe, Chaunon of Aberdeen, and in it he expresses the opinion that the worm Teredo produced a bird. Fifty years later, Gerard, of
London, reasserted this discovory, and even
showed by a rude wood-cut the birds dropping
from the shells of the barnacle, asserting that
be had seen the operation. In the “Philosophical Transactions” of 1677 will be found a similar account from the pen of no loss a personage
than Sir Robert Moray. Sir John Mandeville,
already mentioned, was equally fortunate in
observing trees that bore living animals. In
his notes of travel he describes the “Lamb
Tree” of Cathay, and says, in a chapter which
treats “Of the Countries and Vies that ben beyonde the Land of Cathay: and of the Frutes
there,” &c., relates that in Cathay “there
growethe a manner of fruyt as thougho it were
Gourdes; and whan thei ben rype, men kutteu
[eut) hem a to [them iu two,] and men fyndeu
wilhinue a lyttylle Best [heast] in Flesche in
Bon and Blode [bone and blood] as though it
outeu wolle
were a lytylle Lornb [lamb) with
[without wool.] And men eaten both the Frut
aud the Best; and that,” says Sir John, “is a
great inarveylle. Of that fruyt,” he continues,
“I have eten, alle thoughe ic were wondirfulle.”
Few names are better known throughout
this country and Europe than that of Prof.
Max Muller, oue of the leading scientific workers of the lime
During a residence in South
America he has collected the following facts
cottceruing the appearance of a most remarkable subterranean animal, and. perhaps, what is
equally remarkable, appearing himself to believe iu it. The name of this strauge creature
is the minhocao. About eight years ago oue
appeared, according to Prof Muller, in the
neighborhood of Lages. Francisco de Amaral
Varella, when about 10 kilometers distant
from that town, saw lying ou the bank of the
Rio dos Caveiras a strange auimal of gigantic
iu thickness, uot very
size nearly one meter
loug, and with a snout like a pig, but whether
it had legs or uot he could not tell. He did
not dare to seize it alone, and while calling his
neighbors to his assistance it vanished, not
without leaving palpable marks behind it in
the shape of a trench as it disappeared under
the earth. A week later a similar trench, perhaps constructed by the same animal, was
seen on the opposite side of the Lages, about
six kilometres distant from the former, and
the traces were followed, which ultimately led
under the roots of a large pine tree, and were
lost in the marshy laud. Herr F. Kelling,
from whom this information was ootained, was
at iliat time living as a merchant in Lages,
and saw himself the trenches made by the
minhocao. Herr E Oderbrecht, while surveying a liue of road from Itajahy into the highlands of the Province of Santa Oaterina, several years ago, crossed a broad,
marshy plain
traversed by an arm of the river Marombas.
His progress here was much impeded by devious winding trenches which followed the course
of the stream and occasionally lost themselves
iu it. At the time Herr Oderbrecht could not
understand the origin of these peculiar trenches
but is now inclined to believe that they were the
work of the minhocao. About 14 years ago, in
the mouth of January, Antonio Jose Branco,
having been absent eight days with his whole
family, from his house, which was situated ou
oue of the tributaries of the Rio dos Cachorros,
10 kilometres from Curitibanos, on returning
home from the road undermined, heaps of earth
beiug thrown up and large trenches made.
These trenches commenced at the source of a
brook, and followed its windings, terminating
ultimately m a morass, after a course of from
700 to 1000 metres. The breadth of the trenchSince
es was said to be about three metres.
in
brook
has flowed
the
that period
minhocao.
the
trench
made
the
by
The path of ihe animal lay generally beneath
the surface of the earth under the bed of the
stream; several piue trees had been rooted up
by its passage. Oue of the trees, from which
the minhocao in passing had torn off the bark
and part of the wood, was said to be still standing and visible last year,. Hundreds of people
from Curitibanos and other places had come to
this minhocoa,
see the devastation caused by
and supposed the animal to be still living in the
marshy pool, the waters of which appeared at
certain times to be suddenly and strangely
troubled. Indeed, on still nights a rumbling
sound like distant thunder, and a slight movement of the earth was sensible in the neighboring dwellings. This story was told to Prof.
Muller by two witnesses—Jose, son of old Branco, and a" step-son who formerly lived in the
same bouse.
Prof. Muller remarks that the
appearance of the minhocao is always supposed
to presage a period of rainy weather.
It appears conclusive that in t he high district, where the Uruguay and Parana have
their sources, excavations and long trenches

BAND INSTRUMENTS
A full line

received at

Japanese,

Sarreguemlues
Sat.sumo, Kioto, &c.

of Band Instruments and Musio just

Fitted

STOCKBRIDCE’S.

>Euglish

mn FRINK

with the

Duplex, Oxford

and Harvard Burners.

I have just secured the services of

»tr Sale Wholesale and Retail.

L. COLLINS,

who will have charge of the above department.
Iiar-Sole Agent in Maine for the celebrated Isaac
Fiske Band Instruments.
mylOeodlm

complete
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In Boston yesterday there was an increasing
demand for money, and the rates of interest
Mercanwere firmer if not quotabiy higher.
tile paper to regular customers was nominally
5 to 5?| per cent, but there was very little discounted under 5| per cent, while others have
Call loans on collaterals were
to pay G.
to 6
5 per cent. Outside rates were

Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.

steady.

Jellerson’s Bookstore.

cent, per

Brunswick, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland M«lte, F. A. Verrill.
Damatiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley & Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Mallowed, C. L. Spanldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon. C. E. Judkins.
.......
Millett.
Mechanic Falla, A. W. Bridge, F. A.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Bealo.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews,
Sebattus, E. H. Johnson.
the Post Omce.

art should be more
gratification of the
ful and

of bonds; and prosaic newspaper
rival each other in the display of relics
^offices
and curiosities. The crowds that collect in
front of some of the great rival establishments
in the larger cities, taxing the energies of the

background

i^et—Wm. H.

Owen, Moore & Co. have made another
new departure, and will today offer special lots
at hours advertised in our columns. All who
take notice and call at the right time will se-

bargains.

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers for sale
at reduced prices by Kendall & Whitney,
MW&F2w
may 15
_

In countries where malaria is prevalent, or
where the climate is subject to sudden changes
—should be found in every house Brown’s Iron

mayloMW&F&w

No Matter What Happens
You may rest assured that you are safe in being
speedily cured by Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in
all cases of rheumatism, neuralgia, toothache,
etc. One trial only Is necessary to prove its

mavlSdlw
_

Keep the Gums Healthy,
If you want a sweet month and breath. If
the gums become spongs, they lose their powThe use of SOZODONT
hold the teeth
because it removes the tartar
which separates the teeth and gums.
M & &w
maylo
to

is invaluable

Can’t Get It.

Diabetes, Bright’s Disease, KidDey Urinary
or Liver Complaints cannot be contracted by
your family if Hop Bitters are used, and if
you already have any of these diseases Hop
Bitters is the only medicine that will positively cure'yot. Don’t forget this, and don’t got

puffed up stuff

soma

that will

only

may 15

harm you
MW&F&wtc

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

WEBB.

Wednesday- No. 47. Frank W. Getz vs. CollinB
Granite Co. of EaBt Bluehill. Action on assignment. Jury waived. Decision rendered and judgment for plaintiff for for $1095.60 and costs.
H. D. Hadlock for plff.
Byron D. Verrill for deft.
Thursday—No. 45. James Watt vs. Collins Granite Co. of East Bluehill. Verdict for the defendant.
Jury find that the defendant’did not deceive the

plaintiff.
H. D. Hadlock for plff.

ESS
Verrill for deft.
Collins Granite Co. of

Byron

D.

James Watt vs.
East Bluehill. Action of assumpsit on account annexed. On trial.
H. D. Hadlock for plff.
Byron D. Verrill for deft.
No. 46.

Municipal Court,
before

judge

knight.

Wednesday.—Wm. Griffin and James A. Haley.
Intoxication. Fined $5 and costs each.
Mark P. Sullivan. Search and teizure.Fined $ .00
and costs.

Appealed.
Brief Jottings.

Cold, raw, cloudy yesterday. Mercury 40°
at sunrise, 45° at hood, 41° at suuset; wind
northeast and southeast.
Mr. Dyer shot twenty old squaws at Pino
Point before breakfast yesterday.
Two electric lights have been placed on
Plum street by the new company.
The police yesterday seized liquor at James
Cady’s on Fore street, and in a vacant house
near

Vaughan’s bridge.

The White Mountain Club has voted to
publish a volume of its proceedings, and to
have a field meeting in June.
Maine Lodge, I. O. O. F., is to receive a
fraternal visit of Unity Lodge at their next

meeting Monday evening.
Bev. Mr. Smyth will preach his closing
sormon as pastor of the New Jerusalem church
next Sunday morning.
A vory interesting concert was given at the
Gorham Congregational church Wednesday
evening.
Mr. Flowers, an employe of Mr. Richard
Gatley, either in getting in or out of a wagon,
at Ligonia yosterday afternoon, fell and broke
a leg.
Charles A. Dyer & Co. are building a pound
near the mouth of the Spurwiuk river, Cape
Elizabeth.
They expect to catch a great
many smelts and other fish for canning.
Mr. Smith, of the Biddeford Times, has purchased the Seaside Reporter and will consolidate with the Old Orchard Sea Shell, which
will be issued

beginning

June.
The Worcester

about the middle of

Light Infantry voted

Wednesday evening to go to Portland by boat from
Boston Monday evening, June 5th, on the occasion of their excursion to this city, and to
return over the Portland and Worcester line
on Wednesday; leaving Portland at 1 p. m.
The Wheeler Reflector.
TLe Wheeler reflector was placed on the
the
gas lamp on Exchange street, opposite
Press office, yesterday, and proved quite an
influence in giving greater power to the light.
It is claimed that these reflectors give four
times as much light as is afforded by the gas
lamp without them, and are thus, if desired,

economical.
The system consists of entirely now and improved forms, made up by combinat ions of the
surfaces generated by the revolution of one or
more of the “conic sections,” curves which, as
all mathematicians know, contain valuable
and remarkable properties. t.The combination
of the surfaces about a common focuB (the center of the light used) with such arrangement
more

uniform dispersion of the
rays over the area to be lighted, and also constructed to intercept the rays which ordinarily
go upwards and off into space with no practi-

as

will

produce

a

cal effic.ency, and throw them,
maining volume, into the space
utilizing all the light, is what is

with

the redesired, thus

accomplished

by the use of these reflectors. In other words,
this system of reflectors, no matter where applied, saves the light which heretofore has
been wasted in space, and throws it where it
is wanted.
Good Templars.
The report of the proceedings of the 24th
semi-annual and annual session of the Grand
Lodge of Good Templars of Maine has been
received from the Grand Worthy Secretary,
Geo. E. Brackett of Belfast. It contains a full
account of those sessions which wore held at
Rockland and Augusta, and a complete
directory of lodges and their officers, besides
of interest to members of
many other things
the order.

Wednesday

Presentation.
evening a largo number

of the

friends of the Rev. Mr. Lindsey gathered

at

and passed a
his house on Melbourne street
the evening an
hour.
Luring
social
pleasant
was presented to Mr.
elegant study chair
The presentation was made by Mr.

Lindsey.
in
Paddington. Mr. Lindsey replied
quent manner._

a

has almost reached perfection and permeates
’’early every class of business that occupies
shops. Even the windows of the brokers’ offion a
ces are made tempting by piles of coin

Jerris. x
Caipenters Wanted-John E. DeWitt.
Coti-age and Land lor Sale—Wm. H. Jerris.
State of \iainc-Joseph H. Peaks.
In Insolvency.
Scissors—Chas. Hehr._

er

carefully cultivated, as a
popular love for the beautihelp to purchaser and deal-

material
er.
Goods well bought, they say, are half
sold, and we may add, if well shown they are
the quicker sold. We know a Ntfw England
city when the art of display in store windows

Friday—Stud ley

efficacy.

was

the counters. There are some very pretty store
windows in Portland, which catch the eye and
They are
arrest the steps of the pedestrian.
real pictures, in which form and color are
charmingly blended and the accessories of art
This
so managed that one cannot but admire.

ADVERTISEMENT’S TO-DA V

Bitters.

city

to enter the doors; the displays in the windows
showed him everything, and he could judge at
once whether or not he could please his taste at

J. Cole—Teacher,

cure

Foreign exchange was
were unchanged.
affords a fine opportunity

annum.

the store windows.
They were a constant delight to the eye and revealed at a glance the whole resources of their
respective establishments. He did not need

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Gloves—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
ENTERT aINMENTS.
New Portland Theatre—Jefferson.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Owen, Moore & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Friday—Owen, Moore & Co.
>re 10

per

Governments

tion of a certain

CITY AND VICINITY.

st

to

A store window
for art study. A keen observer of men and
things, who had traveled much, remarked to
the writer once that to him the chief attrac-

Saco, of L. liodson and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

NEW

an

Congress

elo-

J. Cole.
Mr. Cole, the favorite cornet player, and
Veteran baud leader, is prepared to instruct
bauds, furnish iustruments, and give private
lessons on all kinds of brass instruments.

policemen to keep the way open for travel,
6how the attractiveness of the window art.
The pubVariety, too, should be considered.
lic attention must be kept alive by frequent
changes

in the

display.

Something

new

should be shown every day, if possible, and
intervals.
an entire revolution made at short
This is pretty well understood by many succesful

where,

establishments,

often,

extra

who
salesmen
are
salaries
paid to
of
the
art
combine
selling with a
skill for arti-’tic adornment. A fine window is
and in these
a powerful element of success,
days of competition in trade no legitimate
means for attracting public attention can be

neglected.
The exports of domestic provisions, tallow
and dairy products from Portland for the
month of April were $19,180, against $195,351
for the same month in 1881, and $752,452 for
the four months ended on the 30th of April,
against $901,425 for the same months last year.
For the six months ending on the same date
in 1882, the amount was $942,685, for tho same
months in 1881, the total was $1,100,482.
Mr. Edward Whitworth of Liverpool, Eng.,
produce, is
a very largo receiver of American
now in this country, and in speaking of the future of American products, on Monday, said
that

though

the

high

cost of

produce

had

somewhat curtailed his business during the
winter, he expects a good market in England
for American beef, pork, butter and cheese
the coming season if prices are kept within

He handles
reasonable limits on this side.
much of the bacon sent from this country to
England, and esys that the demand abroad for
American beef and hog products is steadily inAmerican butter meets with favor,
creasing.
but only the best quality is wanted. The English market is well supplied with cheap
grades from the continent, where a large
quantity of substitutes are produced. Bat in
order to compete with the best grades of such
butter, American creamery should not cost
On this basis,
here above 22 cents per pound.
he can find a ready sale for large consignAmerican cheese
ments during the summer.
has gained a strong hold on the English people, and has become one of their favorite articles of food. When he left England there was
a promise of good crops,
which, no doubt,
wonld be stimulated by the high prices of last
season, but there will still be a large deficiency
to supply, and American food staples will always find a good market if put at prices within
the reach of the masses.
Cold enough yesterday to winter-kill a circus
_

Portland Montgomery Guards.
By letters received from Provid ence yesterday the Montgomerys w ere informed that the
Meagher Guards would bring with them the
Mayor of Providence with members of the

City Government, the Major General and Adjutant General £of Rhode Island with their
respective Btaffs, and also many of the promicitizens of the state. Col. Beal of Boston iSjto make a very elaborate job of the decorating as the outside of the City Building it
is to be trimmed in addition to the hall, and he
has promised the company the most artistic
nent

decorative display ever seen in Portland.
The following will be the programme of exercises of the evening;
BAND

CONCERT.

Overture—Die Irrfahrt urns Gluck.Suppo
Chan tier’s Band.
Overture—William Tell.Rossini
Cornet Solo—Arbucklenian .Hartman
Mr. B. B. Cliurrh.
War Memories—A day in camp in 1862.Reeves
Reeves Band.
Hurrah Storm Galop.KelaBela
Consolidated Bands.
MILITARY EXERCISES.
Grand dress parade of the battalion.
Company drill by both commands.
Individual competitive drill for the magnificent
go'd medal.

A course of sixteen dances; the order of
which has been very neatly gotten up, will
bo a handsome souvenir of the occasion.
The entertainment will commence promptly
at eight o’clock and the doors will be open at
7.15. The committee of reception will be in
attendance at the Mayor’s room at 7.30.
The commanding officer has issued the
lowing order in relation to the parade.

fol-

Portland, May 19,1882.

Battalion line will be formed at 4.30 p. m. on
Middle street, with the right resting on Free
street, in the following order, viz: Portland
Mechanic Blues, Portland Light Infantry,
High School Cadets, Portland Cadets, and
Montgomery Guards; the Portland Light Infantry acting as color company. Upon the arrival of the column at York street the battalion will halt with its right resting near State
Portland Montgomery
Co. E,
street, and
Guards, with the band, detailed to proceed to
the depot and receive the visiting company.
After the reception of the visitors by tho battalion, the route of march will be taken up as
Per order of
published.
Lieut. Col. H. M. Sprague,
Comd’g Battalion.
Chas. F. Swett,
1st Lieut, and Adjutant.
ROUTE OP PROCESSION.

Up Free to High, to Spring, to Park, to York
to State, to Congress, to Exchange, to Middle,
to Falmouth Hotel, where fithe battalion will
be dismissed.
The Treasurer of iho Honorary organization wishes the honorary members to be at the
armory at four o’clock in order to receive the

the Straight
The adjourned
Greenbackers of Portland, was held at their
room on Temple street, last evening to listen
the report of the committee appointed to select delegates to the Bangor convention to be
held May HOth. President Gordon was in t .e
chair, and J. F. Turner was Secretary.
The committee reported the following names
to

full meeting:
Hiram V. Fernald, Goo. M. Bean, J. B. Fillebrown, George Anderson, Wi'liam AnderS.
son, J. F. Turner, B. H. Houston.. William
Houston, Geo. W. Morrill, P. H. Gordon,
FletchW.
H.
D.
Eustis,
William Andrews,IN.
er, AsaL. Ames, Cbas. H. Baker, J. J. Chase,
Geo. W. Adams, Geo. W. York, J. F. Murray,
John Murphy, Elibu T. Homan, W. W. McDonald, John S. Fitz, F. M. Calderwood,
James Hepburn, T. P. Morgan,.!. P. Johnston
E. Hickey, Geo. W. Tuttle.
a

These delegates are understood to be in favor of a straight Greenback candidate for governor, notwithstanding a gentleman from the
Fusion wing of the party who was present, expressed the opinion that many of them were
not. The list of delegates was accepted and
the meoting adjourned.
Just at adjournment several well known
Fusion Greenbackers entered the hall, noticea-

bly Messrs. John M. Todd and Spencer RogersA remark was make by some one that, though
the meeting was adjourned the audience would
like to hear from John M. Todd. This brought
the veteran on to his feet and he made quite a
little speech. The gist of his remarks were
directed against the Republican party because
its principles upheld hard money, of which
Wall street brokers and bankers were the disthus creating an aristocracy corresponding to the blue blood of Europe, which fattens
and fattens on the poor hard working man.
He hoped that all differences between the two
wings of the party would be arranged, and that

ciplos,

united they would carry the State.
Mr. Hickey said he should like to see all differences arranged, and was proceeding to say
something in reference to Governor Hlaisted
when there was a slight interruption caused by
late arrivals and he sat down.
Mr. Homan said he had always been a
Straight Greenbacker and he should fight to
the death for its principles. He had succeeded in defeating a candidate in York County

the Democratic leaders were just as corrupt as
any leaders the country ever saw. They all
had a motive—an itch for office. Office is
what they are aiming for and they don’t care
how they get it so long as they obtain it.
Mr. Todd then proceeded to review Greenback history when Messrs. Gordon and Turner
each took a hand in reply.
Mr. Todd said that Mr. Gordon had been
told by Mr. S. A. Berry that Gov. Plaisted
nominated eleven Greenbackers and five Democrats for office, and Gordon had been stating
that Berry told him Plaisted had nominated
eleven Democrats and five Greenbackers to

met at 9 o’clock yesterday
Twenty-four of the thirty lodges

The committee on returns made a very favorable report of the finances ot the subordinate
lodges, showing an increase in gross assets
of $3,926.46.
The Grand Chancellor appointed a special
committee to draw resolutions on the death of
the late Supreme Keeper of Records and Seal
Joseph Dowdall of Columbus, Ohio, and Su-

to pay dividends, and of the Eastern to pay
interest. The rumor that the Boston & Maine
will put on a line ofSsteamers to Bar Harbor
in competition with the Bangor and Machias
line is equally absurd. The Machias line has

preme Prelate Eev. W. Boyd Thompson of
Tennessee; also of Past Chancellor James M.

always treated both companies equally well.
Minor Notes.
Tiie Northern Pacific Railroad Company
has in its eastern division main line 970J miles

Mr. Gordon
indignantly denounced the
statement a falsehood and said ho never had a
word with Berry on the subject.
Mr. Todd called the Straight Greenbackers
—who left the Congress Hall convention which
for
Governor—bolters.
nominated Plaisted
He said delegates might decline to vote for a
candidate nominated by a convention but they
had no right to leave the convention, organize another, and nominate a different man
from the one the majority had chcsen. If
were

bol-

when

liow it was

a

con-

men illegally chosen
both Mr. Todd and he knew was
the case at the Congress Hall convention. He
said that in one town in York county two
Democrats met on the street and made up a

vention

was

delegates,

packed by

as

list of delegates. In another the regular causelected one set of delegates, and DemoAt the con
crats met and elected another set.
vention the legal set was declined admittance
and the bastard set was admitted. There were
delegations purporting to come from certain

cus

towns when the delegates lived miles away.
That convention was carried by these fnsionists, and yet no Greenbacker believed that
there was any attempt at fusion at the Bangor
The reason why
convention held previously.
people thought there was, was owing to the
fact that nominations for Congress wore not
made until the Congress Hall convention.
Gen. Weaver was accepted at Bangor as the
standard bearer of the party, and yet who did
the Congress Hall

representatives

vote for. ( A

voice, Hancock!)
Mr. Murphy wished it understood he v/uuld
He
have do fusion in his on any account.
wouldn’t have any Eepublican or Democratic
leaders in his. Ho had been a Eepublican but
he meant to stick to men whom he knew were
Greenbackers. If the party had followed this
policy they would have been in power everywhere to-day.
Mr. Todd rose to reply to Mr. Turner’s chapter .of Greenback history and Mr. Hooper
asked him to sit down as the discussion was
He
getting too heated for good feeling.
thought when the Greenback party was offered
four straight
with
Plaisted for Governor
Greenbackers for Congress it would bo time to
think that fusion meant Greenbackism instead
of Democracy.
Sir SIC AND THE DRAMA.

NOTES.

A now Italian company has openod its seain Berlin with Donizetti’s “Poliuto.”
son
Aramburo is the tenor and Signora Adini tho
prima donna. The latter, who is almost unknown, is said to have a beautiful voice and to
sing with talent.
The first representation of “Francotse de
Rimini” attracted many distinguished artists
Mme.
Viardot, Mme.
—Mme. Sembrich,
Montigny-Remaury, Miss Van Zandt, Mme.
Alboni, Mme. Adier-Devries, the baritone
Maurel and Maurice Stakosch—were present.
M. Damsla, the attenuated Bernhardt’s husband, is said to be a sharp business man, Hebrew by race, although Greek by religion, who
will serve her more faithfully than any one
else could as manager, advertising agent and
financier.
Mile Marie Janiszewaka is a young Parisian
pianiste, whose playing is described as correct
and elegant, and her phrasing simple and natural. A very critical audience applauded her
rendering of a prelude and fugue by Bach, and
encored her Chopin’s Scherzo.
Mrs. E. Aline Osgood, who is very well acquainted with Jenny Lind, relates the following incident of their first meeting: “When I
first called upon Mrs. Goldschmidt she met
me in the corridor, and without greeting me
snatched from my bosom a small boquet of
flowers and threw them away, saying: “If you
wish to remain a good singer never breathe
the aroma of flowers.
They will do well
enough to look at, and you may thank God for
giving them to you, but their breath spoils the
voice.”
_

Personal.

not fill the order until some of the fishing boats
The first one that got in was conarrived.
signed to a neighbor, but they offered the captain $2 50—a rise of 50 cents—for the cargo.
The captain was loyal and wanted a little time
to decide. He took that time to relate his offer
to his consignee, who, immediately bought the
cargo for the same price, and then wont and
bought up the cargoes of later arrivals for
$3.50. He then.disposcd of his purchases to
the two dealers and cleared quite

they

then

ters.

badge prepared for the occasion.
Sharp Practice.
Yesterday two well known fish dealers had a
The supply
large order to fill for customers.
of fish in the markot was so scanty they conld

a

little pot of

money.____
Confirmation.
Yesterday being Ascension Thursday the
sacrameut of confirmation was administered in
the morning at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, and in the afternoon at St.
Dominic’s church, to three hundred and fifty
children in all by Rt. Rev. Jas. A. Ilealy who
addressed the recipients in each case on the
importance of tho sacrament. Rev. T. P.

Linehan, Rev. J. O’Dowd, Rev. T. F. Delaney, Rev. C. W. Doherty and Rev. H. McGill assisted in the ceremonies.
Spanish Literary Society.
The members of the Spanish
Literary
Socitty invite all citizens who would like to
become members, to send $5, to the Secretary,
Mr. Enrique I. Fox. Tho object is the improvement ot members in the knowledge of
the Spanish language, and a membership certificate given by a member to any young man
will enable that young mau to receive lessons

by paying $1.25 per month.
Insurance.
We weuld call attention to the advertisement in reference to fraudulent insurance
companies, from Joseph B. Peaks of Dover,
Insurance Commissioner.

morning.
were

Dr. Haycock, collector of customs at Eastport, was in the city yesterday.
Harold M, Sewell, of Bath, and Charles T.
Copeland of Calais, are among the seven selected to speak at Harvard commencement
this year.
Judge William B. Snell has been appointed
Judge of the Police Court, District of Colum
bia. Judge Snell is a native of Monmouth,
Maine.
Ex-Governor Perham of Maine is in Washwas given a recoption at which res-

ington and

idents of Maine and other New

ple

England

peo-

present.

were

At the General Conference of the Methodist
Church South, at Nashville, Tenn.,
Tuesday. Alpheus W. Wilson, Dr. C. Granberry, Dr. A. G. Haygood, Rev. R. K. Hargrove, and Dr. Linus Parker, were elected

Episcopal

Bishops.
Mr. Dingley of Maine, in
Wednesday, made
House

the
a

National

very

good

speech, giving business reasons why it is
for the public interests that the national

better
banking system shall continue than that United
States Treasury notes shall be substituted for
the bank circulation.
Hon. Edward Ashton Rollins of Philadelphia and his brothers, Hon. F. J. Rollins of
Maine and Hon. Daniel G. Rollins of New
York City, made a brief visit to Dover, N. H.
this week. They makeItheir headquarters during their stay in that State at their old home in
Great Falls. The first named will, with his
family and sister, sail for EuropeJMay 24, to bo
absent three months.

City Governmentthe Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, held yesterday, the following persons wore drawn as trav rse jurors for the
May term of the Superior court: George B.
At a

Lodge

represented.

Nutter and Past Grand Keeper of Records and
Seal John A. Loring of this city.
At the time of adjournment the Grand

Lodge

had

under

consideration

an

appeal

case.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

Twenty-two lodges

were

represented

at the

afternoon session.
The committee on finance made a ieport recommending that the Grand Lodge employ the
services of a Grand Keeper of Records and
Seal the entire time and the salary of the samo
be $700 a jear.
Proceeded to the nomination and election of
Grand officers for the ensuing year, with the
following result:
J. Landers,
Grand Chancellor—William
Gardiner.
Grand Vice Chancellor—Henry I. Nelson,
Portland.
Grand Prolate—P. S. Laughton, Lewiston.
Grand Master of Exchequer—Noah R. Mar-

tin, Saccarappa.
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal—Joseph
F. Chute, Portland.
Grand Master-at-Arms—Andrew S. Biggar,
Kenuebuuk.
Grand Inner Guard -Stephen W. Carle,
Gorham.
Grand Outer Guard—Charles W. Water-

house, Saccarappa.
The several committees on resolutions having reported, the Grand oificers-elect were
duly installed by Past Grand Chancellor Henry C. Peabody, assisted by Past Chancellor
George H. McKenny. They be;ng no further
business the Grand Lodge adjourned to meet
in Lowiston the third Wednesday In May,
1883.
__

NEW ENGLAND DIVORCE LEAGUE.

An

Auxiliary

Association

Formed

in

Portland.

meeting

of

Buzellc, Frank H. Chaso, David G. DrinkH.
water, Charles A. B. Morse, Robert
Costello.

AT AUCTION.

FRIDAY'S SALE.
Having no large lots to sell
Particulars as follows:
9 o’clock A. M.—A lot of
for 50 cents.

to-day

TOWELS,

10 A. M.—A lot of CAMBRIC
cents, for 12 cents each.
11 A. M._Alotof

G. S. Dickerman of Lewiston, was
chairman, and Rev. II. S. Burrage,
Secretary.
After prayer by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city,
the chairman read a letter from Prof. Neally
regretting his inability to be present and exRev.

chosen

his sympathy with the movement.
The chairman then stated the object of the
meeting,after which remarks were made by Dr
Hill in favor of retaining what law we have on

pressing

subjeot of divorce. In the Massachusetts
Legislature an attempt was made to transfer
the matter from the Supreme to the Probate
Court. He thought when divorces are granted
for any And every cause then evils begin.
Rev. H. F. Harding cf Hallowell, gave an
account of how divorces in Maine are obtained.
Revs. Messrs. Wetherbee, Wing of Freeport,

regular $1.25 RAIN UMBRELLAS, 65 cents each.
lot of large size fine Damask NAPKINS at $2.00

large lot of

and Rev. S. F. Southard moved that an auxiliary association to the New England Divorce
League be formed.
Rev. C. H. Pope of Thomaston favored such
an organization. The motion was carried.
It was moved that a committee of three be

appointed

to

prepare

a

constitution and bymeeting to be called

laws, to be presented at a
by the chairman. The motion was carried and
Rev. Messrs. Dickerman, Burrage and Lindsay were chosen said committee.

Adjourned.

The Journal says with two shoe factories
shut down entirely, and several others doing
almost nothing, the Auburn shoe business does
not make a very encouraging exhibit at presor
three
The
ent.
shipments of two
factories keep up remarkably well for so late
in the season. The total number of cases sent
away this week is 1,531.
About ten feet has been cut off at the east
end of the Batts quid mill, to make room for
the extension of the No. 1 mill, and a big hole
Workmen
has been made by excavations.
have began the raising of the roof of this mill,
and work on the foundation of the extension of
theNo. 2 mill has been commenced.

computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said deb
tor and the uansfer ami delivery of any prop
erty by him are forbidden by law; of said
That a meeting of the creditors
debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more asof
held
at
a
his estate, will be
Court of
signees
Insolvency to be holdeii at Probate Court room i
said Portland, on the fifth day of June, A. D. 1882,

10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEORGE W. PARKER.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
ai

SCISSORS.

The Eastern State Normal School at Castine
The
closes its term on Thursday, June 1st.
graduating class numbers 29.

height.

Miss Chapman.
Miss May Chapman gave another very interesting lecture last night at Congress Hall,
takina “The Fallen Man and Fallen Woman”
The subject was handled in
for her topic.
capital style and gave great pleasure to the
close
At its
interested audience present.
several phrenological examinations were made.
Star Match Factory.
The Star Match Factory corporation has
purchased a large lot of land adjoining their
works from tho Portland Gas Light Co., and
additions and

will proceed
their capacity 33 per cent.
to erect

enlarge

Where la It?
Mb. Editob:—Winthrop Village has hitherrested peacefully between its two lakes;
Annabescook and Maranocook, until the railroad compauy took it into their wise heads to
provide a place of amusement for all the tribes

to

of earth, and thereby replenish their coffers,
whereupon “peace folded her tent and quietly
ded away.”
Year correspondent wishes to be informed,
why, when the aforesaid compauy, on their
voyage of discovery in search of a suitable
soot for the above mentioned objeot, espied onr
little village together witli its lakes, did they
not, while inquiring the relative merits of a
certain tract of land, also inquire the name of
the lake which borders it, and gives it, its
ch;ef value?
Now if, as, that jolly Portlandite exclaimed
with the enthusiasm of a school boy, as he
clapped Payson Tucker on tho shoulder “This
is the best water that was ever paddled in,” is
it not also worthy of its true name?
For the benefit of the uninitiated I will here
give the Indian legend: An Indian chief had
Anna canid
two daughters, Mara and Anna.
Therefore the
cook and Mara could not.
chief gave the south lake to Anna. Annabescook, where can be found our famous white
The Dortli lake he gave to Mara—
perch.
Mara-no-cook, do perch, nothing to cook.
Query—Where is Maran-a-onok? If it is not
too far away your correspondent would like to
visit it.
WlNTHBOFITE

Winthrop, May 17,1882.
A Protest.
Mr. Editor—: What have the good people
of this city done that they should be punished
by hideous pictures of the murder of President
Garfield and the trial of that miserable wretch
Gniteau staring them in the face from circus
bill posted on the principal street and all about
I protest in the name of decency
the city.
and good taste and also for the girls and boys
who will hear soon enough of the murder and
murderer without the cheap publicity that is
it. I appeal to the city
now being made of
authorities to suppress it, or else that a kind
and wash
proviuence send showeis of rain
Subscriber.
them out of sight of your
_

the Penobscot.
The Commercial says the Peuobsoot lumbermen are anxious for rain. At some points driving has been abandoned on account of low
water. The first Mattawamkeag drives of 15,000,000 feet will be in the boom, it is thought
Mr. J. W. Palmer’s cut, made
in a few days.
in the vicinity of the “Gulf” amounts to about
10,000,000 feet, but the two drives, forward and
rear contain over
13,000,000 feet, the extra
three millions being other operators’ logs which
Mr. Palmer has taken to drive. There are on
Pleasant, Ivor four large dams, and Mr. Palm; ! zed the water from their ponds
er has t"
that tin I iward drive of 7,000,000 feet of his
the Penobscot,
own and citier logs w>U reach
Thursday. The rear drive consists of about
now
and
the
are
being sluiclogs
0,000,000 feet,
o I through the Gulf, with a good
prospeot of
getting them through the main river, and almost a surety of getting 2,000,000 feet of them
to market. There is a crew of fifty men on the
forward drive, while 150 red shirters are trying
to get the rear through.
Lumbering

on

Blue Hill.
The storm of rain and snow on Monday
ceased in the night and was fallowed by ice
and frost with northwest winds.
Two persons are lying dead in Blue Hill toin
day. Hosea Horton, a respected citizen
middle life, diod on Monday of pneumonia, after an illness of three days, leaving a wife and
children who were dependent upon him.
Miss Carl P. Holt, a young lady who has
been sick with consumption for several months,
died on Tuesday. She was beloved by all who
knew her.
John S. Jennoss, Hon. F. M. Laughton, F.
W. Williams and G. W. Pickering, directors
of somo of the mines, from Bangor, visited the
mines yesterday. Capt. White of the Douglass, has resigned and gone to take charge of a
gold mine in Nova Beotia.
May IT, 1882.
A

Singular Case.

J. S. Miller came in from Carmel yesterday
and reported a remarkable case. A boy nine
years of age, by the name of Daniel Murphy,
son of Jeremiah Murphy, has been for the past
Medical astwo mont.is a victim of fits.
sistance was called and various remedies were
tried. Finally the boy began vomiting and
the strange array of articles which are said to
have come from his stomach is very remarkable. The collection was brought to this city
and was on exhibition during a portion of
yesterday at Mann’s drug store. There were
31 pieces in all and they ranged from silver
and copper coins to stones of large size and
there was one large piece of white cloth. The
total weight of the collection is seven and onehalf ounces.—Bangor Whig.

OXFORD
COUNTY.
Frank Demeritt’s house, ell and stable were
burned at West Peru at 4 o’clock Monday afternoon.
Cause, little boy five years old set a
pile of straw on fire to see the smoke. All the
furniture was saved. Insured for 8500.
SOMERSET

in all sizes and very
fine quality and choice

styles.

The above lot is

a

JOSEPH H. PEAKS,

COUNTY.

ON SATURDAY
Special Sale will be

our
on

a

large

Fancy Hosiery
at

price.
See Saturday’s paa

very low

per.

STUDLEY,
253 lidille Stmt.
dlt

Cottage Honseand Land for $700.

on Leonard street, in
lot contains more than 13,000
feet. Well of excellent water on the premises.
WM. H. JERRIS, Cahoon Block.
mayl9dlw*

located

0.

w. Af MCS.

Regular sale of Furniture and General
Use every Saturday, commencing at 10

Consignments solicited.

u

Vologir

a.

oci3dtf

EDUCATION \!
MASS. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*
It ON TOY.

Regular

four year

C'vil,

to

ourses

Mechanical

Mining Engineering, Architecture Chemistry,
Stu ieutt» art-also
Physics, Natural H story, etc.
admitted to \ a' tial or social eoarnMS. School f r

and

M ctiawic Arts for inst uction in English, Drairtog.
Maihmeiuatics an
Next scb>*»l >ear
shopwork.
Entrance examina ion*
begins Sept. 2", 1882.
June 1 and 2, Sept. 1 H and 20, a 9 A. M.
ROBERT H. RICHARDS, Secretary,
FRANCIS A. WALKER, President.

F&M4w

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to orir.t.

J. W.

pnpila by the intMcrlbtt

COLCORO,
dU

on the westerly corner of India and
Fore street A good location for the grocery
Apply to
and provision business or for a bakery.
WM. H. JERRIS, Cahoon Block, 385 Congress st.
dlw*

mayl9

Lawn

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture aad keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in ihe wo Id;
for
every article <>t which it is composed is food
drives earthworms from
grass. It also
is
often
so
which
wise
kills
lik
and
moss,
lawns,
troublesome in old lavs ns. After applying stable
als:> Superphosphates and many
manures to lawn
other lawu dressings now in use. it is a lo g ime
before he children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive ooor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
tixm 8.
55T“Try it and you will use no other.
Put up tn bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
(jjgg^Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney’s Market Square, W. C. sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble street. Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and
Commercial Street.

eCectuaily

SON,

Wholesale and Rg il Dealer in

COAL.

UNTETW

Domestic Coals
Prices.

Spring &

Dr. William’s Indian Pile Ointment is tho

piles.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale A
Portland Me.

ILLA. Experience proves that there is nothing else
which so surely cures tho? 5 complaints. As a spring
medicine, its cleansiDg and vitalizing effocts are un-

DRESSGOODS

equalled.

Sold by all druggists. ABk for AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, aud do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six bottles for $5.
d&wlw
myl3

Just Received at

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED'S

OSCAR WILDE

Specialty,

at

Loweei

Brown’s

Wharf

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Orders received by telephone.
aplSdtf

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.

prominent New York
Artist
photographed a

eodtf

mar 20

ago Mr. Oscar
Esthetic
the
apostle,
Wilde,
in many positions which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disciple. Among many of the

short time

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros'

with the dim and shadowy
patterns of sunflowers and
lilies on the walls, and used
as accessories in the interiors, and when exterior

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also

a

elKrlos stock el

then the artist
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
^Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
How’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.

E. FAIRffEATHER,

Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, outh Kensington

Crewels.

Stamping on

may6

any material

war-

permanent.

M. E.

8 ELM ST

The

Block, PORTLAND.

sct'29

dtl

and

Best

CARDS!
received a job lot of Fancy Cards, which we
are selling at 5 aud lO cento per Dozen.
Also Birthday, School, odd cards, and New Sots &o

8RAC.
I

STOCKBRIDCE,

1 JO EXCHANGE ST., Near City Hall.
in ay 13
dtf

Only

Hygienic Bed.

Pino-Palmine does not absorb disease germs from
the body, nor take up the excretions. It is, therefore, always a clean and pure bed.
Call and see a sample.

J.

Just

INTERESTING
to those in want of

BOOTS and SHOES.
Iu order to reduce our Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from due hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

H.

GADBERT, Agent,

201 middle Street, Portland.
dim
mayl8

GREENBACK CAUCUS.
voters of Deering aro requested to meet at
the Town House, Saturday, May 20th, at 7 Va
o’clock, to choose delegates to the Greenback State
Convention, at Bangor, June 1.
1'er order
COMMITTEE.

THE

2?mayl8

GAllER

WHITNEY

SHOE GO.,

Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth Hotel
janl_’_

SAVE MONEY
buying Black and Colored
Dress Goods,
Mlks, Rhadamas,
Morie, Mervilieux, Surahs. Table
Lilian, arasols and Hosiery of ns.
VVe have the best assort men', all
the Novelties, many styles not
shown e'sewhere, and sell 'he b* st
By

goods

cheap

as

poor goods

as

d8f

are

sold.

J. M.DYER& CO.
Congress St.

511
may 15

__

%

Wedding William 8.
AND

Low'll,

CARO PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting

AND

Stationer.

Engraved Cards

Weddings

and Invitations
and Recep-

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf
tions

a

mchll

Pres.

WM. J. BRIDE, Treta

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.
Office, 24 and 20 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
COBBODEBS AM)

MAS

VFAlTVBE RS.

‘‘BOSTON STAB BRAND”

PURE WHITE LEAD
BED

LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE & SHEET LEAD.
TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER Ac,
GOLD MEDAL award*! by tho Mawachuaetta
1881.
Chari »»ble Mechanics’ Association in
tuarl
eod6m_

GOODS

-AT-

REASONABLE PRICES
A

Made of tbe sweet and wholesome Pine Fronds
and Palmetto spiculas of Florida.

3 Free Street

_dlw

“SEASONABLE

FAIRWEATHER,

Drycst, Purest
Bedding.

Street,

PORTLAND.
my 15

SAMUEL LITTLE,

Moore & Co.
Owen,
at*8_dtf

The

were
used,
was equally

92 Commercial

for

Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress.

lint-olan

Smith, Gage & Co.,

Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, shonld examine the
new designs which we are now
showing in our “Dp Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very

ranted

some,

the above Coffee and
fall stock so that all
times we shall be able to supply
onr customers and the trade.

i Cards.

ilSSl.

were

We have this day taken the

Agency for
bhall keep a

Art Needle Work.

best manner.

A

JAVA COFFEE.

Market

322 Commercial Street,

Summer

For all the forms of crof i’^us, mercurial and
blood diseases, the best medicine, because the most
searching and thorough, is AYER’S SARSAPAR-

a

STANDARD

room

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

ings.”

6odu

Brass

J. COIjE,
Instruments. Address,
38 Brswn Street, Portland, JMe.
9
mayl
_d3w»

PORTLAND, ME.
mh20dtt

Kry-ipelas, Sore Eyes, or for young men suffering
from Weakness or Debility cause from imprudence,
and for females in delicate health, Frazier’s Root
Bitters are especially recommended.
Dr. Fr*zier: 1 have used two bottles of your
Root Bitters for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Weakness
and Kidney Disease, and they did mo more good
than the doctors and all the medicine l ever used. X
consider your medicine one of the greatest of blessMrs. M. MARTIN, Clove laud, O.

febao

given on

Also,

142 & 144 Commercial Street,

impurity.

compositions

at very

furnished when

desired,
reasonable rates, and carefully select© !.
INSTRUMENTS
all kinds of
Private Lessons

C. W. BELKNAP &

For Dizziness, Rush of B'ood to the Hoad, tending to Apoplexy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague,
Humors
Dropsy, Pimules and B.otches, scrofulous
and Sores, Tetter, Ringworm, Whi e Swelling,

emblematic,

Pres.

COLE,
Teacher of Military l ands.

The

Frazier's Root Bitters act strongly upon tho
liver and kidneys, keep the bowe's open and regular make the weak strong, heal the lungs, build up
nerves,aud cleanse the blood and system of

were

for the next

LOCATED

Dr. Frazier’s Root Bitters.

which

at the

wanted

Store to be l.ct.

my!9

compositions

are
house
Mutual Life Insurance
to
be
made every
davs.
JOHN E.

Deeriug. 'the
lot of La- PLEASANTLY

dies’

_

mh31F&T&wly

Respectfully,

per

I can now
and sometimes twice.
walking that distance without
and some
to
rest,
days in
I extimes.
or
five
it four

for

doing

Carpenters_

on

cure

license,

Insurance

William Eeed,
Fall Eiver, Mass.
J. H. Gaubert, Agent, 201 Middle St, Portland.

only sure

To the I*ublic:—
I have information that certain co-operative Life
and Accident Insurance Companies of other States,
are attempting to establish bus1 ness in Maine.
Not one of them has a license from this department, and will not have while the present Commissioner is in office.
The publio are not only warned against such
fraudulent companies, but are respectfully urged to
report any violation of the statute, which will b©
dealt with summarily and without favor.
Hereafter, ignorance of the law will be no excuse
for its violation.
Every person doing business as
and every person
ageut or broker without a
business for a company whieh is not licensed,
is liable to a penalty.

Commissioner.
bargain we cannot du- mayl9dlaw3wF
plicate again this seaWanted.
son, there not being a
carpenters
good
Union
TEN
Building. $3.50
paid good Workmen,
pair of Hose in the lot thirtyday will Payment
Saturday.
DEWITT,
that would not be Portland, May 18, 1882.
mayl9d3t
cheap at 25 cents.
J.

inconvenience from pain or
no
weakness at other times. I feel the ache slighly.
I consider myself about two-thirds cured and.
recovered, when I have used the Mattress a
I ought to add
year I shall be prottv well.
that I wear a pad of Pino on my hip, and credit some of the good results to that.
I advise all rheumatic victims to try it.

every

I£xc2aHuge 91.

9alc*rwooa 19

Sharpened
d3t

STATE OF MAINE.
of Insurance Commissioner,
Dover, May I5th, 1882.

Cents,

15

perienced

the’

and

Repaired

Scissors

once

walking

A.uetionfvrs ami Commission Merchants

j*n24

Office

tism in the left hip, that has prevented any
enjoyment in walking. I was obliged, in walking half a mile to my office, to stop and Bit

stopping

myl2,19, ju6A13

F. O. BAILEY A tO.,

143 Pearl Street.

m.tNFFACTl'RI.'OK Cl'lLER,

myi9

Rheumatism.
Agent Aromatic Pino-Palmine Co.
Dear Sir—I have used the Aromatic PinoPalmine Mattress for three and a half months.
Have been afflicted for four years with rheuma-

down

| Administrators.

DlDV*

H

No. 263 Middle Street.

The Reporter says Webster Savage, of Skowliegan accidentally discharged a shot gun, and
three of the shot took effect in the neck of M.
C. Cushing, the wounds bleeding profusely.
The snow has wasted away so slowly in the
not been
Dead River valley that there has
Lumbermen
water sufficient to run the logs.
will now have to depend on rain freshets to get
their logs to market.

calculate

J

O. BAU.EY A CO., Auctioneer*.

F.
my 12

(HAS. HEHR,

AT

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Hallowell Granite Co. lias nearly completed the Auburn soldiers’ monument. It
will be shipped next Tuesday, and put in position during the week in readiness for its dediThe monument,
cation on Memorial Day.
which is of Hallowell granite throughout, consists of a pedestal eight feet square at the base,
from which rises the square shaft surmounted
by a capital to the height of 22 feet, the whole
topped by the figure of a soldier eight feet in

13.

ap28

Ladies wishing new Scissors, and the largest and
best stock in the sta e to select f * om, should call at
my n»*w store where they will b« sure to fi d a pair
that wil Just suit them, and at the lowest of low
pri es. Th Be goods are of my «*wn manufacture
and are wan anted to be as represented.

Hosiery

as

g. O. UAII .BY,

myl9&27

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

licerse obtained from the Probate

o’clock P M„ the Let and Brick House
106 Lincoln Street, in Portlani, and
the Wm. Hose property.
Also at 3.30 P. M., a lot of Land on Hammond
Street, numbered 69, 61 and 63, being the same described in deed of Elizabeth Rice & als. to said
Huse, recorded in Cmnberland Registry, Book 224,
known

Portland,

in the county of Cumberland, adjudged to lie an
Ins--1 vent debtor, on petition of ^auidebtor, which
petition was filed on the seventeenth day o* May
A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is to be

Children’s Fancy

STATE NEWS.

WINSLOW,

of

a

thereon, No.

page

Is to give notice that on the seventeenth
lay of May, A. D. 1882, a warrant in mso.;
was
issued by Henry C. Peabody. Judge oi
vency
the Court of insolvency for said County of Cumoerland, against the ertate of said
ANDREW H.

virtue of

at three

<11*

JL

a

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer-,
my 17d3t

BY

rpHIS

will be

ON

Cumberland,
County
Mat ‘9, A. D 1882.
of ANDREW II. WINSLOW, Insolvent

In case
Debtor.

SPECIAL SALE

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY.
May 18th, 19th and 2 tb, at 10Vfr A. M. and
3 P. M., at our rooms, 18 Exchange street, we shall
sell a stock of about 25,000 Key West and Domestic Cigars. These cigars must be sold without
reserve to the highest bidder.

of

Court of Insolvency for the
State of Maine.

OUR

25,000 Cigars by Auction.

Court, in and for Cumberland County, we
shad sell at public auction, on the premises, on
TUESDAY, the thirteenth day of June, A D. 1882,

Insolvency.

In

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers*
<*3t
mayl8

Administrators’ Sale of Real Estate.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

FRIDAY

One 2d hand Phae on.
Eight new Harnesses.
Three 2d hand Harnesses.
Lot of Whips and Halters,

quanti-

ate

~

myl9

?leted,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

6

Horse and Carriage Mart, Saturday, May 20,
1882, at 10 o’clock A. M.
Eight New Phaetons, trimmed in green cloth and
leather, have lamps on, very light and stylish.
i wo Open Corning Buggies, new, on Harper
springs.
Two Open Box Buggies, new.
Top Buggies, 2d hand.
Open 2u nand Wagons.

which have been sold at 25

all decided bargains and will be offered in limited
ties strictly as advertised.
These

structed in 1883 only 193 miles, when there
will be a continuous road between Lake Superior and St. Paul in the East, and Portland and
Puget Sound in the West. The link between
Kalama and Portland, Oregon, forty-five miles
has been ditinitely located, and grading will be
vigorously prosecuted during the present year,
so that track-laying can be commenced whenever it is to the interest of the company to finish this part of its lines. On the eastern end
the purpose is to build fifty miles from Superior City iu an easterly direction toward the
Montreal River, provided the demands of construction elsewhere will permit oi tbe prosecution of this work. The company has on hand
and paid for steel rails, fastenings, spikes, ties,
etc sufficient to lay 378 miles of road. The
business of the company will be increased from
its branch lines; which, when entirely comwill embrace an aggregate-of 405 miles.
‘he bonded
indebtedness of the company
amounts to $24,740,000.
Upon the present
bonded indebtedness of the company the fixed
charges amount to $1,484,400 per annum; and
on the completion of the entire Noituern Picific system the fixed charges will no' exceed the
sum of $2,700,000 per annum, which is equivalent to six per centupou a bonded indebtedness
of $45,000,000.
The freight agents of Eastern roads terminating at Chicago hava agreed on a schedule of
switching charges to be submitted to the Managers. The rates are as follows; On freight
from the east consigned direct to Union Stock
Yards $1 per car; consigned to Chicago and reconsigned to stock yards, $3; consigned to Chicago and switched to points oil the road carrying it, $2; whether for local delivery or to
points West, switched between packing houses
aud stock yards. $2; between Bridgeport and
stock yards, $6; between Chicago and stock

Futon.

sale, price

same as sold at first

APRONS,

ones.

2 o’clock P. M.—A
per dozen.
of Ladies’ MUSLIN UNDERWEAR at 50 cents, which
M.—Lot
3 P.
are worth $1.00.
4 P. M —Lot of Beaded PASSEMENTERIES at 25 cents per yard.

of completed road, and in its western division
main line 3801; miles, making a total mileage
on May 1 of 1,351, or an increase of SCO miles
since January 1, 1881. Between the eastern
and western divisions there is a gap of 593
miles. It is calculated that 400 miles of this
gap will be built this year, leaving to be con-

The county commissioners of Androscoggin
county have located a ferry across the river between South West Bend, Durham and Lisbon,
and the two towns are now building a boat to
It will be ready by the first of June.
The towns have long
t will cost about 8400.
of such a convenience.
the
want
felt

shall offer several small

we

yard, $5.
In answer to a call signed by Maine members of the New England Divorce League,
several gentlemen met in the Council Room,
City Building, at 2 30 o’clock yesterday.

the

office.

Mr. Turner asked

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES

We are authorized to state there is uo truth
in the rumor that there is to be a war between
the Boston & Maine and Eastern roads. Such
a proceeding would be suicidal to the interests
of both roads. It would result in a failure, as
it is said, on the part of the Boston & Maine

in the past, and if any fusion was attempted
this fall he would do all he could to defeat the
candidate. He would inform Mr. Todd that

they did the latter thing

SALES.

AUCTION

ADVERTISEMENTS_

_

mooting of

to

NEW

Boston & Maine and Eastern.

Proceedings of the Second Day.

Hall.

The Grand

Angusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

at

in

Produce in England.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Feesenden, Marquis, Brunell & Go., Andrews. Armstrong, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bowie, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Mepot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Saccarrat pa,

A Lively Discussion

railroad notes.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

GREENBACKERS.

STRAIGHT

DOWN TOWN.

TTTE P^tESS.

Complete Line of Spring and Summer

BOOTS & SHOES Just Arrived.
Top Button, only *2.00.
Ladies’ Cloth
“
*2.00.
Glove Kid
Men’s Low Shoes. Straw and Oxford Tie.
Bals. and Button Boots.
Congress Boots in all prices.
Children's Lawn Tennis In NEW and
BY Styles, &e. <£c.,|Sc., at
«

F. W.
,n,r.

NOB-

DEARBORN’S

381 C°,,Br<>SS Strf€t’

<i2m

BANANAS.
Received

J.
»»

iuay!7

this Day 150 Bunches Ripe
and Fat Fruit.
For Sale by

W.

LIBBY,
STREET.

yilVDLE

d?t«

MISCELLANEOUS

Cheap Plant-Stand.
We made a very effective plant-stand for
A

last summer in the following
A cedar stake, two or three incites
in diameter, was driven into the ground so
as to stand firmly and of the required height,
a small piece of board nailed across the top,
and another piece, a little larger, nailed over
this, so as to make a substantial base, and a
cheese-box nailed to this. Then wo filled the
box half full by putting in a couple of inches
of sand, and sphagnum over il. The whole
was then covered with the pendent lichen
which grows on our swamp cedars, so as
effectually to conceal the materials used in
its construction, and the box filled with
plants in pots, tall ones in the centre and
smaller ones around them, with trailing
plants to hang over the sides. It was shaded by trees during the hotter portion^of the
day, and such plants as gleechoma, alyssum,
ivv, Othonna Cransifolia, etc., succeeded fine*
!y by merely pressing a handful of sphag
mini around the base of cuttings and pressing them into the spaces between the pots.
our

yard

front

manner:

In Andover, April 23, David P. Richards aud Lizzie F. West.
In South Paris, May 6, Geo. W. Douglass aud Miss
Ellen B. Porter, both of Bridgton.
In South Paris, May 10, Theodore Thayer of
Paris and Mips Georgia E, Farnura of Sumner.

18

A Philadelphia bulldog rushed out and tackled a tame bear, under the impression that it
After the hear wore
was a Newfoundland dog.
out about half an acre of Belgian pavement

Pur

Absolutely

varies. A marvel of purity,
powder
strength and whnleS'mnnnss. M >re econ«>micwl
than the ordinary kinds, and canno’ be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
slum or phosphate powders.
Sn/tf only in cans, Koval Baking Powder Co.
New York.
feblSd&wly
This

never

lington Hawkeye.

[From the Home Journvl.]
A Keuiaikable

A

’""The best made machine is the “Domestic,”
12 Elm St.

Discovery.

CURE.

SKIN

REAL

THERE IS ONLY

ONE

imposters, pirates, or any old articles
which now suddenly claim to be best.
Tliey have
been tried and found wanting, while th s has been
proved a remarkable success.
Beware of

ROMEOUS

NAME.

This curative needs no pomp< us or iucomprekeu.
Sib e title of Greek or Latiu to sustain it, but its

simple English name appeals directly to tkecommoir
And the people are signa ly
sense of ihe people.
manifesting their appreciation f this frankness by
selecting and using Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure in preference to all other professed remedies.
I)r. C. W. Benson has long been we 1 known as a
successful physician aud surgeon and his life s’udy
diseases of tlie

system and of
the skin: since he has beer, persuaded to put his
New Remedy and Favorite Prescription as a “.Skin
Cur«” on the market, various things have sprung up
has beon the

into

existence,

nervous

have woke up from the

or

state in which they were before, and
be The Great Skin Cure.

[^“Beware of imitations,

or

the

now

sleepy

claim to

various article?

wh'ch have been advertised for years or struggled
along, having no real hold or merit on the public,
that now endeavor to keep bead above water by
advertising themselves as “The Great Skin Cure.’’
None is genuine and reliable, except Dr. C. W. Ben
son’s Skin Cure. Each package and bottle bears bis
likeness. Internal and external remedy, two bottles
in one package. Price $! .00, get at your druggists.
Belief far all OV£Z6WOBKES)BBAL\S.
CAUSE AND

Sophronia: "What is philosophy?” It is
something that enables a rich man to say there
is no disgrace in being poor.—Somerville Jour-

CUBE.

Dr. Corbett's Sarsaparilla.
Is prepared under the supervision of Mary
Whitcher, Shaker Village, N. H., and is pe-

culiarly a domestic medicine, appealing strongly to mothers who love healthy, happy homee.
—Boston Globo.

Now, that Darwin is gone, wo violate nocontideuce in saying that he always believed Oscar Wilde to he the missing link.—Burlington
Hawkeye.
For Kiduoy and Fiver Complaints, Dyspep
sia, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the

Urinary Organs, and Female Complaints, take
“Elixir of Life Hoot.” It has no equal.
Joe Emmet lias iust paid §2,500 for
This looks as if Mr. Emmet were still
ing.—Courier-Journal.

a

dog.

drink-

A Good Square Meal
Is too often followed by a disordered stomach,
sy mptoms of dyspepsia or indigestion. Every
miserable dyspeptic in the laud should know
that he can he cured by a timely use of BurBlood

dock

Price §1.00, trial

Bitters.

size 10 cents.

Dr.

C. W. Benson's Celery and Chamomile Pill3
school children who suffer from

vilmble for

caused by an overworked brain
in their studies, and for all classes of hard brainworkers whose overtasked nervous centers need
nervous head ichos

repair and sedation. Nervous tremor, weakness,
are being daily cured by these pills.
They correct co?tivene°s, hut are not purgative.
Price, 50 cents or six boxes for $2.50, postage free,
to any address. For pale by all druggists.
Depot,
and paralys's

Baltimore, Md., where the Doctor
Letters of inquiry freely

answere

cun

be

addressed.

1.

C. N. Crittentou, New York, is wholesale agent for
nnyl7.MYr&Flm
Dr. C. W. Benson’s remedies.

of sand discovered is due to the dry
and windy season last yearAs the Amerisand was found
can consul reported that the
in shovelfuls, and was mixed with stones and
clay, it was evident that the wind in tho cotton
district must have been abnormally high.—
Pall Mall Gazette.
It Removes the Cause.
Corbett’s Sarsaparilla removes tho causa

of

rheumatism, ueuralgia, gout, Kidney disease,
Bright’s disease, dropsy, gravel and gall stones
which is nothing hut scrofulous poison in tho
blood.

ground, and instantly the other stoops
and picks it up. "Why, then, did you refuse
it when I offered it to you?” says the gentlethe

"But,” retorts the other, proudly, "I
not an object of
charity”—From the

man.
am

French.

Think, ladies! You cau permanantlp beautify your comploxion with Glenn’s Sulphur
Soap.
“Hili’s nair and Whisker Bye,” 50 cts.

x/

A Never-1 ..ilinff Cere for Earns,
Scalds, Ei iilses, Cuts, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial, Perry
Davis’ Pain Kiliei-stands unrivaled.
It is safe! It acts immediately 1 It
fails!
Editor of the St. John (II. B.) Hews, cays:
Tn flesh wounds, aches, pains, sores, etc.,
it is the most effectual remedy vvo know of.
Xo family should be without a bottle of it
for a single hour.
From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have seen It s magic effects, and know
it to be a good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
Eheni3h Prussia:
Alter long years of use, I am satisfied It
Is positively efficient as a healing remedy
f ir wounds, bruises, and sprains.
W.Vf. Sharper, Valdosta. Ga„ says:
It is a panacea lor all bruises and burns.
From R. W. Adam3, Saco, Me.:
It gave me immediate relief.
E. Lewis says:
1 n forty years’ use it never has failed me.
V. 17. Lum, Hieholvillo, II. Y., says:
never

Of a miserly raau who died of softening of
the brain, a ioeal paper says: ‘‘His head gave
softway, but his hand never did. His brain
ened, hut hi3 hea'’t couldn’t.—Now York Pest.
Answer This I
Can yoa lied a ease of Bright’s Disease of
the
Kidneys, Diabetes. Urinary or Liver
Complaints that is curable, that Hop Bitters
has not or cannot cute?
if they cau.

Ask your neighbors

_

Profanity is the masculine of tears, says the
Boston Post, which is jnst as truo as that hysterics is'tlie feminine of argument.—feomerville Journal.

“You are as full of airs as a music box,” is
what a young man said to a giri who refused
"That may be, was
to let him see her home.
the reply, "but I (ion’s go with a crank.”—
Waif.

i t lias been in constant use; and those who
have used It the longest are its test friends.
t *s success Is entirc’y because of its merit.
Since the 1'ain Killer w as first introduced.
hundreds of new medicines have come and
is more
gone, while to-day tills medicine
extensively used and more highly valued
have
should
than ever before. Every family
a bottle readyforuse. Mach pain and heavy
be
sored
by prompt
doctors* hilts may often
Killer. Vnlikemost
application of the I’ain oven
in the hands
iedieines.lt is perfect'y safe
e.i a child. Trvit once thoroughly, and it
vv til prove its value. Your druggist has it
st 25c-.,50::. and S1.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SOTi, Proprietors,
Proy’donce, R, I.

Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Cordial La.,uualterative for rho blood, ami a valuSee advertiseable spring tonic for women.
ment on this page.
Cephaline fills a demand never before met.
It is a safe and certain cure for Headache* and

iuW&F*

wly

surpassed

Nervousness.
There is some talk of making General Itobj
C. Scheuck a candidate for Congress in the
He is a good man to
third district of Ohio.
havo in Congress, lie so thoroughly understands the value of a pair.—Boston Post.

erl

Persons recovering from wasting diseases,
such as malaria, fevers, &c., will be greatly
benefitlcd by the use of Brown’s Iron Bitters,
a true tonic.
THR

Cs'eat

IQySD

OB
FOR BL30D, BRAIN AND
NERVES,
rTA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE JSEEICUTE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK. JEJ Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
as it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On

the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifier the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. CTT It works wonders, curing
KERVOCS and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA. DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatio influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSINGMOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic, t tTForsalc by all Druggists. Sl.CO per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office ID Park Place, New York City.

ap3m

MVV&F&wnrmly

between Joe Howard and the
court because Joe is bald-headed and his scalp
gets cold if ho doesn’t wear a skull cap, raises
the trial of the Malleys almost to the level of
the Guiteau circus.—Boston Post.
The

squabble

Small aunoyauces in life aro vanishing
through scientific discovery. In his Skin Cnre,
Dr. C. W. Benson of Baltimore, Md., has created a perfect remedy for tetter, eruptions and
scurf on the face or scalp. Every person using
it will have

a

clear countenance.
—

for warm weather when the
Comon liis specs.—Boston
mercial Bulletin.
You

can

fly begins

look

to

put

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
in seasickness is of great value. Its action on
the nerves of the disturbed stomach is sooth

ing and effective.
Mr3. Jesse James announces that anything
that may be said about her is not so.—NewOrleans Picayune.
We are strongly disposed to regard that per
son as the best physician who does most to a!*
eviate human suffering. Judged from this
standard Mrs. Lydia E. Piukham, 233 Western
Ave., Lynn, Mass., is entitled to the front
rank for her Vegetable Compound is daily

working woudorful cures in fomale diseases.
Send for circular to the above address.

The Great Healing Remedy.

It is true that the young man in tight pants
looks like a hairpin with a thimblo atop of the
arch. It is true that his nethor limbs resemble a couple of exclamation points. I5ut what
of that? Is he not happy?—Boston TranscriptLadies in delicate health or feeble children
fail to find relief by using “Wheat Bit.
tors.” All druggists keep them.

Then you are paying attention to old Grinder’s daughter, aro you, my son?” “Yes, mother; I have waited upon Miss Grinder somewhat. She’s a nice sort of girl. Father’s go1
“Precious little good that’ll do youi

money.”

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1«42,) and
I»
ROBKR1 M.REAl>, (V I).. Harvard 1870.)
8oinrr*<-i HtiTti.
give special a tent n
*****
A. BM I.
to the treatment o'
Alii. DD<<IMNI<S <?#<’ THE l£ .> C'l I M>
without detention from business,
Abundant
references given
J'ainphlots sent
on

application.

Office hours—12 to 5

days.)

o’clock V M.

(except Sun-

mayl(Jeod3ra

w

£
>»

c
fj

<0

£

c
f5
O

SB

]t

tho worst form of I*©male Com*

r?0>10N

to use

FESTIVAL
are going to have a ORASB PRESENTATION
20, last!, at vv5iir.li \v<- will give away tlie foil -wing

We
lime

g$xtOO»in

IIou-c »utl

the

No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINTIITAM’S
L^SIt riLLS. They euro constipation, biliousness
auJ torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
C .7* Sold by sill IJmgfcists*

50 Tenant! Iliauer

5

No

!

nml

I'seful

Presenls.

Desirable !

Everything

Cheap Things!

HOW TO GET A TICKET.
Every cake of Soap is wrapped in a DARK HR' >\VN Wrapper, especially made for DAVID’S PRIZ E
will get a ticket by reSOAP. Buy tlie Soap and SAVE THE WRAPPK tS until you have 20 and you
of charge, from the Groturn:],!, them to us; for 100 wrapners vou will get 0 tickets. You can obta’n froe

City, (Br) Svphcrs, St John.
Elizabeth, lJunton, for Boothbay—1>
much f >r you, none ever will. “You have nothing to lose,” you
Every one of the above Presoap.
run no risk- vou g^t tin »vorth of yourmonev as soon as you buy the
2<) Wit vPPERS. 1 'J’ICKET—100 WRAPPERS, (> TICKETS.
ents will be positively given awav.
You
ttOAP.
AUB’tf PKIZK
get a larger cake of Soap
See the advantage vou obtain by using
r laundry or household purposes, and you may
than any other of like quality. It is the best over ma te
in
order
to receive presents, »s
festival
receive a valuable present. It will not be necessary to attend the
IKY IF!
thev will b» forwarded to anybody entitled to tlnm on receiot of instructions liow to send
I
IMMEDIATE
USE, AS THE SOAP IMYOU’LL LIKE IT1 BUY MORE I HAN YOU NEED FOR
PROVES WITH AGE. IT Is THE Htfi^T IN VESTMENT EVER MADE. For sale by all jobbers and
11 vour grocer does not keep it < r will not get it, you can purchase
grocers keeping money worth goods.
in Portland. PRICE, §0.00 for
by the box of C' »N AN r, PATRICK & CO., or any wholesale grocerinclose
stamp.
No communications answered unless you
SO POUNDS.
100

IIBnORANDA.
Barquo Jonathan Chaso, Costigan, from New
York for Valparaiso, with a general cargo, which
put into Montevideo in distress, lias taken lire and
is r. ported a total lo.-s. She registered U07 tons,
was built at Dauiariscotta in I860, and hailed from

ever

(lid

so

-fork:.

new

Are the MOST PERFECT

as

well

the MOST POPULAR

as

INSTRUMENTS IN USE.
Let all wlio wish to he convinced of this TRY their

Philadelphia.

Boston.
Sid 15th, sch Bowdoin, Randall, Gardiner.
Ar 17th, brig Arcot, Cates, Matanzas; schs Vicksburg. Kendall. Bath; Hope Haines, Meady, Jacksonville; Isaac T Campbell. Matthews. Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lGth, schs May Morn,Guptill, Calais: Clara Leavitt, Lombard. Cardenas; E B
Pliilllips. Baker, and Allen Green, Nickerson, Kennebec; Marv Sanford. Brown, do; Charlie & Willie,
Wood, Vinalhavea; Kate M Hilton, Johnson, Fernandina.
Ar 17th,ships El Capitan, Lincoln fm Liverpool;
barque Rosetta McNeil, Percy, Cienfuegos; Belle
Wooster, Higgins, Im atanzas; John K Rothman,
Nash. Cardenas; schs 3 P Hitchcock, Reed, Kennebec. City of Ellsworth, Bonsoy Tiverton.
id lGth, brig Addie Kale. Sheppard, Caibarien;
ech Seth M Todd, Norwood, Cambridge.
Cld I7tb, sch Navariuo, Foss, Portland; Charlie
& v\ illie. Wood. Saco.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down lGth, schs Eunio
McKowu. lor Baracoa; Georgia,-.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater loth, brigs Elizabeth
Winslow Locke and Shannon, Sawyer, Cardenas;
Clara Pickens Coombs, Sagua; sch Mary J Adams,

Ar

at

Aspinxvall May 1(1,

sell Ellen

man in these parts.”
my son. He’s the closest
“But you know, mother, lie cau’t live forever,
and—'” “Don’t you be too sure. I’ve known
old Grinder for forty years, and lie hasn’t died
yet.” This set the young man to thinking.—
Now Haven Register.

Boston Brown Bread.—One enp flour, one
cup rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukt*warm

water,

or.e

spoonfuls

teaspoonful salt, and three

Congress Yeast Powder.
two or three hours.

tea-

Sleum

M Colder, .Me

Lood,
At Tampico UtU inst, barque Hattio <. Dixon,
Yates, New Orleans; sell Kockie E Yates, Harris,
Cedar ICeyes.
Cld at Barbadoes Apl 29, barque u M Stamvood,
Webber, for Philadelphia.
Ar at .(.'remit) 4tli inst, seh Harry White, Hopliius
wew York.
AtMatansas May 11, barques Stephan G Hart,
Pierson for North of Hattcras; Esther, Benjamin;
Alice liver, aud C I* Dixon. Keene, wtg; brigs M O
Ilaskell, Pease, for Hatteras; schs Mary D Haskell,
Carter, for Philadelphia; Lizzie Dewey, Peters, for
do- T is Witherspoon, Sheppard, dieg.
Ar at Ciontuegos 10th inst, brig Alalaya, Eye, fm
New York.
Sl.l 9ib, brig Sarah & Emma. Munroe, New York.
Arat Cardenas 11th. sch Ariadne, Dyer, from

SB,
‘"flTd'a'iSt Andrews,
Del.

ney,

..

11th, sell Qnoddy,

Maho-

Wilmington,

rtPOKKI*.
May 2, lat, 37 57, Ion 4!) 24, slip “Balliar,” of
Baih, bound eouth.
May 8, lat —, lou 08 40, sell Louisa A Orr, Sinnott, from Now York for Port do Palx.
II A DeWitt,
May 15, lat 34 02, Ion 7402, ech
of Bath, bound south.
from GeorgeE
If
sell
Cornell,
no
lat,
&c,
May 14,
^'

14*

HE of Barncgat, sch II E Willard, fm
jlay
Port Antonio for Boston.
off
14.
Barnegat, brig Henry C Bucknam, fm
May
for Newport.
lat
34
12.
22, Ion 74, brig Anita Owen, from
Mav
New York for Havana.
off
Eliip Aurora, Mcrrnnan, fm
15.
Absecum,
Mav
lluanillns for New

Sl.oni' FOIt SUE.
£8 f

ri

23 feet, 3 inches long
owned by the late Walter
Will be sold at a bargain.
or C. L. Me-

OOP-IlTGGEI) keel boat,

8 feet wide, formerly
Linde Cf Freeport.
Apply to W. G. Merrill, Freeport,
Cleery, Mail Office, Lowell, Mass,
II

•’.r'

SSErtaeFSttgR**?-

Ttsrs is
<U«

no excuse fix’

myddtf

£

iran

^

-/•; •,

and

direct to

Pbil

adolpliia.

Lines to
Connecting there with Clyde Steam
and
(Tinrlrnlon, M. C., Washingi"" *».€!.,
Lines.
Water
-nd
all Ka 1
from
any
Through Kates and Bills Lading given
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and information apply to
It. d. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mast

ABBAHGEnEHT.

Be®. 5,
will leave
aad
ns.,
Portland at 7.30
m., arriving at Worcester
leave
Returning
at 8.16 |>. m. and 7130 p. m.
On'on Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a.m. and 11.15 a.
at 1.25 p. tn. Rad 5.45 p.
m., arriving at Portland

and after Monday,

j f Passenger Trains
a.

f-AiS-p.

feb20d__

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
FOR CALIFORNIA,
4
JAPAN.

Rochester, Sytingmle, Alfred, Waterbon aad Waco Ilirer.ltaO **• ■*>•» 1*05
T7. oat, and (mixed) at 6.3© p. sa. Returning
!
1‘oavo Rochester at (mixed) e.45 a. in.. 11.24
at Portland
a.m.. ard 3.35 p.m.; arriving
(mixed) 3.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
Cumberland
For 4«crbf:*»«, Waccarnppa,
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
TOilU,
fl»©5. 6.*^© and (mixed)
at 7.3© a. xm.,
*6.30 p. re.
from Portland connects ftt
txain
«a.
Tho S .03 p.
iyf* ,?bic. ritL iloaunc ToDnel Route Jo?
ir»iou
at
HWore, and
5>cpot. Worcester, for
all roil,
t vi York via Norwich Lice, and
A: N.^E. 21.
with
N. Y
also
f.^criucfleld.
ii .{‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Pbiludel*
and the
->U3u, Baltimore, WatMnglm,
»*o«ch aad with Boston £fc Albany R. R. for

CHINA.

an

now

»«■

steamers saJ from

New

I.lands,
Anttraiin.

SaadwJcfr
The

SE«

flew

splendid

the ICth, 20th ar.d 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
30
S. S. City of Para, May 20 I S. S. Co!od.May
Panama only
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of
York

on

May 10.
For freight or passage

.Ales and the lallesi tn'ta-

rnation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BAUTLETT A CO.,
IS A Ht.'.tc Slrertjcsi. Broml Ml,. Bonoa
10 ,v. i>. LITTLE a 00.,
31 Exchange 81.. Portland.
>33«!'.'
>

Steamers l
fare si.oo.

suffering from

2.^3 r-’j

J .2

c^>22Xi_

:

|
|

tj,vi»nto Steamer* F*ore*t

Freight

St.

J

taken

as

usual.

tOVLE.Jr., General Agent.

nn. mm ar-BTEirs

dtf

Portland, Bangor & Machlas
STTJBAMBOAT «0.

IJrDBN\vic|i

'.

a

owe

.i

City and John
3t'kfrill alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
WH ARF,
and
INDIA
at
7
'clock
id.
p.
Portland,
ttcrtoo, tet 7 O’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
that
are
remirded
line
they »ethis
Passer*!**? by
,j*ue & comfortable flight's rert and avoid the expense
late
at night
It*
Boston
of
and inceiiVinieaee
arriving
JHF'-Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
L72 Middle Street.
Through Ticket? to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
il:■*

'.itafeiii’-'-i*

*reP’: ^L’SKSSSSa

thousand oth r diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of’ the Stomach and Dowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

and

Sprint?

Arrangement.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MiaCHARLES DEERIEO,
ter, will le»70 Railroad Wharl,
Friday
every
4,x3B£SEaSm£*fte. Portland,
n> I LLi o’clock, or on the arrival of
»»rr iua
FOi: POKTijAM? ami BOSTOX,
Pullman train from Boston, to* *Sockl«»d, ('km
iTrom »£aSiXnA? H.15 a. m.. 2.45 p. n>., .*•*«.
llrti
Itlr, ?»e«lgM ic. *(©. WVnHarten**,
> i.
0.00 p. m.J Koaltou, >M 0
-X ‘sail.
j»or. flint* llnrbor (Mt. Desert), .TXilVbridge,
0.45 a. m.; “nclispoil,
V;,.
h a;.:
:»»«i
»si«'so«>n
7lMchiH>>poii
5.80 a- ii*.. 5. p. r;i,, llnugcr, 7.15 a. in.. t7.4r»
Also leave &’orl!atad every T«ir*<In> Eve
p.m.; IDexerr. 7.05 *i. in.. 4.40 p. in.;
time tor IT1 allbridge, touching at in5“ «>. m.. ^kswhrxsn, t'_20 h. vi.. j niug same
JO.Ori ! termed iate Landings.
XVnsf s’viltf, d. 22 a. m. 1.5;»,
2 .j j.
Reiurifing, >i*v€? Macbbisport cv*»'
m.; s.ai 5.10 !i t
,Mondayf* -'nly) A«:
i!*»y dhriiuy, a- 4.SO «**c!nrfc, and Milibridg*
MO.r-i)
2.4.5
V*.!
p. »r- ;
•■/K> v
pLin..
fhtirmfay *st S A. itl
every .Tlonulny iiud
■’>. i7 s, *ii.f 1 0.27 ft. n\., 3.07 p. li
5 xrAits .'i
toueninf at intermediate lauding?, arriving in Porti
a. r;>..
&-if h d.55 a. m., H .!
: 1 •» ,i.:
» ullmar.
-on
satre
land
octirg with
evening,
.1.4a a
v>.
ti rei5i?»tv *ck. 7.25 a. n*.,
Niclii T>aiu for Eloftton.
Freight taken for
■1.35 p. iu. ti2.36 a. oi., might.* *!©ckla»«‘.
both
trips.
Jonesport
7.20 a. tr..,
Kjir. a. iI 3=> p. in. Isc >»
The Lewiston c >nnects at Rockland with Boston
J1.2S a.m.. 4.15 p.m. 4*hiil»;vK, 0.40 a.m.
& Bangor steamers for Bangor.
idmuiaglon, 8.2'* h. rn.; Wiuthrop 10.25
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
a?
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
and
from Augusta
Bath,
morning trains
dtf
Portland,
May 1, 1882.
8.40.
The day trains
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
1.06
and
1.00
roads
at
p.
connecting
trains from
Wstervillo,
The afternoon
m.
Augusta. Bata, Rockland snd Lewi .on Hi 6.40
The £?gkt PuUuirs Express tnsin at 1.50
r». m.

,Kl.

■

*

..

i

icdij
relief, and
< 'YY:a perma-

•

c.".:??»paiioa follows

BlOni Ctf'fC.

Edso'wnc-u

,

Dyspepsia,

Sndlgosiion, Diseases of
Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumr.'dsm, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Less of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy. Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

the

eases, etc., all of

Ami

which these

,

v.

I

a. m.

t Sleeoing Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
t Kuug through to Bangor ovory morning, an<I SRowbsgan Sunclay Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Backport. Sunday
morning.
i.iiailt'it Ticfcet* Dim naei accoutl etnas for

instalments.

on

SJp’iiisti'jJiiiesits
33f=Jt!iis{ruted Catalogue mailed free

a!>3>lleation.

on

O'. Joitst aa<i

SSalifna

ou

sale as

reduced

PAYSON TUCKED, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 5th, 1881,

BLOOD

e:;;-.e!!ing all Morbid Secretions.
Price 23 cts. f?c-r bottle.

by

ORDER will INVARIABLY be tbe result.
to resit awl sold

iii

PURIFY THE

an

General Ocean Steamer

DESIGNS,

THE SI? ELEGANT

rjic-ivliij cure by removing the cruise.
Keep lh»5to..> -.-.h, Bowel*, and Digestive Organs
in good working erd-r, and perfect health
will bo the result.
DfediCS an-1 others subject to SsCrl HCcidc'vdt© will find relief
and pern: .cut euro by iho use of theso Bitters
Beiu ? tonic aiul mildly purgRlive they
Bitters

■

*•

£jl;
I win
in a

dec2_dtt
Rumford Falls & Buckfield

eoilSuios

mar7

For bhIo l y ail caal. -.s in medicine.
Send
fiudrof!? for pamphlet, free, giving full directions.

.TiAIX*iROAP.

KAiLUOADS,

_Leave Canton for Portland and
Lewiston, -1.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
p
x,eave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
with Byron., Mexico, Dix^eld,
connections
8tage
Pern, Livermore. West Hnrnner and Turner.
OTUi UA.YF0KD, S-.pr.
dec3 dtf
Portland. Dec., 5th, 1381.
1

j

M W&F&wl y

no3

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE,
The Great HayTRADS
A'jTOADEraARK

Bound Brook Route*
——Trj^l’WJ3251i

all
Impotency, and
follow

New York, Trentoa &

Di.eases that
a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
.Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, und manyt
other Diseases that

I ns

addressing

TnB

Cures Scroiuia, iirysipeias,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs,
Scald Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Female WeakSores, Mercurial Diseases,
Loss ct
Dizzi-ncss,
nesses and Irregularities,
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, inDyspepsia
General Debility. Directions eleven languages.
t
the
A course of Burdock Blond nitrers will sntir.fy
l’urdicr on e irt i.
skeptical that it is the Grc vcst Wood
to
rent*.
*1<
tki
vir.E,
rr.irr, ?!.co.

Congress 1st.,

WEBSL5TV.

Cure

•ior-t

Hate Onubia {rack SiOnB Balias
(<& any railroad or eto&ai

»>».* sscaesa
>t r.iilco is Now

m ».>i

L

England) rir

Sa«OM

KOSRO

StOWTH.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

Guaranteed.

W.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.WSJFly

I)r. E. C. West’s Ner\ r. am> Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsious, Nervous Headache, .Mental Depression, Less
of Memory, Spermatorrhea, Impotcncy, Involuntary Emissions, Premature Old Age, canted by overertion, solf-aouso, or over-induigencc. w-Teh loads

1

{ ^“coS^, *tw

*

ment: a

•Vi'

<en.

€52 A ft
Oasmdafcer

Cures

OBiSlNAI.

».

IVJ KOBE

2»ACFaAO»v«!,

in

a

tad State of the Blood,

accompanied by Debility
System.

SON, Importers,

HT., POUT 1.AND1U1C.

Nervous Affec-

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating

stu

—ros SALE ;,V—

B. STANLEY St

Dyspepsia,

_

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Com-

m 4 MOTORS
si liS

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Easlport,

H. P. BALDWIN,
Pass. Agent 0. R. R. of N.

J.

or a

or

low

State of the
I

mar

®o<i&wly

__

Get;

II

TIME

OF

sday, December54b, 1881,
farther notice p&pceniger
HI run as follows:

trains

—LEAVING PORTLAND
-For all stations, through to E5nr»»•
Icoato:*. ;>wnntSD) Moislrral tint! O^h av
*

bur«
4
tious.

so.—For Fabyan’s

;■

d

intermediate sta

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
3 s.ot> j*. I’?*—From F«byjvn? and Bartlett.
0.00 p. ta. From Burlington and S wanton.

Portland, Doc. S, 188

J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
doc5dtt

Me.,

Calais,

Me.,

TWO

r

Train* leave Portland*
55 «■». fii. Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
iVudoford, Keimelau.lt, Kittery, Portsmouth,
arriving
Newboryport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
A special Sleeping Oar will bo
at 8.30a. m.
in
Portland
at 9.00
for
.station,
occupancy
ready
p. m. and is attached to this train for Boston,
ear will not be ready untill 11
this
nights
(Sunday

At

p. m.
At S.45

Capo Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddcford, Kennebuuk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Comvay Junction, connecting fur all
FLati'*ns ou Conway Division. Kit tery, Portsmouth,
Newbury port, Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. ui. for Capo Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Bi. deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving r.t 5.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for nil Southern ana Westa. m.

TRIPS

PIT*

WEEK.

for

r.oai-f Kailrond Wharf.
-fi
of
State
street,
every
foot
Monday,
for Eastport and
at G p. in.,
and Thursday,
St. John, with connections fcr Calais, Robbinston,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Koulton, Woodstock,

Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalfceuste, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Fails, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Koads,
Grand

Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any In{^•Freight
formation regarding tho same may bo had at the
of
the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
oflice
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Booms ami further information apply at
Company's *^ffioe, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERnov24dtf
SKY, President and Manager
and

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Kalin
Effectually

the nasal

heals the
restores the
taste and
siuelljbenefielal results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fe\ er. Ac. Cnequaled for
the head.
colds in
to use. Apthe
littlefirmer
ply by
,!09trils. On
low
her sale lu Port

completely
sores and
of
sense

Sleeping

<Hf

cleanses
passages of

Catarrhal virus, cans
ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,

Train* leave 85c*tou.
At M.JO a. bu. and arrive in Portland at 13.30 p.
n, At 13.30. p. in. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
m Portland
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive
at 11.00 p. m.
Puliman Parlor C^nr*.
On trans I iviug Ik u»n, at 8.80 a. in. 12.30 aud
7.00 p.ic. and trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
(Through Pullman
in. and 1.10 p. m.
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
a.
2.00
at.
m).
Portland
lo
noiain Went
Throafih
•4»utai may be lmd of J. M. Eivnck, Ticket.Master,
Eastern Kailrwad 1 repot and at Union Ticket Chico
40 Exchange street.
VKkr** ffostu-.’t.'i Unir
<
nl Eli
,■ j?.**
Ticket OUSee.
LUCIUS TUTTLE.
General Passenger and 1 cket Agent.
u. W, SaNBORN, Master Transportation.

JIOS.

s DAlyKOV.'Jbthi NteiimiC*V
iiJawiVisSpsi ern of this l*ine will

points.

dec5

S*.

John, N. K., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlotlclowu, 8*. E. I.

ONANU AFTER

ern

Imported

W

Washington StreeJ, Boston.

: ? a

on will cure
to misery, decay and death. One
outh’s treatrecent cat-es Kach bos contain? one
five doluient. Onedollarab x, or six boxe
lars; sent by mail prepaid «1 n reooipi id p/ice. The
guarantee six boxes
proprietors. John C. West it
to euro any case. With .t li order received for
six boxes. accom1 anied with five •:■•liars, tho proprietors will send t be puichasor their written guar
antce to retorn the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, onli/ agents n Portland,
Middle
and Free -st..;.
at
Junction
Me.,
uovlb
d&wly48

KHULAH0 AGIiNCr,

dtf

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

,:.n> titikd asi» BBDfiss sts>.

■pr^s

Agent,

Exchange Street.

No.

—

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

Philadelphia

»a» OBIiBB «T«fcKT3,

WSWTIC

rwimca

GBAT MSDIOine CO.,
No. 10G Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

AiEKVOlS

J. L*. FARMER,
mchlO

I'd i 1 'Idel^>li3 :I ;v lieadlasc 1?-. .t'

aug29dlyr

A

Eastern Railroad,

Philadelphia

—on

Staiiors ia

TARWR.

r&^Sold in Portland, by Frol. A. 'Furo r, 221
and i’ouno tf Stone, cor. Congress aud Green fcts.

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest ami best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor. Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $80, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $28 to $32. according to
Steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Nierlini; r.ml < outiucuinI exchange* in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

Whiter Arrangcmeut wilt go into effect

9Consumption :iiid a AFTER
Premature Grave.
»yFulI partieulnra in our pamphlet, which we desire to
senufree by mail to every one. [; £f~*Tlio Specific Moiueme in
Bold by all druggists at *1 per pmkngo, or six packages for fj
of the money, by
or will be sent free by mail on receipt

BEFBRETAK1H8

PASSAGE TlCKEI OFFICE.

-—

» enKncv;.

seminal

Pasoigouia

York.__

BAILBOAD.
forwarded daily to FALL
BIVEK there conneoting with the VW*
and SATL KDaVY
rrny sailing every \\ LDNESDA\

K.

Up. ainl attcr Iflondny. E*ec. 5«b, i*ttsf*ens;er
i*
-hill run as follows: JLenve PortlHud
I
t'jr Nt. Jiubu, Halifax and the Proviaceti
& N. A. Railway,
on E.
;
and all
!
12.56. and U 1.16 p m.; «t. Andrews. fit. »«*ArooMteok
-U'-tr.
f;vv
('ouniy.
!
ph-.
‘<oj»«*;keu<a SLoke, and all stations on R. A
;
<or
12.65 p.
21.16
i
kS.
m.,
p.
Sv(Hcataiiui«
IS.,
auoon, ami remain in Bangor over night); fox
nod
Be’fast
f>extr«*s
Wiickwporl,
Rjitsyor.
1
Hk'rwbegnn, 12.45 p.m., 12.55 p. m..til.15 P.
!
m. Wntfi ville, 7.00 a. ex. 12.46 p. »’i„ 12.65
... ip.,
‘.15 p. m and 6.15 r>. in. Saturdays only,
MrdlowfJI, Gnrdiufr, Kich*
womd.aud Bronswick 7.0U a. m.,12.55 p.
5.15
m., 111.15 p. m.; Bmh, 7.00 a. m.
m.,
1 j» [ 5 j j. m., 5.16 p. in. and 11.15 p. m. on
Rockland, and He'll Aonly;
Saturdays
12.5
R.‘ E£.. 7.00 a. m.,
»/iaco!'i
natl
Aiihnrn
ff«ewi*t©n, 12.45 p. UK.
m.;
7.00
vi»
>,05 p. m.
m., HI J 5 p. in.; Farmington, Fbillip*,
JmsjgeEey Lido*, lloitocuih, Winthrop,
Went WaterviUe nad N©n!>
rj.t.".
Ee&rn*>ni(t»a vi«
m.,
i’UUi« .'- i, h, 7.00 a. Ci.

JlW&F&wly

ocl9

Whittier,

Boston.

BOSTON
collection with

SOLDI* V

OLD

Freight received

j

NEW

White, Boston.

In

j itiiTismL IMtm

Calais.

9, brig Belle Prescott,

FROfd

„r

Yarmouth.
Passed the Gato 17th, schs J B Knowles, from
New York for Portland; Spartel, do for Boston; Annie Lee, Port Johnson for 8aco; Nellie E Gray, do
for Dover.
FALL RIVER—Ar lGth, sch Lugano, Clark, from

Mch

LINE

STEAMSHIP

_

On

—

SEW EXLILAAD

dtt

|

AND

th* W**:.
c«'rtnoot!vi22 maar ?t Westbrook ianr-*
fJh LLrccgh trains of He. Central R. R.t and
Transfer Portland, with through
st. GrandTrtir.k
trains of Grand Trunk R. K.
1 u rough tickets to ah points South and Tv est, at
Adams* No.22e!x:>©1* t oiuees .*t> \
.ahange Street.
*
not btop at tfoo iforu s.
.J. vV. PETFdiS, Ger.. Ticke*> Agent.
dec3dtf
V, s:nft.
v;;.

..

^SldTm Buenos Ayres

—

ii-sii

Fitzgerald, Cape Ilayti.
ala,
NEW YORK—Ar lGth. barque Antoni
.20
Mitchell. Havana; schs Kocbeka, Jasper. J
zeldays. John A Lord. Thomas. Tonola 18 da vs
or 1.
da & Laura. Jorg-mson. Jamaica; Stori
Hie
>;
Herrick, Baracoa. Wiuuio Lawry. Spear
irreu.
T Morse, Haw lay, Savannah; Fannie Fl
Hillsboro: S L> Hart, Burgas, Bangor;
"..a, McDonald. Boothbay.
y. Hong
Ar 18ih, *>arque Nicholas Thayer. CrHong. Penobscot, Eaton. Calcutta; brig; .ntelope,
Curtis, Cardenas. Waubau. Covert, Pe amnuco;
Bug hue,
Aiiuie It Morer, Adams. Cardenas; Dav
ie Ryeratov.crs, do; Ernest, Fernandina; sell L
son. Cushman, Fruntcra.
llos 104
Ar 17th, ship Aurora. Merrimau, Ilr,
A Lane,
dave; brigs Mariight, Atwood, Ponce; A.
Ernest, I
Cliir -id,: ardeuae. Hyperion, Williams, d
schs
Grace
Webst*
F«
rnandina;
Young,
Morang
Riley.
-tCro.x. Kenset, llarraden. Cbrdenas;
Robe !-on Sagua; Wm H Card, Foss, Ce- r keys,
L A
wis. Fleteher. Brunswick; Fosti
Trim,
lira;- i.-k; Fred A *#r)e, Condon, Char* .ton.
M W
Old
«th, brigs Uabboui, Coombs. Humatoa,
d. fviagoon, Pensacola schs John S Cate.
Norn
Wm
Me
Indoe, do;
for Baracoa;
Colco.
Douglas,
Sarah F Bird. Farwell, Key West.
Id 17ill, ship Alert. Park, Yokohama; barque
M:i ihew Baird. Greenlcaf, for Portland; sch Hattie
Card, dooro. St Augustine.
Md lGth. barque Helen Angler, for Portland, O;
barque Levi S Andrews, for Pensacola.
Shi ITtli, ship Hagarslown, for San Francisco;
brig Clara M Goodrich, for Cardenas.
lGth. schs Miudora, from NYork
Passed tne
for Bangor; J -Vi Morales, do for Gardiner; Addie M
Chadwick, do tor Portland; Hortensia, do for Boston. Clara E Rogers, Hoboken fordo; Mott-Haveu,
do for Weymouth; L A Boardman, do for Salem;
Connecticut, Port Johnson for Noank; Kenduskeag,
and Labelia Jewett Amboy for Bangor; N*J Miller,
do for Cardin, r; Kalmar, do for Boston; Wm Flint,
and H S Bridges, do for do; Capt John, Amboy fur

Freeman,

CLYDE'S

PHILADELPHIA

Far

RICHMOND—Ar 15th, schs Eva May, McDuffie,
to ioad for Cuba; Laura E Messer,
Gregory. Alexandria.
NORFOLK—Ar 17th. brig Parnell, Mclsaaos, fm
Portland, to load for West Indios ; sch Spartan,
Hodgdou. Kennebec.
BALTIMORE —Cld lGth, sch Czar, Davis, for

KAtBatavia

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

on

WIIVTICSt

lI3t

Philadelphia,

Mcb 29 barque T L Sweat,
for Padang and New York.
At Calcutta Apl 20, barque Guy C Goss,

Semi-Weekly I.iae to New !ork.

Clintoa, Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
P^ashna, Rowell, Windham, and £jr
piag at 7.30 a. in. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points Nc-rth, at

_

FOREIGN PORTS.

Maine Steamship Compan >

Per

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Cld 17th, ship J B Thomas >
Hyler, Liverpool.
Ar loth, sch Nellie Grant,
ST AUGUSTINE
Jordau, New York.
JACKSCNCVLLE—Cld 13th, sch Webster Bernard, Leach. Portland.
CHARLESTON—Ar 17th, sch Joe Carlton, Thurston, Rockport.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Sid 13th, sch Nellie Treat,

At Shanghao Apl 11. barque Fred P Litchfield,
Snatildinz for New York.
At Hong Kong Apl 12, ship Charter Oak, Gilkev,
unc.
for Victoria: barque Chas Stewart, Powers,
\\ arAr at Manila Mch 25, barque Mary G Reed,
to load for
for
30th
sailed
Iloilo,
ner, Batavia, (and

'|o“in's8loB.

...

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

David’s Prize Soap Co., 185 to 187 First Av.,
my!7

R. R-, ana Swtith
Freight for the West by the Penn.
free of
by connecting lines Jorwarded
* r*» ***3
Pa..u«e liiahi O.llar.
Mealr and ItooB iunladed.
to
Fur Freight or Passage afldy
ft. B. SAiTP'h'i A«ea«,
IQ iACS Wlharf. Boelal
ae8>t

i’oriiand aad Worcester ljae.

CAKES,

_

7.26.

dcc2

ft

New York.
Sch Hattie I, Godfrey, of Doer Isle, Capt Sylvester, while trying to work into Camden night of the
11th. struck on a ledge at N E Point and sunk,
she had 10.000 live lobsters, which all escaped.
Crew safe. The vessel was raised next day and towed into port.
Sch \Y H Fredsou, Corson, at New York from Baltimore, reports, 1! th, oft' Absecom, picked up a
dory, with name on bow of “Arizona, Portland.”
Sch C II Gillmore, from a lishing cruise, put into
Port Clyde 13th leaking badly and partly filled with
water.

[insurance

All trams stop at Exeter ton minutes for refresh
at
Portland,
nor... First class Dining Booms
Boston.
rr vi-fStation, Exoter, Lawrence and
THROUGH TICKETS to all joints West and
Williams, Ticket
Soutn n-ay he bad of M.
and at Union
Vent. Boston & .Maine Depot,
Ttckvi ntfrr, 40 ExchangeSt.
JAS. T. FUKBEB, Hon. i-spt,
3 H. STEVENS, Gen. Ateat. Portland.

Choate.
No Soap

3 P
f*rom Long Wharf tfuBtoo,
From Pine S-raet Wharf
m
Philadelphia, at If ». the rata of
one-half

m

Boston & Matno road oounoct with all
ranis* between Portland and Bangor.
Mt.
Desert, Machlas, Eastport, Calais, St.
Rockland,
Den*
,),.hu and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
;r»ir s at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
StnTransfer
at
*r.d Portland tt Ogdensburg trains

Trains

NB—

THINK OF IT!

Wlssarf a»c.

Mn

Ms.-un.:

York—Henry

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Liverpool 17th, ship W It Grace, Black,
York.
New
Sid fm Antwerp 17th inst, ship Eureka, Dmsmorc

a--'

ftlkju-

Pius.

ace

An:! '* hree IInuilrctl other

I Valuable

^20 CSold Pieces.

Tilings

10 Ool:i if

|

Wed.wsday

Saturday.

*!|*a”lorC.in

Refrigerators

14 Pairs (ioi.i Rracelets.

Jackson, Snow, Matauzas—Pliinney &

to load for New York.

LoaTe» rat h Pert Every

will until further notice leave FranUta
Pn-tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.
New Y
""orlmu,,
k.M„and leave Pier 37, East River,
at 4 P. M.
flr-iVDTK—The 1.10 p. 1U. train Irom Portevery MONDAY and THURSDAY,
Pine
Beach,
at
Scarborough
accommodanot
hue
with
will
»top
land
These steamers are fitted up
for
a very convenient
Point or Wells, except to take passengers
tions for passengers, making this
hew
comfortable route for travelers between these
and
at
8.30
on trains leaving Boston,
months
summer
the
Maine.
During
and
Fork
a. m. and
8.46
at
Portland
on
and
Haven
12.30
a. in.
p.m.
steamers wi)' touch at Vineyard
Passaic
1
■&ae to aud from New York.
Parlor Car Heal* secured in advance al
S ate Room, «5, meals extra Goods
to deftmaLoa e.
forwarded
York
Defied Tickei Ofllce.
New
or
| Portland
to
.tie 1.10 p. id. trait, from Portland connects
once. For farther information apply
New York
Portland.
■vith Mound Lirr Mteaniera for
Genera]
Agent,
HENRY
FOX,
3.30
The
m.
the
York
p.
for
West.
E.
R.New
ltue*
and all rail
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38,
at»
connects with all Kail I.iuea for New
tram
Tickets and State Kooros oak be obtained
West.
and
no
Mouth
>a»York nod Ike
Excnauge Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1,
docMtf
this lir e.
(SUNDAY TRAIN* Loave Portland for
tRken
will
be
by
songer.
Ronton
m.
Bo*tan and Way Stations at 1.00 p.
for Parllaud at 6.00 p. m.
at

45 Plnfvfl |<e Pilchers.

AO Silver Watches.

No Small

Pieces.

50 limit I ( lucks.
1$ Mu Ik in N.tcques.

DiaiHOficI Mrwcelels.
Pairs Oiauiom: E>irrinK«.
SO Diamond Fiagfi- K*st’*s.
30 Qal'l Watches.
25

50

Velocipedes.
ewiug JUnchiues.
*
45
Japanese Tea Nets, 7 pieces.

5

MW&Flyw

Sets,

5

5 $100 CSou :1s.
2 Or.inil Pianos.

Cleared.

BEDFORD-Ar lGth, schs Abner Taylor,
Dodge, Calais; Edw Stanley. Sherman. Lincolnville.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sid lGth, schs Mary Lymburner. Union, Minnesota, Sea Bird, Palestine,
Moreliglit. Oregon, Jaa Barrett. E A Stevens, Reuben Eastman, Alaska, J B Hamel, Volant, Mentor,
Ella Flora Condon, D W Hunt.
Ar 17th, schs Nathan Clcaves.At.wood, Eleuthera;
L M WarHenry K Willard, Wiliard, Port Antonio;
Mattie A
ren
Woodbury, do, (all for Boston) ;
for
Elizabeth
Boston.
Port
McDonald,
Fran kiln,
HYANNIS—Passed by 17th, schs Flora Condon,
for Saco. Laura Robinson, for Portland.
BOSTON— Ar 17th, schs Flavilla, Blake, Camden;
J B Stinson, Stinson. Deer Isle.
Cld 17th. barque Isaac Jackson, Welch, Valparaiso; H G McFarland. McFarland, Sydney, CB.
Ar 18th, schs Ebcu H King, Baracoa; Samaritan,
Nickerson, Bangor.
Cid 18th, sch Cathie C Berry, Seavey. Brunswick,
BATH—Ar lGth, sch Alaska, Hamilton, Portland,

WKlL-B'Sllat
sieitMlSbif*

Dime)

SAINE RAILROAD

A

Ii

«

V.. \Vell«,at8.45
m 1 10 8.30 ami 6.30 p.m.
ami 3.30 p. in. (See note.) for North Berwlili Halioao b ull*, Ureal ball*, Dover,
aad l.oweil,
Fxeter. Haverhill. I.awreace
bar Wcw
at 8 45 * m. 1.10 and 3.30 p.m.
For
3.30
p.m.
Market, at 8.4.-> a. m. and
N. I*., at 8.40
l
and
arniiogcou.
Koche.ler,
Alton
For
Bay,
1.10 and 3.30 l ra.
ui
a
For Monchealer
at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.46
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence.)
m
(via "Jew Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
for
Morning Train will leave SLennebunk

5

Pouy n«*»f Village Part.

1

fish to Dana & Co.

Dow

jE-c-' »BtOB

a! m!

50 s IO f Sol t Pieces.
SO »5$ > Oohl Pieces.

t

city of New York.
i SI O' O fl per cent U- ^.Biootl.
1 Team Koad rtor.%:v«
2 $500 U. S. Ilouu

$1.

sch Eliza Ann, Wheeler, Bremen—barrels to Noah
Mayo.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell—dry

Sch Forest
sen Mary

53 Cehlral
MJIPSOI*, Cru. Agral,DOVJ-ounw
Jutrtf. 91 a««l©li

n

VALUABLE PRESENTS:
Silicic

I

port.

Jacks™.

$10.1)0 second class, including

•>

Ounnil after Monday, April
Train*
Fn»*eu«cr
TV-ik*.**,:!. JH.'i,
;;-‘n’ill I.iavc: I* HTI.ABII
m. 1.10
8.46
at
a.
liu.2-XUyoit ISO.IOt
(Express,) and 3. «J p.m., arriving at Boston at
leave
Bos
Returning,
I 16 5.10. and 8.00 |). in
(KxpresE), 12.30, 3.8U p. 1,1 .,
8.30 a
ton ,it
and
8.00
12.30
at
6.00,
arriving at i: .-rtlam:
m
Pori'am! for Kearbornurt Benrb
and
3.80
6.30
a.m.
at
8.46
anil Pidc v'mni.
F- r Old Orchard Hrarh,
,u. (See Note.)
at 8.45
taco Hiddeford and Kennebnalt,

DAVID’S PRIZE LAUNDRY SOAP

in the form cf pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box fore1 her. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers nil letters of inquiry Send for pamphlet. Address ns above. Mention thfa Paper.

oct!7

Every family and Household

As ;tu Inducement for

New York.
Sch May Snowman, Oliver, Bath.
Sch Sympathy, Painter. Boothbay.
Scb Superior, Coffin, Wiscasset—heading to E S
Hamlin & Co.
Sell T Benedict, Crockett, Wiscasset for Bridge-

Rapidan, Mangum,

“lass;

SRRING ARRANGEMENT.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act In
harmony with tho laws that govern tho female system.
For the euro of Kidney Complaints of either eox this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. riNKIIAM’9 VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 ami 235 "Western Avenue,
Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
Mass. Price

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Boston for Eastport
ami St John. NB.
Barque Celina. Hodedor, Boston, to R Lewis & Co
Brig Albert M, (Br) Lawrence, Cardenas-molasses to (ieo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Agnes, Turner. Cape Ann.
Sch Eliza Batohelder. from Windsor, NS tor-.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Mach*as.
Sch Anaconda Fickett, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Eliza Williams, Smith. Bangor for Norwich.
Sch Mil uie C Taylor, Hamilton, Gardiner for

Avent, No. 22* Washington «t.
< « «•«■«•
By lulauil A ^aboanH oialiauIL
L., and
1’oii-mnc it. »* * « to Washington,
at the wharf.
of
given
Bills
lading
Alexandria.
and
and
Norfolk,
'iTII'K S/l * to Baltimore
and
Tic hr i« to ail (/arts of the South

I'.'SEPl! JM'.K.'iON, General Vat-age*
dpi'
nut rintendenl.
00tl7dtf

•

WonltnCMt,
population.

gestion.
That feeling of hearing down, causing rain, weight
and backache, Is always permanent y cured by Its use.

Lynn,

3

-.os si.weS., West a<jsl Sauinwetl.

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
and IndiGeneral Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression

THURSDAY, May 18.

o’clock, I*. M., from Central Wharf, Boo ton,
direct to Norfolk au<l Baltimore.
Freight forwarder! fror Norfolk to all parts of
CAROLINA^,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA.
ALABAMA,
FLORIDA,
OEOROIA,
and
ARKANSAS,
MISSISSIPPI,
Ui < uf luBy Vn„ Truii. A «n. Air
240 WashNo.
lling given by C. P. Gail her, Agent,
at

Detroit, 4'hienkO; .11 ill woaU.
t'o <11
Ouwha, Hngiai-u-io'y ii.Ki.Loui
Fake tiily,
«, Ki. Haul, Halt
San
Rr»«ci«c»,
Denver,
£inl all jfllut* in the

Inflammation ami Ulcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles,
end the consequent
lion, lulling and Displacements,
to the
Spinal Weakness, and 13 particularly adapted
Cliango of Life.
from
tho
uterus
In
tumors
It will dissolve and expel
Tho tendency to canon early stage of development.
Its use.
cerous humors there Is checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving

26
27
27
27
28
28
30

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,

very

$12 00 first
ninalt* and berths.

Tk i;! <m Sold at Reduced Rates

««a

Fal..lW f.«-

.ocopiwo.1
will cure entirely

I>. II. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

Through

♦J

!„r..U Um».

Arrived.

Steamer
Fox.
Sch Fred

3X0HANCJB STREET

Jsft Pot'lliv«^ Cure

25
25

nel*ee,

and

-AND-

VTiffETABhlS C OMTOUND.

their first-class

Meabonnl Air
AlVnalic Taunt l.iuc andWaldo
'“Sty
A. Pearce*
Line. Hills of Ending given by

thlcug?, Montreal
m

*

Wm'i'RANK,

HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,
ALLEGHANr Y,
JOHN

-ri'O'i AT I OOT ,*F ISOM ST

LYDIA E. PEI'S K-raArel’S

of

p.m.
Fro
12 3< > p.

A

X

one

LOUISIANA,

sz

r

PORT OF PORTLAND.

New

ABKfVA.JL.ft.

PASSENGER OFFICES

a
o

will sail

V

From LnviHtun natd Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 8,16 and 8.00 p. m.
From <iorl»KUi, 8.80,0.40 a. m., and 12.30

o

o

19
20
20
23
23
24
24
24

m.

e

E

NEWS.

_

never

WF&Mcow&w

C3
a

f

l

«

_
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“Wheat Bitters.” Mothers require it. Children cry for it. Fathers buy it. Price §1 per
bottle. For sale by all druggists.

It
I use your Kira Kii.uut frequently.
relieves pain and soreness, and /teals wounds
like magic.

J.V7.Dee says:
For scolds and hunts it has r.O equal.
PERKY DAVIS’ TAIN HELLS is not
I’or forty years
» now untried remedy.

o
j:

—

At the entrauce of a theatre a gentleman
offers his half-smoked cigar to the man who
The latter politely
opens the carriage door.
refuses. The gentlemau then throws his cigar
on

p.

3:

c:
(3

May 19.
MINIATURE ALMANAC..
Sun ns*».....4 29 I High water, (I'M). 152.48
Sun sets.7 24 I Moon sets. 9.48

M A. 1 i 1 -N K

C
o

New York.

The American consul at Manchester recently reported that American cotton arriviug in
Lancashire was largely mixed with sand. Tho
Americans have now replied that “tho largo
amount

are

..

i

4-*

DAYS OF ATEAkiOSHIFH«

—

nal.

and that with simple name.

NO

they got the dog away, and ho
limped painfully hack into the butcher shop,
merely remarking to the gentleman whose
meat cart ho sleeps in, that that dog Iooks like
in the
a Newfoundland; hut if he wasn’t born
north of Ireland there wasn’t no snakes.—Burwith him,

0

jE

M

Valencia...New York. .Maracaibo... May
Wisconsin.New York .Liverpool.. .May
Scythia.New York..Liverpool ...May
St Germain.New York.. Havre.May
.New York..Carthageua..May
Schleswig
Republic.New York..Liverpool....May
May
Oit., .Washington...New York. Havana.
Alvena.New York.. Kingston—May
May
Montreal.Quebec.Liverpool
Cireassom.Quebec.Liverpool. ..May
York
Havana.Mav
Saratoga.New
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool .May
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.May
Ailsa.New York..Port Prince .May
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Saturday afternoon at 2 o clock,
[Funeral <*
Burial at convenience of
No. 159 dark street.
the family.j
In 1 Jeering, May 17. Almira, wife of Nathan libbelts. 8ge.il 78 years 11 months.
[Funeral this (Friday) afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
at tier late residence, I Jeering.
In Otisfield, May 17, Mrs. Mary K., wife of Henry
Meservc, aged 43 year*.
In Gardi' er, .May 13, Mrs. Susan B. Stevens, aged
65 vears f. months.
In Brooklyn, N. Y., Mav 18, .Mary Lizzie, wife ot
Dr. N. M. Leighton, agod 46 years.

.May
Peruvian.Boston.Liverpool.. May
Newport.New York..Havana.May
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For (^orhaui, 4.00 p. m.f (mixfedO
For fjouinal Quebec nu«! t liicugo, 1. 30
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In this city. Mav 17, Mary U., wile of Dennis
Soule, ami oldest daughter of dames and Alary McCluskey, aged 30 years 5 months.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence, No. 3 Walnut street.
In this city. May IS. Caro II., only child of Holman H. and Hattie E. Waldron, agod 7 months and
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Railway of Canada. Baltimore,
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—Gardener’s Monthly.
Wit and Wisdom.
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AGRICULTURAL.
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receipt of 50c will mail a package.
laud by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ OUEAM BALM CO., Owego, K. Yr.
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